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Chalker to preach from
Amp pulpit in Week Six
As Chautauqua chaplain
for Week Six, the Rev. Kenneth Chalker will preach at
the 10:45 a.m. Sunday Morning Worship service in the
Amphitheater and describe
his faith journey at Vespers at
5 p.m. in the Hall of Philosophy. From Monday through
Friday, he will preach at the
9:15 a.m. Devotional Service
in the Amphitheater.
Chalker’s topics for the
week include: “Just Ask A
Kid,”
“Spiritual Physics,”
“Carded At 63,” “Remembering It Word for Word,” “My
Barbershop Quartet,” and
“Stuck In A Hallway?”
Chalker is senior pastor
at University Circle United
Methodist Church in Cleveland, Ohio. In June 2009, having served as senior pastor
of First United Methodist
Church in downtown Cleveland since 1986, Chalker was
appointed interim executive
pastor of Epworth-Euclid
United Methodist Church
in University Circle in addition to his pastoral responsibilities at First United
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CHALKER
Methodist. As a result of that
appointment, in less than an
18-month period, the congregations of these two historic
urban cathedrals joined to
create a new church called
University Circle United
Methodist Church located in
the former Epworth-Euclid
building.
Twice named one of Cleveland’s most interesting people
by Cleveland Magazine, Chalker
is an active participant in the
life of the city of Cleveland.
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Guest pianist Alexander Gavrylyuk performs alongside guest conductor Christopher Seaman and the
Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra Thursday evening in the Amphitheater.

Seaman, Gavrylyuk accompany CSO
for evening of popular classical repertoire

See CHALKER, Page A4

Kelsey Burritt | Staff Writer

C

hristopher Seaman does not like the
word “hackneyed” and does not recognize the term “potboiler.” Great music
is simply great, played once or a thousand times, and “Ride of the Valkyries” is one of
those pieces of music.
Saturday night’s Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra concert at 8:15 p.m. in the Amphitheater
will boom to life with the famous, robust brass
line of Wagner’s “Ride of the Valkyries” from
Die Walküre, and does not let up from there. The
CSO then launches into Dvořák’s Symphony
No. 8 and concludes with the popular and stirring Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto No. 2, once
again featuring Chautauqua favorite Alexander
Gavrylyuk as guest piano soloist.
“When musicians play, they respond to the
greatness of the music,” Seaman said. “And
it may be a piece that everybody knows back-

Facebook’s Levine explains
social media’s global power
Lori Humphreys
Staff Writer

There is something reassuring, yet ironic, about
Marne Levine, vice president of Facebook’s global
public policy, discussing and
explaining “The Power of
Social Media” at 3 p.m. Saturday for the Contemporary
Issues Forum presentation
in the Hall of Philosophy.
Think of it as a face-to-face
meeting with Facebook, the
current digital phenomenon, and perhaps a chance
to view Facebook as just one
element in the continuum of
human communication.
But each era has its own
dynamic, and it is difficult to
imagine any past communication tool that would have
produced a Tahrir Square
or flash mobs. Levine will
ask the audience to imagine
what might be the consequences of public policy for
900 million people who are
all linked together.
“I hope I will create a
greater understanding of the
power that social media can
bring, get people to think
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wards, it may be a piece that’s less familiar, but
what we do when we play is respond to the
greatness of the music and try to get it across.”
The concert ends Seaman and Gavrylyuk’s time
at Chautauqua this season. They also performed
with the CSO on Thursday, when Gavrylyuk
played Rachmaninoff’s Piano Concerto No. 1.
The second concerto has more grand-finale
verve than the first. Though the first dances with
a youthful energy, the second reflects a triumph
after years of professional and personal struggle
in Rachmaninoff’s life.
After premiering his first symphony to a
storm of critical disdain, Rachmaninoff sunk
into a depression. It was three years later — after medical help from Nikolai Dahl, to whom
Rachmaninoff dedicated the concerto — that he
composed and premiered his acclaimed Piano
Concerto No. 2.

See CSO, Page A4

Levine
how this can be used and
what the import globally can
be,” Levine said.
She will also delineate
how Facebook can grow
small businesses as users
recommend products or services to friends and family.
Addressing the issue of privacy, Levine said Facebook
gives people control of what
they share, when they share,
with whom they share.
There is also an almost
magical, if not miraculous,
aspect to the connections
Facebook engenders.
See LEVINE, Page A4

East Winds Symphonic Band ‘steps out’ into Chautauqua
Yemi falodun
Staff Writer

“We have a bit of everything,” said conductor Susan Sands about the East
Winds Symphonic Band’s
performance
“Stepping
Out” at 2:30 p.m. Sunday in
the Amphitheater.
“We’re stepping out in so
many different ways with

dances and marches, from
‘The Wizard of Oz’ to ‘Harry
Potter,’” she said about the
program.
It includes Leroy Anderson’s arranged “Seventy Six
Trombones” and Jaromir
Weinberger’s organ-infused
“Polka and Fugue,” from the
opera Schwanda the Bagpiper.
“The end of the piece
just builds, and builds and

builds, and then the organ
comes in and is just amazing,” Sands said.
Chautauqua’s own organist Jared Jacobsen will play in
the piece.
Sands has spent more than
20 years with a Pittsburgharea community band, including 17 years as conductor. She was originally an
oboist before taking over

duties for former conductor
James Rossetti, who is now
its trumpet section leader.
The East Winds Symphonic Band, which was awarded
the John Philip Sousa Foundation’s Sudler Silver Scroll
Award for excellence in performing, includes instrumentalists from ages 12 to 89.
See East winds, Page A4
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Briefly
News from around the grounds

Chautauqua Women’s Club
• CWC offers social bridge sessions for both men and
women. Games begin at 12:30 p.m. Saturday in the Clubhouse. Single players are welcome. Membership not required, but memberships are available at the door.
• CWC invites members to the Clubhouse from 5–8 p.m.
Sunday for mah jongg. Players should bring a National
Mah Jongg League 2012–13 card. Cards may be purchased
at the bookstore. CWC memberships available at the door.
• CWC offers a Flea Boutique from 12–2 p.m. Sunday behind the Colonnade.
• CWC is offering a gathering with light refreshments and
information about its 2013 Italy tour from 4:30–5:15 p.m.
Tuesday in the Clubhouse. Information about the CWC’s
escorted/hosted Italy tour of Rome, Sperlonga and Fondi
on Sept. 24, 2013, is available in the Clubhouse.
Artists at the Market
The Artists at the Market is open 1–4 p.m. Sunday at the
Farmers Market. Artists and vendors bring a variety of
unique items. Artists change daily and weekly.
Street Lighting Walk-about
Chautauqua Property Owners Association offers a weekly
informational “Street Lighting Walk-about” at 9:30 p.m.
Sundays, meeting in front of the Colonnade, to inform
Chautauquans about street lighting issues and the options
available to resolve them, including the CPOA demo light.
Lemonade Social
Members of the Chautauqua Literary Arts Friends host
a lemonade social from 4:30–5 p.m. every Sunday on the
Alumni Hall porch. The event will take place following
the weekly readings by the poets and writers-in-residence.
Amphitheater Information Session
Chautauqua Institution has completed a schematic design
for the rehabilitation of the Amphitheater. To keep community members informed on the progress of the project, a public information session will be held at 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday at the Amphitheater. Members of the design
team will describe the preliminary design, answer questions and provide an opportunity for public comment.
Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle alumni news
• Members of the CLSC class of 1992 will celebrate the 20th
anniversary of their graduation at a catered dinner at 5
p.m. Aug. 7 in Alumni Hall. Make reservations with Susan
Bonsignore at 716-357-5734 no later than Wednesday. Cost
is $20 each with cash, or checks made out to CLSC Class of
1992, sent to Susan at PO Box 468, Chautauqua, NY, 14722.
Class members are reminded to update their reading lists
at the CLSC Veranda before the event. Questions can be
answered by Susan or Joan Battaglin at 716-357-9887.
• The CLSC Class of 1995 will meet at 5:15 p.m. Aug. 6 on
the Alumni Hall porch with a dinner to follow in the dining room. Please make reservations by Wednesday with
Anne Prezio at 941-223-2918. The class will also meet prior
to the Aug. 8 parade for a continental breakfast at 8 a.m. on
the Methodist House porch.
• The CLSC Class of 1996 will meet at 4:30 p.m. Aug. 8 on
the Alumni Hall porch prior to the Gala Dinner.
• The CLSC Class of 2003 will hold its annual Recognition
Day breakfast at 7:45 a.m. Aug. 8 on Anita Holc’s porch, 27
Vincent. All members are invited and will proceed to Bestor Plaza for the parade afterwards. Contact Anita at 914492-1729 if you are able to bring a breakfast dish to share.
• The CLSC Class of 2006 will hold a Pakistani tea at 3 p.m.
today in Alumni Hall.
Potluck party
The Chautauqua Literary Arts Friends are holding a potluck party for members at 6 p.m. Sunday in the Alumni
Hall Ballroom. Memberships are available at the door.
Please bring a vegetable, casserole or dessert for 8 people.
Contact Jan Cosner at 440-554-1144 with questions.
Chautauqua Opera Guild Gala
At 5:30 p.m. Thursday at Webb’s restaurant, the Chautauqua Opera 2012 Gala will celebrate the release of Florence
Norton’s autobiography, Flossie: Recollections of the Life of
Florence H. Norton 1913–2011, as told by Florence to her
friend, Alice O’Grady. O’Grady and editor Cynthia Norton
will be signing complimentary copies during the 5:30 p.m.
cocktail reception. Dinner is served at 7 p.m., followed by
an 8 p.m. musical presentation from the Chautauqua Opera
Company’s Young Artists. The Opera Guild event benefits
the Young Artists program. Tickets are $75. Mail reservation requests (including name, address and phone number
or email address) and checks made payable to Chautauqua
Opera Guild to Judy Oliver, PO Box V, Chautauqua, NY
14722. Attendees can ride the Chautauqua Suites trolley to
and from the Main Gate beginning at 5:30 p.m.
Play Discussion
Friends of Chautauqua Theater Company will host a discussion of CTC’s production of Fifty Ways from 12:45–2
p.m. Sunday on the second floor of Hultquist Center. Nonmembers of the Friends may join at the door for $10. Contact Cheryl Gorelick for information at 716-357-4132.
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The 2012 Chautauqua Opera Studio Artists pose in costume during rehearsal for Saturday’s musical theater revue, titled “The Dreamland
Radio Hour,” at 10:30 p.m. in Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall. The program will begin 20 minutes after the conclusion of the CSO concert.

Young Artists broadcast 1940s optimism
Leah Harrison
Staff Writer

If the soothing strains of
1940s crooners elicit nostalgia for love, optimism and
innocence, Frank Sinatra
and Bing Crosby succeeded in their job: to distract
Americans from the horrors
of World War II.
At 10:30 p.m. Saturday
in Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall,
Chautauqua Opera Company’s Studio Artists will
revisit the era of escapism in
their second musical theater
revue, “The Dreamland Radio Hour.” Saturday’s performance and Thursday’s,
also at 10:30 p.m. in Lenna
Hall, begins 20 minutes after
the Chautauqua Symphony
Orchestra concert ends.
Director Teddy Kern and
Music Director and Arranger Sterling Price-McKinney
crafted a live radio show
from songs such as “Jeepers
Creepers,” “Accentuate the
Positive” and “Polka Dots
and Moonbeams,” broadcast
from the fictional WCHQ
studio. In harkening back
to the golden age of radio,
Kern and Price-McKinney
create a picture of unfailing
optimism among Americans
who faced hardship.
“There’s no complaining
in this,” Price-McKinney
said. “ ‘I’m going to sit right
down and write myself a letter’ is an optimistic take on
the fact you haven’t written
me in six months. The optimism throughout this show
is unique for modern times,
and I think we would do well
to pick up some of that old
school attitude. Optimism is
something that we’re sorely
lacking.”
Nine studio artists make
up the radio hour, including
mezzo-sopranos Rachel Arky
and Kaitlin Bertenshaw; baritone Hunter Enoch; sopranos
Amber Garrett and Kelley
Hollis; tenors Chris Hutchinson, Kevin Newell and Brad
Raymond; and bass David
Leigh. They have chosen
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names appropriate for a ’40s
radio personality. Price-McKinney answers to “Lucky.”
“So much of opera is very
dark,” Kern said. “Even the
Sondheim library explored
in the first revue is very cynical. His sentiments are very
contemporary. So this is the
opposite side of that, giving
the young artists an opportunity to sing things from a
different consciousness. The
exercise has been thrilling
to watch over the past three
weeks, just to see them come
forward and discover this
music.”
Many members of the
Chautauqua audience will
recognize every song on the
program.
“They may have danced to
these songs at their wedding
or fallen in love to them,”
Price-McKinney said. “We
thought about the songs you
might address to people who
were overseas, or the songs
that people who were overseas might address to us.
So it’s a lot about missing
people, ‘can’t wait to see you
again.’ It’s all about reuniting, trying to pick up where
we left off.”
Kern, who used copy from
radio shows in the ’40s to
write the script, relishes the
opportunity not only to pro-

vide a nostalgic trip for the
audience, but also to give the
young artists a history lesson.
“Part of the lesson is about
flirting,” Kern said, “because
young people today don’t
know about it. It’s been by-

passed by Facebook, texting
and blogging.”
Singers have also spent
time learning about ’40s ideals, social practices and how
Americans dealt with the
pressures of war.
“They are enacting a period of time,” Kern said. “They
have to. It’s not just costumes
and songs, they have to identify with the people who
would sing these songs in a
radio station.”
The radio hour will include commercials from typical ’40s sponsors, including
one for Ajax foaming cleanser that “floats the dirt right
down the drain.”
“We’re hoping to have
the glory of the ’40s for one
shining hour,” Price-McKinney said.

Chautauqua Foundation
annual meeting

Chautauqua Corporation
annual meeting

The annual meeting of the
members of the Chautauqua
Foundation will be held at
9 a.m. Saturday, Aug. 18,
2012, in McKnight Hall for the
purpose of electing directors
and transacting such other
business as may properly come
before the meeting.

The annual meeting of the
members of the Chautauqua
Corporation will be held at 10
a.m. Saturday, Aug. 11, 2012,
at the Hall of Philosophy,
Chautauqua Institution,
Chautauqua, N.Y.
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Camera obscura shines light on
‘Digital Identity’ through other lens
Joanna Hamer
Staff Writer

In the fifth century BCE,
Chinese philosopher Mo Ti
wrote about the optical properties of the pinhole camera,
a device that could be used
to project an upside-down
image of the world. In the
13th century CE, Roger Bacon used one to observe the
solar eclipse. Leonardo Da
Vinci and his Renaissance
colleagues used the light
device to help render realistic 2D representations of 3D
landscapes, followed by the
Dutch Masters in the 17th
century.
Beginning Saturday at
Miller Park, Daniel Levin’s installation of a camera obscura
continues that tradition with
a modern twist to provide a
counterpoint to the morning
lecture series theme, “Digital
Identity.”
The large white structure
between Miller Bell Tower
and the Athenaeum Hotel is
shaped, Levin said, “like a
mountain with a bite taken
out of the top of it.”
“The idea of the mountain
is that you have all this information, but the truth is you
can’t ever have all of the information,” he said.
Levin’s installation provokes thoughts about individual identity, providing a
technology-free
encounter
that raises questions about
people’s ability to interpret
the world.
“I was interested in exploring the idea in postmodernism of the tenet of multiple
truths,” Levin said. “There is
not one truth, so if you and
I look at the same thing, because of our life experience,

although we’re standing near
each other when we witness
it, we might have a different
read on what happens. And
we’re both right.”
Chautauquans who enter
the camera obscura will have
a disc coated in reflective
white paint, on which they
can see a scene from outside,
in color and in motion.
“It’s about image-making
and identity. What is real?”
Levin said. “The camera obscura helps explore issues of
truth in order to make the decision to avoid stereotyping.
If you really look at the details within, there’s no need
to stereotype.”
Though the issue of digital
identity is a recent and rising phenomenon, the camera
obscura and its principles are
very old ideas.
“It’s almost a yin-yang, as
I see it,” Levin said. “It’s the
non-digital, it’s the opposite
of digital. It’s also very much
present today — it’s so present that it’s fleeting. When you
look at the image, it’s gone.”
Pinhole cameras are often
used to make photographs,
but Levin said the idea of capturing a frame is antithetical
to his intent with the project.
He does, however, have much
experience with photography,
having worked for many years
as a photographer. He has had
commissions to take portraits
of people including Margaret
Thatcher, Laura Bush, Hilary
Swank, Colin Powell, and Barbara and George H. W. Bush.
Levin is currently an assistant professor of photography at Cuyahoga Community College in Cleveland,
after entering academia and
receiving a master’s degree
in art and digital culture

From the President
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Artist Daniel Levin’s camera osbcura installation, featuring a lens
designed by a Kodak engineer, is on display at Miller Park this week.

from the Vermont College
of Fine Arts. His camera obscura was initially shown in
Vermont, and this is its first
installation since then.
“I can’t think of a more
ideal place to have this installed,” he said. “It’s meant
to be in a certain site because of the way it falls
into the landscape, but way
more important than that is
that the population of those
who frequent the Institution
are critical thinkers. People
who look at the world and
question and want to learn
more — they’re lifelong
learners, and that is exactly
what this is about.
“It’s not to question what
you think of as true, it’s to
gather as much information
as you can and think critically about it. That’s what I think
people do at Chautauqua, but
they do it with shorts on and
on a sailboat.”
Levin’s camera obscura
is one of very few of its type

around the world, and it is
even more unique for its aesthetic as well as functional
properties. Levin collaborated with steel fabricators
and fabric artists to create the
installation. The lens was designed by the man who headed the team that designed the
Kodak imaging system in the
Lunar Orbiter that mapped
the moon in preparation for
the Apollo landing.
The installation will be up
all week, and Levin will be
in residence on the grounds
to engage in discussion.
Levin hopes that his art will
provide another medium
through which to contemplate digital identity, to tangibly explore the idea of multiple truths.
“To see a moving image
that is color, and it keeps moving, and you know what’s
happening is happening outside, but you’re inside, and
there are no electronics — it’s
magical,” he said.

Week Six explores our digital selves
The morning lectures of
Week Six, themed “Digital
Identity,” will explore the
physiological, cultural and
psychological consequences
of living digitally and examine how our online presence
shapes the concept of self,
demands for privacy and the
way we relate to one another.
Sherry Turkle, founder
and director of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Initiative on Technology
and Self, kicks off the week.
Turkle also serves as Abby
Rockefeller Mauzé Professor
of the Social Studies of Science and Technology in the
Program in Science, Technology and Society at MIT. Her
most recent book is Alone Together: Why We Expect More
from Technology and Less from
Each Other.
Tuesday morning features
NBC News Chief Digital Officer Vivian Schiller. Schiller leads NBC News Digital, the digital division of
NBC News, to ensure future
growth and innovation of the
network. Her responsibilities
include strategic oversight
of the network’s presence on
the web, in mobile, devices

and social media, including the websites NBCNews.
com, TODAY.com, theGrio.
com, NBCLatino.com and
NBCPolitics.com.
Schiller
will be in conversation with
NPR media correspondent
David Folkenflik.
Lincoln Professor of Engineering and Ethics at Arizona State University Braden
Allenby
is
Wednesday
morning’s lecturer. He is the
founding director of the Center for Earth Systems Engineering and Management at

Arizona State, and the founding chair of the Consortium
for Emerging Technologies,
Military Operations, and National Security.
Taking the stage on Thursday is Dahlia Lithwick, senior editor at Slate. In that
capacity, she writes the “Supreme Court Dispatches” and
“Jurisprudence”
columns.
Her work has appeared in
The New York Times, Harper’s
Magazine, The Washington Post
and Commentary, among other places.
The week’s morning lectures close with Andrew
Zolli, executive director and
curator of PopTech, an elite
annual gathering of thought
leaders that explores the social impact of technology. He
is an expert in global foresight and innovation, studying the complex trends at the
intersection of technology,
sustainability and global society that are shaping our
future.
The afternoon Interfaith

Lecture Series for Week Six examines “The Life of Faith and
the Digital Age,” beginning
with the Rev. Paul Raushenbush, senior religion editor for
The Huffington Post.
Lecturing Tuesday is the
Rev. Otis Moss III, senior
pastor of Trinity United
Church of Christ in Chicago.
Anne Foerst, associate
professor of computer science at St. Bonaventure University, will give the Interfaith Lecture Wednesday.
She previously worked as a
research scientist at the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
at MIT.
Thursday’s lecturer is
Verity A. Jones, project director of the New Media
Project and Research Fellow
at Union Theological Seminary.
Week Six’s Interfaith Lecture Series concludes with a
lecture by Rachel Wagner,
assistant professor of religion
and culture at Ithaca College.

Column by Thomas M. Becker

uring the last several months, purely by
happenstance, I have had the pleasure of catching
up with old friends and acquaintances who,
for a variety of reasons, have been absent from my
life for a long time. Inevitably, there is a request for a
CliffsNotes version of one’s life: Who are you now, what
do you do, etc. It may not surprise you to know the first
thing out of my mouth is the declaration that we are
now grandparents, a statement usually blurted out and
accompanied by a goofy, animated grin.
Our eldest daughter, Culleen, her husband, Dan,
and children, Sophia, age 3, and Olivia, age 4 months,
stayed with us last week. Jane and I stay in touch with
the kids through Skype and by texting (via Mom), but
their presence is that much more satisfying. Sophia is a
whirlwind of activity and verbal expression. Jane and I
assumed so many Sophia-made characters in just a few
days I thought she was writing a Russian novel. Olivia,
less expressive, managed to con me into a almost non-stop
parade of walking and bouncing, singing (she has yet to
learn about musical appreciation) and gurgling.
The evening before they were headed home, I had two
experiences that I hope my limited faculties retain to
the grave. The first occurred while comforting Olivia as
she was finishing an extended wail of unhappiness over
something we never fully discovered. As she calmed, her
face nestled into my neck below the ear and we began to
coo. While I may have begun the cooing, she continued
on her own, modulating the tones and length of the
expression with an accumulating sense of calm. She
sounded like a dove.
Later, after Sophia and I had finished one of her creative
scenarios wherein I was required to play three different
roles, a task I continually confused, Sophia declared out of
the blue, “Grandpa, you make me happy.”
I have no idea how it gets any better than this.
I tell you the story because all grandparents prattle
on about their genius grandchildren, but also because
the opportunity to be present in one another’s lives is
increasingly challenging in our modern, global existence,
and something is lost.
To be sure, the messages this coming week about digital
identity are important for our understanding of the flow
of technology through our lives. Indeed, there is much
to be grateful for as we can access information and stay
in contact with people in a time frame and in a volume
unimaginable just a few years ago. Those are important,
complicated and nuanced issues that go to the very heart
of how we understand our place in the world and the
accompanying responsibilities.
What Chautauqua offers you in the next few days
is an environment built for intimacy of conversation,
internal and external, and a chance to deeply explore
an important issue affecting our current lives with a
trajectory of substantial impact on our future. And
while we may not always make one another happy in
those exchanges — and few of us will be cooing into
another’s neck — we can and will recognize we are in
this together. We will acknowledge our differences of
opinion deepen our understanding. We will be present
to one another and see technology as tools to assist us
in our very human task of building relationships and
understanding.

The Chautauquan Daily on the Web
Check out chqdaily.com this summer for the headlining
stories from the Daily, multimedia content and a PDF of
today’s newspaper.
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CSO

FROM PAGE A1

“They are quite different,” Gavrylyuk said of the
two concerti. “The first concerto was composed when
Rachmaninoff was still quite
young, and the second concerto was when he came back
to himself and to his music
making. So it’s quite interesting to have the first one
and then the second one performed.”
Although Gavrylyuk himself has never experienced a
similar devastating and thorough bout of depression, he

East winds
FROM PAGE A1

In celebrating its 30th anniversary year, the 75-member community band will
perform Samuel R. Hazo’s
commissioned piece “Parkour” for the last time this
year.
“Hazo is very innovative in using little jazz techniques,” Sands said. “We
have a full percussion section playing that piece, so
there are lots of colors, movements and excitement, as you
would expect from the sport.
It really does give that feel
of bouncing off walls and
jumping off rooftops.”
The trip to Chautauqua
came together because bassoonist Tom Weiss had fond
memories of the place he
called “heaven on earth.”
“My wife and I went there
for four years running, until she passed away,” Weiss
said.

said he can relate on the level
of artistic frustration.
“I certainly know the
feeling of not being satisfied and just striving further
and further, trying to search
for the truth in that particular piece,” Gavrylyuk said.
“Those can be quite torturous moments, artistically
speaking.”
It can take hours, months
or even years to overcome,
Gavrylyuk said, which is
when the process can begin
to feel like an organism ––
alive, growing, changing.
“It is very powerful music
with a lot of inner strength,”
Gavrylyuk said. “I see it, in a
He and his wife would
visit the grounds as Buffalo
Philharmonic Chorus singers. And Weiss once played
in Chautauqua’s Community
Band.
“I look forward to coming
back, because I haven’t been
in six years,” he said.
Mike Moyta, concert manager and tenor saxophonist
for the East Winds Symphonic Band, arranged the Chautauqua performance.
“Wouldn’t you know,
they had a spot opened that
worked on our calendar,”
Moyta said.
Chautauqua has continued its dedication to providing a platform for groups
such as the East Winds Symphonic Band.
“There had been this point
where it seemed like community bands were dying out
and becoming a white-haired
audience crowd,” Sands said.
“But that’s definitely not the
case for us.”

way, as an ocean of emotions
and feelings, and very deep
spiritual music, which penetrates through many layers
of our subconscious and goes
deeper into sort of the inner
world, where perhaps we are
much more similar.”
Gavrylyuk speculated that
quality of the music is why
performers and audience
members experience the same
set of emotions and impulses
during the performance.
He recalled the first time
he performed the piece in
Suntory Hall in Japan, what
he described as “quite a nervous experience.” Years later,
at age 28, Gavrylyuk has won
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No. 8, from which Seaman
only conducted the first movement last season. They were
forced to end the program
due to the memorable 16-hour
power outage, so audience
members could see their way
home in the daylight.
“I’m not expecting history
to repeat itself,” Seaman said.
“So it’ll be lovely.”
Dvořák’s 8th symphony,
although not as popular
as his 9th, “From the New
World,” is still widely played.
The symphony boasts a
cheerful tone harking on Bohemian folk music. Seaman
described it as a piece of glorious sunshine.

“Melodies poured out of
that man,” Seaman said of
Dvořák. “Most symphony
first movements have two
main melodies. This has
about six. They poured out of
him. And it’s irresistible musically.”
While the slow movement
edges on the tragic side, the
other movements are quite
joyous, Seaman said.
“The last movement is
a set of variations, highly
imaginary, some of them
quite humorous,” Seaman
said. “At the end, it sort of
speeds up, and lets rip and
brings the house down. So
it’s a wonderful finish.”

Provided photo

The East Winds Symphonic Band

chalker
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a number of international
competitions and has soloed
with some of the most prestigious orchestras in the world.
Though nerves are perhaps
more manageable, Gavrylyuk said he still has a great
amount of room to grow.
“More than anything,
I’m really trying to develop
as a musician,” he said. “I
wouldn’t like to say that I’ve
reached limits because … I
think music is in a way immeasurable, so one can really keep discovering in this
world endlessly.”
Preceding
the
Rachmaninoff on the concert program is Dvořák’s Symphony

levine
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He serves on the boards of
several community organizations, including University Circle Inc., the Cleveland Orchestra Community
Relations Committee, NCCJ
(National Conference for
Community Justice), and
the board of trustees of
The University of Mount
Union. A graduate of Leadership Cleveland, Chalker
is deeply committed to the
welfare of the community
as a whole and specifically
to the needs of the city’s
children.
Chalker holds degrees
from Garrett-ETS at Northwestern University, Duke
University Divinity School
and Mount Union College
in Alliance, Ohio.

Levine told of a mother
who posted a picture of her
son, whose face was covered with rash. A medical
professional and “friend”
saw the picture and identified the rash as a symptom of a life-threatening
disease. The mother was
warned, and the boy’s life
was saved.
A graduate of Miami
University of Ohio, Levine
has a master’s degree from
Harvard Business School.
She was chief of staff to
Larry Summers when he
was Harvard University
president and later chief of
staff of the National Economic Council. Levine visits her parents when she
comes to Chautauqua.
The Chautauqua Women’s Club sponsors the Contemporary Issues Forum.

Public Radio Day

Interview Schedule
The following is the schedule of interviews
with Chautauqua Institution administrators,
artistic directors, staff members and guests
to be broadcast Saturday on WQED-FM
Pittsburgh and WNED-FM Buffalo as part of
the 10th annual celebration of Public Radio
Day on the Institution grounds.

WQED Saturday, July 28 — www.wqed.org/fm
9:10 a.m.
9:40 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
10:40 a.m.

Jon Schmitz
Marlena Malas
Timothy Muffitt
Vivienne Benesch
& Ethan McSweeny

WNED Saturday, July 28 — www.wned.org/fm
10 a.m.
10:35 a.m.
11 a.m.
11:15 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
12 p.m.
12:30 p.m.

Tom Becker
Sherra Babcock
Marty Merkley
Jared Jacobsen
Vivienne Benesch
& Ethan McSweeny
Christopher Seaman
Alexander Gavrylyuk

Questions?
A group of Chautauquans has volunteered to help answer
questions from first-time visitors to the Institution and will
be available at different locations around the grounds on
weekends and at the beginning of the week. Assistance is
available at a help table at the bottom of the Vincent brick
walk and from roving volunteers across the plaza between
the Post Office and Amphitheater 12–4 p.m. Sundays and
8:30–10:30 a.m. and 12–2 p.m. Mondays and Tuesdays.
“Drive through” stations at the two Main Gate entrances 2–5
p.m. Saturdays will be set up to assist those searching for
their on-grounds accommodations.

Weekend Edition, July 28 & 29, 2012
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religion / music
together in prayer

MICHELLE KANAAR | Staff Photographer

LEFT: Safi Haider leads the Muslim prayer service, jum’a, on a Friday earlier this season
at the Hall of Christ. TOP: Brian Barnard and Michael Harvey prostrate during the service.
This was Barnard’s first time attending a Muslim service. It was recommended to him by a
member of the Disciples of Christ. Harvey is one of the 2012 APYA coordinators.

Bible’s message is misinterpreted by clergy opposed to same-sex marriage

M

aybe President Obama’s motivation for “coming out” and affirming his support for same-sex
marriage was politically calculated. Perhaps the
president’s statement, as hard as it may be to imagine,
had nothing to do with politics. Maybe, the president’s
statement supporting an opportunity for a lesbian or gay
couple to enter into a legally recognized, binding, civil,
marriage covenant and contract was an expression of his
true conviction.
But whatever his motivation, President Obama’s
statement of support for same-sex marriage is far more
genuine than the unholy response of opposition his
statement has received from too many clergy. To be sure,
the statements of ordained pastors — African-American
in ethnicity or otherwise — thundering their opposition
based on their view that God, through the Bible, teaches
that marriage is between one man and one woman is just
not true.
Such a view is at best shoddy, biblical scholarship. At
worst, it is a very cruel lie.
The Christian Bible contains remembered stories, teachings, written memories of historical events and settings
which — in some places in the text — had their origin in
traditions which were more than 4,000 years old by the time
of Jesus’ birth. In all that time, the rules of engagement, as
well as the definition and practice of marriage, changed a
number of times.
So, to assert that the Bible reveals an unchanging and unchanged definition and practice of marriage is a monstrous
fabrication. Then, to go on and claim in the very same breath
that the Bible advocates the civil practices of marriage as understood and defined by Western Culture in the 21st century
is just plain holy smoke.
For the most part, marriage in the ancient world of
Palestine and in the days of Jesus’ physical presence
on earth was all about ownership of property, lines of
inheritance and the recognized status of the landed,

From the Pulpit
Guest Column by THE REV. KENNETH CHALKER
ruling class of a carefully defined economic and religious
class of men. It had nothing to do — unless by happy
unintended consequences — with a relationship of mutual
love and emotional support. Rather, marriage was defined
and understood amid the background of male-centered,
theocratic, primogeniture legalities that within those
structures afforded enormous legal license and privilege
to the man and all to the exclusion of his wives.
An adult man in the world of ancient Palestine and surrounding geography could legally and morally have as
many wives as he could afford, and in such number as could
advance his social and economic status.
In terms of legal status, spiritual value and sexual behavior, women were not valued as persons of sacred worth or
protected on the same level or in the same way as men. It is
why Jesus challenged that spiritual and civil discrepancy
by, among other things, intervening in the stoning of the
woman “caught” in the act of adultery (government in the
bedroom again), challenging the way in which divorce was
practiced and by embracing children not as property, but as
being the best living example of the nature of the Kingdom
of God: embodying the characteristics of innocence and
wonder.
The Bible does not teach marriage as between one man
and one woman in a covenant of exclusive, spiritual and legal mutuality as well as expectation of sexual fidelity. That is

why Jesus, who stood in the long line of reform and rabbinical tradition, was so clear in challenging the excessive and
repressive practices of civil marriage that abused women
and which were sanctioned by religious authority held by
the all-male priesthood.
What is of greater importance to various writers of
the 39 books of the Hebrew Bible and the 27 books of the
Christian New Testament than a definition of marriage
is the value and integrity of committed relationships.
In regard to that critically important teaching, we still
struggle in getting it right. And if anything, perhaps
too many of us clergy, as well as many others, are
examples not of lifting up and practicing what the Bible
actually teaches, but as those who are masters of abusing
relationships.
One more time and for the record: Clergy preaching that
the Bible, in the name of God, defines marriage as between
one man and one woman are wrong. Further, the hostility,
self-righteous bigotry and condemnation of gay and lesbian
couples that their “priestly” comments enable and inflame
are examples of the very same religious bigotry that Jesus
challenged 2,000 years ago.
Such religious voices helped crucify Jesus once. Too many
“religious” voices continue their complicity in what continues to be the state-sanctioned execution of what the Bible
really teaches: the importance of a loving, committed relationship that liberates the heart and soul from the power of
hate, loneliness and despair.
Are we not all entitled to have such a relationship recognized and protected by law? I believe such a relationship is
already blessed under heaven.
The Rev. Kenneth W. Chalker is senior pastor at University Circle
United Methodist Church in Cleveland, Ohio.
This column appeared in The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer on July 9,
2012, and is reproduced with The Plain Dealer’s permission.

Sacred Song Service dedicated to remembrance of loved ones lost
Jessica White
Staff Writer

In a time when the country is still grieving the massacre in Colorado, Sunday’s
Sacred Song Service will be
in remembrance of all lives
lost that are important to
Chautauquans.
The service, titled “In Remembrance: A Community
Sing of Fauré’s ‘Requiem,’ ” is
at 8 p.m. Sunday in the Amphitheater. It will center on
the song “Requiem” by Gabriel Fauré.
“I realized that there were

people connected with people at Chautauqua who you
can’t really call ‘Chautauquans,’ but yet it is important
to remember them in the context of this place — whether
they were actually here or
not,” said Jared Jacobsen,
Chautauqua organist and
coordinator of worship and
sacred music.
Fauré’s “Requiem” is
based on religious text
about comforting the grieving and sending the departed to heaven, Jacobsen
said. It is not a common
sing-along piece, so he in-

vited guest conductor and
longtime Chautauquan Jim
Johnson to lead the congregation while Jacobsen conducts the choir.
Because the congregation
is often nervous about singing an unfamiliar song, Jacobsen said people tend to
sing quietly, which creates a
hauntingly beautiful aura in
the Amp.
The choir will also sing a
song based on a Revolutionary War poem called “The
Vacant Chair.” The song is
about leaving a chair at the
table for the soldier who is

never coming home and is
based on the tune “Taps,”
which is played at military funerals and was first
played by Oliver Wilcox
Norton, whose nephew was
Chautauqua opera patron
Paul Norton (see story on
Page B5).
Before the service and
when the choir is singing an
anthem not from Fauré’s “Requiem,” people can come to
the stage and write names of
those they have lost in several
books of memory lined along
the edge. The books are kept
in different denominational

houses and have hundreds of
names from the past several
years.
“Somehow, the writing of
names is an important part
of remembering,” Jacobsen
said.
Sunday’s is one of the most
important services, he said,
because the worst thing in
the world is to grieve alone.

Music also helps with that
process.
“Even if you don’t know
the chapter and verse of
what’s going on with everybody else, it’s good to
be together,” he said. “I
think the Amphitheater at
that twilight hour is a place
where it’s always good to be
together.”

Charitable Support
Did you know your gate ticket covers less than 60
percent of the programs you are enjoying today?
As a not-for-profit organization, Chautauqua is dependent
upon philanthropy to offset its revenues and cover costs
associated with its morning lecture platform, evening
entertainment, fine and performing arts schools, children’s
programming, etc.
All the artistic and intellectual stimulation that you enjoy
on a daily basis is an expression of the generosity of
hundreds of Chautauquans who have made a gift above
and beyond their gate ticket. Please consider making a gift
to Chautauqua’s annual fund.
You may learn more by calling 716-357-6407 or perusing
www.ciweb.org/giving. Better yet, drop by for a visit with us
in the Colonnade on Bestor Plaza.
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Merkley talks arts programming at porch chat
Rabab Al-Sharif
Staff Writer

At Wednesday’s weekly
Trustees Porch Discussion on
the Hultquist Center porch,
Institution Vice President
and Director of Programming Marty Merkley spoke
with members of the community about arts programming in Chautauqua.
Arts programming entails
all of the visual and performing arts, Merkley said, including opera, theater, music,
dance, chamber music, visual
arts and all the groups associated with those genres.
Having a variety in the arts
is important, he said, because
everyone likes different things.
“I will say it is impossible
that everyone likes everything all the time,” Merkley
said. “If that were the case,
we would probably all be
raptured into heaven, because we’d be living in a
near-perfect world.”
Programs such as the Friday
night
entertainment
acts in the Amphitheater are
geared to bring people in from

Lauren Rock | Staff Photographer

Marty Merkley, vice president and director of programming, discusses the challenges of arts programming
at Chautauqua in Wednesday’s Trustees Porch Discussion on the Hultquist Center porch.

outside of the grounds, Merkley said. The Institution usually tries to bring in country and
rock musicians, because those
sell the most tickets.

Selling tickets is important,
as it helps subsidize other entertainment such as opera,
dance and the symphony.
“If we don’t do Friday

nights, we don’t subsidize everything else,” he said.
When choosing those acts,
Merkley said he tries to select
artists, such as Diana Krall

and Straight No Chaser, that
will appeal to broad audiences. It is his job to try to find
entertainment that will please
people from ages 12 to 90.
“Believe me, it ain’t easy,”
he said.
Members of the audience
also expressed concern with
the loud volume of rock and
country concerts.
Merkley said there are
times when his only option
to eliminate the noise would
be to stop the concert altogether, which is something
he cannot do.
“I’m sorry to say this, but
there are going to be evenings
that are going to be loud,” he
said. “It’s that kind of music.”
He referred to Friday
night as “Aunt Mildred evening.” Chautauquans’ choices of escaping the noise are
to go to the cinema or to visit
Aunt Mildred in Westfield
and hear the concert from her
front porch, he said.
Improving sound in the
Amp is Merkley’s main concern with the structure’s new
rehabilitation project.

“It can be pretty, it can be
beautiful, it can be nice, but if
doesn’t work acoustically, we
have failed, and we will be
burned at the stake in Bestor
Plaza,” he said.
Chautauquans also asked
about maintenance and repairs in Elizabeth S. Lenna
and Norton halls.
There have been nine plans
to renovate Norton Hall, and
a 10th to build an entirely
new building, Merkley said,
but because Norton is essentially a concrete box, those
renovations become difficult.
“If, in fact, at some time in
our lives, a bomb were dropped
in Chautauqua, the only thing
that would survive would be
Norton Hall,” he said.
Change in any way is
enormously expensive because of the building’s thick
concrete walls, Merkley said.
So Norton Hall will continue
to receive no more than cosmetic repairs.
Trustees Porch Discussions are held at 9:30 a.m.
every Wednesday on the
Hultquist Center porch.

Week Five in 2013 dissects Jefferson’s ‘pursuit’
Kelsey Burritt
Staff Writer

Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Jefferson’s
immortal words penned in
the preamble of the Declaration of Independence have
been repeated endlessly,
and at present, their meaning has become numbed, if
not warped. Life seems to
be within our grasp, liberty
more or less achieved. But,
the pursuit of happiness is
more elusive than ever.
Week Five’s theme for the
2013 season is “The Pursuit
of Happiness” and will ask
Chautauquans to revisit Jefferson’s intended meaning of
the phrase, how we can define and measure happiness,
and whether American opti-

mism persists.
The week will focus on
the theme of happiness from
a variety of angles. It will
kick off with the establishment of a historical context
on the topic, then shift to
current sociological trends,
touch on the latest neurological studies, and wrap up
by putting America’s gauge
of happiness in a global perspective.
“The reason we think this
is relevant right this minute is because happiness as
a concept is continuing to
change,” said Sherra Babcock, director of the Department of Education. “And we
think perhaps change even
further away from what Jefferson meant.”
Because 2013 does not fall

on a major election year, it
opens the opportunity for
a multifaceted discussion
without much political argument, Babcock said.
The one confirmed speaker for the week so far is
Charles Murray, conservative scholar and author who
works with the American Enterprise Institute.
Murray’s
numerous
books include Coming Apart:
The State of White America,
1960–2010 and The Bell
Curve: Intelligence and Class
Structure in American Life.
Another book, published
between those two, In Pursuit: Of Happiness and Good
Government, speaks to happiness in the context of class
and American society.
Murray’s mother worked

with the Nebraska and South
Dakota chautauquas that
were pioneered in the 1910s
and 1920s.
“He was thrilled to be invited and thrilled to have
this closed loop in his family,” Babcock said.
From a neurological standpoint, recent studies have
attempted to shed light on
what motivates human activity and what stimuli creates
the “happiness” response
across ages and sexes.
“The thing that troubled
me was the sense that we’re
becoming such a self-satisfying society,” President
Tom Becker said. “Whether
it’s that we only listen to
news that we want to hear,
or whether it’s (that) we only
hang around the people who

Johnson Foundation funds
2:30 p.m. Sunday Amphitheater
performances all season

McElree Chaplaincy
Fund supports Chalker’s
weeklong residency

In recognition of their reverence for Chautauqua Institution and the well-being of
the community, the Johnson
Foundation has underwritten the special programs to
be held throughout the season at 2:30 p.m. each Sunday
in the Amphitheater.
The Johnson Foundation
was formed by Swedish immigrant John Johnson as a

The Geraldine M. and
Frank E. McElree Jr. Chaplaincy Fund within the Chautauqua Foundation provides
funding for the preaching of
the Rev. Kenneth W. Chalker
throughout the coming week.
The McElrees have a long
record of involvement at
Chautauqua. Mr. McElree is
a former trustee of the Institution, a former director of
the Foundation and was an
active fundraiser on behalf
of Chautauqua as a volunteer for both the Chautauqua
Challenge Campaign and the
Chautauqua Fund. He is also
a former trustee at Allegheny

stipulation in his will when
he died in 1995. Johnson
emigrated from Sweden to
Jamestown during the 1920s.
He worked as a factory worker until his retirement in the
1960s. Afterward, he studied and invested in the stock
market. The Johnson Foundation takes special interest in child enrichment and
Swedish affairs.

Back issues of The Chautauquan Daily
If you would like any back issues of the Daily from the
2012 Season, please stop at the Daily Business Office in
Logan Hall.

College and now serves there
as a trustee emeritus. Both
Mr. and Mrs. McElree are former trustees of the Presbyterian Association of Chautauqua and continue their
interest and activity there.
This year is their 47th year
of enjoying the Chautauqua
experience, sharing that time
with family and friends.
If you would be interested in discussing the possibility of establishing an endowed fund to support a
chaplaincy or another aspect of
Chautauqua’s program, please
contact Karen Blozie, director of
gift planning at 716-357-6244, or
email her at kblozie@ciweb.org.

aren’t going to contradict us.”
Becker said there is a sort
of self-centeredness that
feeds into the way society
perceives happiness.
Looking back to a week
on “The History of Liberty”
in 2009, Becker reflected on
discussions that brought the
audience back to Aristotelian
thought, through Ancient
Greece and Rome. Happiness
at that time was founded less
on self-satisfaction and more
on self-realization, meaning
expression and contribution
through citizenry.
Lewis Thomas believed a
good life was measured in
contribution and that such
meaning in life would constitute happiness, Becker said.
Jefferson was tapping into
classic images of happiness.

What he had in mind when
using those words in the
Declaration of Independence
was the more classic meaning of happiness defined by
involved, contributing members of society. Not, as Becker
put, the happiness of a toy
and a Happy Meal.
“The reason that this place
is flourishing right now is
that people, I think, are aggressively looking for meaning in a sea of information,”
Becker said.
Perhaps that pursuit of
meaning is also a pursuit
of happiness, in which case
Chautauquans next year
might be able to track down
some answers, as long as
they don’t go looking in a
Happy Meal.

Charitable Support
Did you know that Chautauqua depends on
philanthropy to provide the programs you are
enjoying today?
As a non-profit organization, Chautauqua experiences
a 20 percent gap between ticket sales and other fees
and the total cost of the Chautauqua experience.
Generous community support helps to offset costs
associated with the morning lecture platform, fine
and performing arts schools, children’s programming,
evening entertainment, and much more.
All the artistic and intellectual stimulation that
you enjoy on a daily basis is an expression of the
generosity of hundreds of Chautauquans who have
made a gift above and beyond their gate ticket. Please
consider making a gift to Chautauqua’s annual fund
and help “Mind the Gap.”
Learn more by calling 716-357-6404 or perusing
www.chautauquafoundation.org. Or drop by for a visit
with the Foundation staff in the Colonnade Building on
Bestor Plaza.
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Writers-in-residence aim to click
Chautauquans into the digital realm
Jennifer Shore
Staff Writer

On a long drive to the grocery store, Greg Donovan
and his adopted mother were
discussing the “unforgettable” day he discovered he
was adopted.
They both talked about
the time, place and other
details of what happened —
but one’s accounts disagreed
with almost every detail in
the other’s, resulting in two
completely different stories.
“You could say my mother
and I are great liars, and we
are, probably, but what really happened was that we
altered the memory to fit our
own emotional needs,” Donovan said.
Donovan, who is the poetin-residence for Week Six,
encourages imaginative poetry, because informing and
intriguing readers is just as
important as clarity.
“We are not just mechanical cameras recording
things,” he said. “We are
imaginative, feeling human
beings who are going to have
a whole range of responses to
anything we read or experience, so that should all be a
part of the process of making
a poem.”
Fortunately, he said, that

DONOVAN

EIG

means all the great poems of
the world have not already
been written, and we do not
have to give up writing because of other great authors
— we all absorb details and
learn differently.
His weeklong workshop
“Is It Memory or Just My
Imagination?” will guide
attendees to consider the relationship between memory
and imagination, and he
will give advice he wishes
he had when he first started
writing.
“I actually want to give
writers the freedom to realize any materials they deal
with, their imaginations
are free to go to work on
that material and by doing
that, by using their imaginations, they may actually
arrive at deeper truths than

just memory alone can give
you,” he said.
Donovan, who created the
online literary journal Blackbird more than a decade ago,
will lead a Brown Bag lecture, “Quantum Leaps: The
Growth of Blackbird and Other Online Journals,” at 12:15
p.m. Tuesday on the Alumni
Hall porch.
His presentation fits into
the morning lecture platform theme of “Digital
Identity,” and so will prose
writer-in-residence
Jonathan Eig’s Brown Bag lecture, “Googling Your Way to
Good Writing,” at 12:15 p.m.
Friday on the Alumni Hall
porch.
Eig, who co-founded ChicagoSideSports.com, is visiting Chautauqua for the
third time and hopes to help

Chautauquans work on their
characters in his weeklong
writing workshop, “Bringing
Characters to Life.”
“A lot people think character is for fiction, but it’s not —
even a memoir has to create a
character,” said Clara Silverstein, director of the Writers’
Center. “I think he’ll have an
interesting take on it.”
His writing has been featured in The New York Times,
Esquire and The Washington
Post, and he has published
three nonfiction books: Luckiest Man: The Life and Death of
Lou Gehrig; Opening Day: The
Story of Jackie Robinson’s First
Season; and Get Capone: The
Secret Plot that Captured America’s Most Wanted Gangster.
Eig, who has also written
for The Wall Street Journal,
said workshop attendees will
do writing exercises — he is
not a college professor, so he
doesn’t want to lecture.
“I’ll try to make it as interactive as possible and give
a lot of people a lot of fun,
hands-on lessons in how
to make their writing more
vivid by creating characters
who feel real and leap off the
page in a way you can comprehend them,” Eig said.

All American
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Letters to the Editor
Correspondence from our readers

Dear Editor:
Week Four was an exceptionally wonderful week in the
Amphitheater due to the marvelous presentations of National Geographic.
However, I would feel remiss if a response was not made
to Don Belt’s presentation on Friday, July 20. His talk was
inspiring. But, when he made Israel the villain in the story
of the Middle East water crisis, I knew some response had
to be made. Israel has offered water, financial development
and an economy to raise the lifestyle of all the Middle East
in return for one thing — survival. On the opposite side its
enemies have made it undeniably clear that nothing less
then the destruction of Israel will satisfy them.
As a liberal, who at times is annoyed by Israel’s actions, I
still understand the reality of the world Israel lives in, and
the actions they must take in order to survive. Kind and
decent individuals like Don Belt unfortunately must be too
young to remember the Holocaust.
Herb Keyser
Dear Editor:
An excellent week of lectures by key professionals associated with the National Geographic Society brought our
thoughtful Chautauqua community to a more complete
understanding of the world’s water crisis.
Because of the excellent quality of last week’s presentations, it was disappointing that Don Belt, Friday’s speaker,
selected photographs and verbally portrayed Israel as a nation that wastes water and described the Palestinian entity
as its victim.
For some knowledgeable listeners, what Mr. Belt omitted was as significant as what he presented. For example,
Israel’s development of drip irrigation technologies were
shared immediately with Jordan and Egypt. Israel hydroagricultural experts have helped to make agriculture possible and more economical throughout the world.
Mr. Belt told us that Palestinians must pay Israel for the
water they use. I have heard many Israelis complain about
the steep price of their water bills. According to Sharif Elmusa, Palestinian water negotiator, West Bank Palestinians pay
virtually the same as Israeli consumers for domestic water.
Inclusion of these points would have balanced an otherwise important presentation on water conflicts in the world.
Edward Newman

EJLCC guest

Dear Editor:
On July 5, I saw David Trusel at the Chautauqua Clinic.
I was unable to keep food or liquid down and had concerns about dehydration and cause. His attentiveness to
my concerns and his questions and thorough exam were
professional and reassuring. The time he spent with me
was greatly appreciated.
David Trusel is truly a credit to the medical profession.
Victor A. Tees Jr.

19A South Terrace

GREG FUNKA | Staff Photographer

The CLSC Alumni Association held its annual Great American Picnic last weekend.

How has an experience at CHQ inspired you?

TELL US YOUR CHQ STORY
Visit us at ciweb.org/CHQstories or
on the St. Elmo porch Tuesday and Thursday, Noon–2 p.m.

@CHQ
Tweet with the hashtag #CHQStories

/CHQ1874
Upload photos/videos to our page

Tag your videos
“CHQ Stories”or email
a direct YouTube link to
webmaster@ciweb.org
Scan this QR code to view
the CHQ Stories playlist

Dear Editor:
With respect, I demur to reader Russell Burton’s zest for
the Friday, July 13 talk by physicist Lawrence Krauss. Krauss
recounted that as a kid, the Bible’s “myths” appealed to him,
then, “I grew out of it — just like Santa Claus.”
Krauss may have grown as a scientist, but as a person
he obviously is still a kid. He actually extolled the “important ideas” of “Star Trek”! That show was a terrific sci-fi
myth for television viewers — the standard view about
the great future to be wrought by science. Did Krauss
not notice that future was one of inter-galactic slaughter,
tensions and conflicts? Odd how many like Krauss might
praise Greek plays like Medea and Oedipus Rex, which
reek of Greek myths, while simultaneously disdaining the
“myths” of the Bible.
In truth, myths (as Joseph Campbell reminded us) are
vital elements of human understanding on levels beyond
the literal. Krauss says we still don’t understand how the
Higgs field exists in the universe; religion is more ambitious and seeks to understand how the universe itself
exists. Krauss has no answer and I suspect never will. For a
believer or secularist, I would suggest the Bible offers more
insight into the human condition than all scientists joined
together, because, as the late biologist Stephen Jay Gould
pointed out, science and religion are different magistracies.
Preacher-educator William Lyon Phelps put it well in
1919: “Even those who do not believe that the Bible is the
revelation of God will admit that it is the supreme revelation of man.”
Daniel Sklar
Dear Editor:
What a grand way to showcase Chautauqua — the BTG
House Tour and unbelievably perfect weather. At least
150 volunteers supported the event, which couldn’t have
taken place without their efforts. During the tour I had
the opportunity to ride the Bestor Loop bus, the North
bus and the Tram/bus. The drivers’ humor, patience and
expertise in navigating around and through the increased
number of pedestrians and traffic can’t be complimented
enough. All three drivers answered the same questions
over and over with tact and good humor. They actually
seemed to be enjoying themselves! A big thank you to all
you bus drivers who get us where we want to go.
Andie Mercer
Mayville
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guests of honor

Adam Birkan | Staff Photographer

Guest bandoneón soloist Jorge “Coco” Trivisonno acknowledges guest conductor Sarah Ioannides during the Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra concert Tuesday evening in the Amphitheater. Trivisonno
joined the CSO for performances of Astor Piazzolla’s “Aconcagua” Concerto for Bandoneón and Strings and “Oblivion.”

Richard Wagner (1813–1883)
“Ride of the Valkyries,” from
Die Walküre (1856)
By far the most familiar excerpt of all the music
in Wagner’s stupendous
15-plus-hour-long Ring cycle
is the “Ride of the Valkyries.”
It begins Act 3 of the second
opera in the four-opera set.
Nine sisters, the Valkyries,
stream across the sky on flying horses. Their mission is to
collect human heroes slain in
battles and bring them home
to new life in Valhalla, the
dwelling place of the gods.
Even before the curtain rises
on Act 3, sounds of a raging,
whistling wind set the stage.
Heroic horn calls echo over
the wind, growing louder
and stronger with each repetition. As the curtain rises,
Wagner adds trombones to
the horns and trumpets already in the fray. The scene
revealed is a storm-blown
craggy mountaintop where
the Valkyrie sisters are
sweeping in from their battlefield assignments.
Wagner fiercely resisted
excerpting the “Ride” as a
concert piece. He had finished composing the opera,
Die Walküre, in 1856, but it
was 20 years before he was
ready to perform it. The delay
was due to his insistence that
it be presented exclusively as
part of a four-day long festival of the entire Ring cycle
— which required designing
and constructing a Festival
Playhouse in Bayreuth. King
Ludwig II of Bavaria — a.k.a.
“Mad King Ludwig” and
“The Fairytale King” — was
Wagner’s patron, fairy godfather and enabler. Ludwig,
having already paid for the
composition of the opera,
grew tired of waiting for its
premiere. In 1870 he ordered
a production of Die Walküre
at the Munich National Theater, against Wagner’s strenuous objections.
Almost immediately, requests started coming in for a
concert version of the “Ride of
the Valkyries.” The loss of control over his masterpiece infuriated the composer. It is intriguing to imagine his reaction to
the appropriation of “Ride of

the Valkyries” by Elmer Fudd
or the Muppets, or for theme
music in Nazi weekly newsreels, or for the helicopter attack in “Apocalypse Now.”
The Ring cycle premiered
at Bayreuth in 1876. By the
following spring, Wagner
was happily conducting
“Ride of the Valkyries” as an
orchestral encore.
Antonín Dvořák (1841–1904)
Symphony No. 8 in G, Op 88
(1889)
It just starts. It is like
walking in on a discussion
that has been going on for a
long while — or perhaps like
stepping into a cheerful forest glade. It is already established, yet you feel welcome.
Both the first and second
movements accomplish that
remarkable in media res opening with phrases that sound
like answers to previous, unheard questions. “And then
what happened, Papa?”
In the first movement
Dvořák continues the storytelling illusion by introducing
each of the three structural
parts with the same “answer.”
Twice — once at the very
opening and then again as an
introduction to the development — Papa’s answer is calm
and rational. But the third
time, setting up the recapitulation, is different. Papa’s answer is agitated, responding
to the energies of the development section just finishing.
In each case, his answer
introduces the real musical theme of the movement,
which in its first appearance
sounds just like bird-song.
As the “story” unfolds, the
music loses its birdiness and
assumes various disguises,
while still preserving its recognizable melody.
The second movement
builds from a four-note ascending scale — about the
simplest melodic idea you can
imagine. Possibly Dvořák accepted a challenge to make a
symphonic movement out of
that meager resource. He takes
it up, devising a hybrid scheme
with elements of theme-andvariation, rondo, and thematic
development that showcases
his fertile imagination and
mastery of instrumentation.

Symphony Notes
COLUMN BY LEE SPEAR
A waltz-like third movement echoes Tchaikovsky
with occasional Czech overtones, mostly in rhythmic
cross-accents (listen to the
percussion in the trio) and in
a sudden surprise coda.
The finale opens with a
trumpet call and a procession theme that is one more
take on the bird song music
from the first movement.
Here it passes through a series of character variations —
some dignified, some serene,
others humorous, and some
blazingly ribald. Inexplicably, an impish Turkish march
plops down in the middle of
the variations. To conclude,
he transforms the bird-song
academic-procession music
into an impetuous Slavonic
dance, filled with joyfully
rude brass comments..
Learning that Dvořák
conducted the symphony
at Cambridge University in
1891, when he was there to
receive an honorary doctorate, draws attention to the
striking similarities between
this movement and the
tongue-in-cheek procession
of Brahms’ “Academic Festival Overture,” composed for
a similar ceremony.
Names and Numbers:
Dvořák came to the attention of the musical world
when he won a composers’
contest in 1874. Brahms was
one of the judges. He was
so impressed with Dvořák’s
work that he put his own
publisher, Simrock in Berlin,
in contact with the young
Czech composer. The publication of a set of Slavonic
Dances made a lot of money
for both Simrock and Dvořák,
but it also set the stage for
later disagreements between
them. Simrock translated the
name of the works into German, and he also Germanized the composer’s name, replacing the Czech “Antonín”
with “Anton.” The composer

was young, naïve, and poor,
but he was also fiercely protective of his Czech heritage.
The argument eventually
resolved with future titles
being printed in both languages, and the composer’s
first name being represented
by an abbreviation. So he became “Ant. Dvořák.”
An astute businessman,
Simrock wanted Dvořák to
turn out potboilers reminiscent of the Slavonic Dances,
but the composer was maturing and turning to larger,
more serious works. He gave
Simrock the works we now
know as Symphonies No. 5,
6, and 7 (which Simrock renumbered in the order he
published them, as Nos. 3,
1, and 2). When Dvořák followed up with Symphony
No. 8, Simrock was unenthusiastic. He offered only about
one-fifth the fee he had given
for the previous symphony.
That was one slight too many
for “Ant. Dvořák.” He sent the
symphony score to another
publisher, Novello in London,
who jumped at the chance to
print it. Novello followed Simrock’s numbering scheme. So
the G major Symphony that is
listed today as Dvořák’s No. 8,
was known for many years as
his No. 4.
Sergei Rachmaninoff (1873–1943)
Piano Concerto No. 2, Op. 18, C
minor (1901)
The puzzle of how to transliterate a Russian name can
be solved in various ways,
depending on who is doing
the solving. Consider Tchaikovsky, who is Tschaikowski
in Germany, and Chajkovskij
in a “simplified” modern orthography. Similarly Rachmaninoff can be Rachmaninov or even Rahkmaninov.
However, in his case we have
his own preference to guide
us. For 25 years, from immediately after the Russian Revolution in 1917 until his death
in 1943, he lived in the West

and signed his name S. Rachmaninoff. Notwithstanding
his personal choice, writers
continue to choose their own
favorite “correct” spelling.
The mess gets stickier when
you include his first name —
Sergei, Sergey, or Serge. Regardless of spelling, all three
versions are pronounced
identically — “Serge” is the
French spelling — and that
peculiarly American faux
pas of calling him “SURGE”
is definitely bush-league.
Of course, the reason that
people worry and argue over
the spelling of his name is his
music. True, he was an amazing pianist and a skilled conductor, but his compositions
are what keep his name alive
today. Any pianist looking
for an international career
needs Rachmaninoff’s Second Piano Concerto. It is one
of the most performed and
recorded works in the literature, and it simply must be
in your repertory if you play
any 20th-century concertos.
It was almost literally
a pivotal work for Rachmaninoff. Its successful premiere reversed what had appeared to be a career-ending
depression after the absolute
failure of his first symphony. At the urging of friends
and relatives, he consulted
Dr. Nikolai Dahl, a Russian
physician who was experimenting with the therapeutic value of hypnosis. Dahl
was also a skilled musician
who played both cello and
viola and was part of a string
quartet. For a period of three
months, Rachmaninoff visited Dahl every day to talk
about music and to submit
to hypnotic therapy. With
his patient hypnotized, Dahl
planted suggestions directed at improving his sleep
and his appetite, reducing
the alcohol dependence that
had materialized with the
depression, and generally
brightening his mood.
Part of Dahl’s treatment
was a mantra: “You will begin
to write your concerto. You
will work with the greatest
of ease. The concerto will be
of excellent quality.” He did,
and it is. In amazement and
gratitude, Rachmaninoff dedicated the concerto to Dahl.
The first movement opens
with the sound of great old
Russian bells — not literally,
but as simulated by Rachmaninoff’s gigantic hands at
the bottom of the keyboard.

It is an introduction, before
the orchestra is invited to join
in. Then, in a move typically
Rachmaninovian, the pianist
steps to the side, becoming an
accompanist while giving the
orchestra the spotlight. The
soloist assumes the subsidiary
role whenever the first theme
appears, but it is his lively accompaniment that provides
the rhythmic drive for that
broadly swinging theme.
The second theme is a
different story. It is one of
Rachmaninoff’s famous “big
tunes,” and he saved it for
himself to play.
The pianist returns to
the accompanying role for
the beginning of the second
movement. Playing what
sounds like the preliminary
bars of a song — a technique
he perfected in recitals with
his friend, the great Russian
bass Feodor Chaliapin —
Rachmaninoff has the flute
initiate a dreamy reminiscence of the first movement’s
big theme. By degrees, he
brings the piano into the
spotlight and briefly sparks
a livelier pace before settling
down with a solo cadenza to
recapture the dreamy mood
of the start.
One of the biggest of
Rachmaninoff’s “big tunes”
— the one later turned into
the popular song “Full Moon
and Empty Arms” — is
waiting to be discovered in
the third movement. Rachmaninoff does not lead off
the movement with that
haunting melody, but holds
it in reserve and carefully
avoids telegraphing its imminence. At first impression,
the movement seems to be
about playful brilliance. He
designates its first theme
“scherzando,” and really allows the pianist to show off
his virtuosity this time. But
once the “Full Moon” theme
arrives, it takes control of the
movement.
Rachmaninoff
gives the orchestra the first
presentation of the tune, but
only so that he can surpass
their efforts with subsequent
piano versions.
“Symphony Notes” provide historical context for the works on
the CSO programs. To supplement the notes with musical
details and specific strategies for
listeners, Lee Spear presents a
“Pre-Concert Lecture” at 6:45
p.m. in the Hurlbut Church
sanctuary. Admission is free.
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NCDT stretches idea of pas de deux, and company look
JANE VRANISH
Guest Reviewer

Men may be from Mars
and women from Venus, as
author John Gray once suggested in his 1992 book. But
the eternal interplay between
the sexes has been a constant
source of fascination to society throughout the centuries.
But nowhere is it more fascinating than in dance, as shown
during North Carolina Dance
Theatre’s journey Wednesday
night in its latest edition of “An
Evening of Pas de Deux.”
Lately there have been rare
occasions when duets have
been choreographed for men
and, on rarer occasions, two
women might take the stage.
But the traditional pas de deux
form evolved from full-length
classical ballets, using a slow,
supported opening called an
adagio, followed by solo variations for the male and female.
It culminated in a coda, where
the dancers could unleash
their technical brilliance in
alternating dance passages
filled with high-flying jump
combinations for the man, succeeded by scintillating pointe
work for the woman and dazzling turns for both.
All of it was virtually
guaranteed to whip an audience into a frenzy, which
happened during the opening selection in the Amphitheater, “Grand Pas Classique,” a stand-alone pas de
deux choreographed by Victor Gsovsky for Les Ballets de
Champs-Elysées in 1949.
The hint lies in the title,
intimating a confidence and
skill in its traditional technical values. Partnered by a
convincing Addul Manzano
in the adagio, Sarah Hayes
Watson immediately established a new authority from
the start and, although her
balances were not all consistent, she never lost focus.
They both set new standards for themselves during
the variations, with Manzano adding a clarity to his
footwork and lines amid
beats and aerial turns. Hayes
Watson had pinpoint accuracy during the famous releve sequence. They carried
it all to a fitting climax — he
with some brilliant brisés,
she with a breathless series
of whipping fouettes that included several double turns.
There would be a fitting
comparison to the the “Black
Swan Pas de Deux,” but Ar-

REVIEW
tistic Director Jean-Pierre
Bonnefoux chose the “White
Swan,” a more organic part
of the second act from “Swan
Lake” and a sustained adagio
that acquaints Odette and
Prince Siegfried.
It requires a certain vulnerability on her part, but Anna
Gerberich occasionally accented the phrasing more in
keeping with the boldness of
Odile, the Black Swan. Yet the
petite, young dancer showed
great promise in developing
an expansive lyrical quality that she will undoubtedly fulfill in ensuing years.
In conveying the developing
romance, Manzano was obviously fascinated with the
lovely creature he discovered
in the forest and wonderfully
supportive of her throughout.
It provided the source
for the rest of the program,
which explored relationships
using diverse concepts and
sculptural designs, for these
days the pas de deux doesn’t
have to follow the traditional
formula à la “Grand Pas Classique” and “Black Swan.”
It can simply be a duet that
plumbs the exquisite tension
and endless variety of interconnections between the
male and the female, much
like Marius Petipa did so
long ago in “White Swan.”
The remaining six ballets
did just that. The company
recently lost a fistful of veteran dancers who went a
long way in establishing the
company’s outgoing image,
including Alessandra Ball,
Rebecca Carmazzi, Traci Gilchrest, David Ingram and
Justin VanWeest. So it is a
company in transition. But
this “Pas de Deux” program
was just the ticket to bring
other dancers successfully to
the fore and to unfold some
new and exciting talent.
Ms. Gerberich played the
“Queen” in Sasha Janes’ piece,
the story of a medieval soldier
who rejected her directive to
go to war. In the past, she has
served more as the leading
NCDT ingenue, but the petite
ballerina took on this weighty
role, perhaps to develop a
more mature, larger-than-life
stage presence. The duet was
essentially an argument with
the kind of close contact that
bordered on sexual innuendo.

But it appeared that the soldier, played by the tall, virile
Pete Walker, had the upper
hand at times, but inexplicably
never took advantage of it.
Walker was paired with
Jamie Dee in “Resolution,”
Janes’ heavenly duet filled
with soaring lifts and partnering, although the idea of a man
who is resistant to death and
the angel who was there to
persuade him did not always
carry throughout the work.
Dee took a comic turn
with David Morse in Mark
Diamond’s “UHH!,” an obviously deliberate title that
reflected on long-term marriages. It was easy to take the
awkwardness of Ruth Buzzi
and Henry Gibson from the
’70’s series “Laugh-In” and
magnify their characters
through movement in this
sharply etched character skit.
Diamond had the most
range to display when he
staged
“Expectations,”
a 180-degree turn from
“UHH!” Here, he explored
the problems encountered
when a wife starts to look beyond the confines of her marriage, but is reigned in by a
dominating husband.
Where the other duet was
over-the-top, this one was remarkably nuanced. Naseeb
Culpepper gently, but firmly
turned Patricia Keleher’s
head, shook her shoulders in
an almost beautiful way and

stopped her by holding her
back foot in arabesque. Newcomers Keleher, who took the
time to develop a shape in a
manner far beyond her years,
and Culpepper, who was
somewhat restrained, played
with the light and dark of a
complex issue.
Other
newcomers
stretched the idea of the pas
de deux, along with stretching the company look. You
could call them extreme ballet dancers, with the kind of
hyper-flexibility found in
dance competition circles.
Melissa Anduiza danced
a duet that was a solo with
a partner hidden in the confines of her heart. Called “Yapos at Paalum” and meaning
“Embrace and Say Farewell,”
it conveyed the concept in a
memorable fashion, without
becoming overly emotional.
A trio performed an excerpt from Dwight Rhoden’s
“Artifice,” which apparently
got its inspiration from a circus and employed various
forms of puppetry and/or
manipulation. To stay within
the duet format, Jordan Leeper took turns with Christina
LaForgia and Emily Ramirez.
Rhoden exploited their vivid
dance styles, but the score,
which inexplicably turned
into an almost surreal play
on “Agnus Dei,” faded out in
ragged fashion.
Bonnefoux and his staff

MICHELLE KANAAR | Staff Photographer

ABOVE: Jamie Dee and Pete Walker perform Sasha Janes’
“Resolution” during North Carolina Dance Theatre’s performance
of “An Evening of Pas de Deux’ Wednesday evening in the
Amphitheater. BELOW: Anna Gerberich and Addul Manzano perform
Marius Petipa’s “White Swan.”

know how to pick their performers, and there was no
doubt that the dancers resonated with the audience. It
will be an interesting ride
for the rest of the summer as
they collectively push NCDT
in a new direction.

Jane Vranish is a former dance
critic for The Pittsburgh PostGazette and continues there as
a contibuting writer. Her stories can be read on the dance
blog “Cross Currents” at pittsburghcrosscurrents.com.
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LEFT: Wigs in progress are seen through a workshop window at the Jane A. Gross Opera Center. RIGHT: Manon Lescaut and her lover, Des Grieux, in a scene from Manon Lescaut. The second and final
Chautauqua Opera performance of one of Puccini’s earlier works is at 7:30 p.m. Monday in Norton Hall.

Wig artists help tell character, ideals of opera’s setting
Leah Harrison
Staff Writer

To produce a dramatic
work set in another time
period, performers rely on
visual elements to quickly
communicate their era. Sets
depicting European architecture give an old feel, but not
a specific one. Costumes and
makeup are instrumental,
but one of the most powerful
indicators of epoch is a wig.
Tucked away in a workshop across the street from
Chautauqua Institution, wig
artists Georgi Eberhard and
Philip Plowman shampoo,
dye, style and organize the
wigs used in Chautauqua
Opera Company’s production

of Manon Lescaut, set in the
1730s. Eighty wigs are used
in the show, including a set
of stylized, white wigs for the
whole cast in a Paris scene.
“In this show, our biggest
challenge is to change about
30 people into white Parisian
wigs in about 20 minutes,”
Eberhard said.
The wigs belong to Plowman, who built them and has
rented them to various companies throughout the years.
He owns about 500 — if you
count the geisha wigs, most
of which he made during the
past 10 years. Each wig takes
40 to 50 hours to complete.
“Some of them are built
for specific people, and some
are more generic,” Plowman

said. “You’re always going to
need long brown and blond
wigs, so I’ll build them and
adjust them to the performer’s head in a fitting. Some
people knit or do needlepoint
at home. I build wigs.”
Both wig artists were introduced to opera as children, Plowman as a dancer
in a production of La Traviata,
and Eberhard as an audience member at a number of
productions in Manhattan.
As wig and makeup artists,
they can be an integral part
of opera productions without
competing in the crowded
singing job market.
Eberhard has worked with
wigs at Chautauqua since
2000, Plowman since 2008.
Sydney Robinson was an intern in the wig and makeup
department years ago before
funding cuts eliminated that
position. Now she is back as
a volunteer during dress rehearsals and performances

Bus and tram
routes
Bus and tram routes
and schedules are
available at information
desks at the Main Gate
Welcome Center and
the Colonnade lobby.

and will soon head to cosmetology school.
In addition to their work
in the dressing rooms, Eberhard and Robinson are on
stage during Manon Lescaut.
They play prostitutes being
deported to America alongside Manon. They will need
to be ready to go on stage
early enough to address the
wig and makeup needs of the
rest of the cast, whose transformation begins two hours
before the curtain rises.
For reference, Plowman
has a shelf full of books detailing the hairstyles representative of different time periods.
He also finds paintings to be
an excellent source, reflecting
the ideals of the time. Films,
however, are the worst place
to look when determining
period hairstyles. Film stars
often let their vanity get in
the way of historical accuracy,
especially in old MGM works.
After Chautauqua Opera’s

Artistic and General Director Jay Lesenger indicated
the decade for Manon Lescaut,
Plowman and Eberhard began working on the stylized,
Parisian wigs.
“Each one has a very
unique style,” Eberhard said.
“We want to get the attitude
correct for each one. Manon’s
will be smaller, soft, curly
and flirtatious. The abati —
young priests, they’re a little
more uptight.”
Almost all of the wigs
used in Manon Lescaut are
made from human hair, each
valued between $1,500 and
$3,000, depending on quality,
length and color. The least expensive wigs are made from
Asian hair; Indian hair is
used most commonly; Eastern European hair is hard to
find. Few people with white
or grey hair grow their hair
very long, so those colors are
the most difficult to get.
The wig artists also attend

to the needs of “The Dreamland Radio Hour,” the second
musical theater revue opening at 10:30 p.m. Saturday in
Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall. The
revue is set in the 1940s, so
Plowman and Eberhard will
make wigs for five young artists, including tenor Chris
Hutchinson, who will need a
short wig to hide his ponytail
grown for Manon Lescaut.
“We told him, ‘Either you
get a haircut and wear a wig
in Manon Lescaut, or use your
own ponytail in Manon Lescaut and wear a wig in the
revue,” Eberhard said.
In period shows such as
Manon Lescaut, wigs indicate
a great deal about the character, region and ideals of an era
without using any text. While
being seen but not really noticed, wigs provide invaluable
information in every production that uses them.
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GO ’ROUND THE GROUNDS

School bus driver Charlie Loveless greets kids leaving Children’s School.
TEXT BY John Ford
Staff Writer
PHOTOS BY MICHELLE KANAAR
Staff Photographer

It’s Monday on the big yellow Children’s School bus.
On the south route, Chautauqua transportation supervisor Rhonda Nelson is
at the wheel, effortlessly but
artfully navigating the many
tight corners on the grounds.
School monitors Martha and
Kathie ride along to manage the crowd of kids and,
because it’s Monday, eight
parents who are also riding

Parents wave
goodbye to
their children
as they ride
the south
route to
Children’s
School on
Tuesday
morning,

Institution’s friendly
transportation staff, led
by Nelson, works to move
Chautauquans young and old
where they need to go
to comfort first-time children
and, perhaps, themselves.
Three of the parents are dads.
“Our school buses are our
biggest vehicles, so the more
experienced drivers take
those routes,” Nelson says,

keeping a wary eye out for
boys and girls hurtling along
to Club on their bicycles,
pedestrians moving unpredictably, scooters and other
buses.
“People think no one

could miss such a big, visible
bus,” Nelson continues. “In
Chautauqua, it happens all
the time.”
Two rows back, a young
mother is talking on her cellphone.
“I grew up here, riding on
the bus to Children’s School,”
she says, a sense of wonder in
her voice. “I can’t believe this:
Now I’m taking my own kids
to the same school.”
As the bus makes its
steady, methodical circuit,
crowds grow at the six stops.
There are smiles and waves
from the parents, blowing
kisses to kids off to school to
start the week. There might
be the slightest hint of relief
etching some of the smiles,
because three hours of quiet
may beckon back at home.
For Nelson, those hours
are rarely quiet. As supervisor of the Institution’s 23 bus
drivers, she returns to the
drivers’ break room to return calls and emails, tweak
schedules and try to plan for
the unforeseeable.
“In 1995 when I began,”
Nelson says, “they started
me driving trams. At that
time, the fleet included one
north bus, one south bus,
two trams and a school bus,
which doubled as transportation for tours of the
grounds. Once they found
out I drove a school bus in
Sherman, I got switched to
the big bus.”
See BUS, Page B2

LEFT: Julia Brodie rides the South Route with bus driver Pete Dawson on Saturday. The two were discussing the wind, as Brodie was on her way to the John R. Turney Sailing Center.
RIGHT: Chautauquans board buses in front of the library after the Music School Festival Orchestra performance on Monday evening.
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LEFT: Driver Charlie Loveless talks with transportation supervisor Rhonda Nelson after completing the morning school bus route to Children’s School Monday morning. RIGHT: A thank you banner from the
Children’s School hangs in the transportation office, located near the Main Gate. BELOW: A visitor photographs Palestine Park while Carolyn Benton gives a guided tour of the grounds on Friday afternoon

BUS

FROM PAGE B1

Now, after 17 years behind
the wheel on the grounds at
Chautauqua, Nelson supervises a staff of 23 drivers,
three school buses, 10 passenger buses and 10 trams.
Chautauquans and visitors quickly recount stories
about the drivers’ kindness,
courtesy and generosity. One
woman gushed about how
her granddaughter left behind a favorite pair of swim
goggles on a ride up the hill
from the Children’s Beach to
the house where the family
was staying.
“Our driver finished his
route, found the goggles,
somehow recalled where he
had dropped us off, and returned them with a smile,”
she said. “My granddaughter was thrilled. I don’t think
she’ll ever forget that man’s
kindness.”
Through 2010, Chautauqua only required bus drivers to carry a regular driver
license, though a commercial
license was preferred. That
changed in 2011, when New
York State informed the Institution that it must register
as an official commercial bus
provider and require a commercial driver license for all
drivers.
This change, and the rigorous certification and confirmation process required of
drivers, have made it more
difficult to fill the work force.
Several drivers did not return
for this summer.
Nelson is down five drivers, and, of those she has,

almost 25 percent are new to
Chautauqua.
At least she still has several of her “right-hand guys.”
Principal among those are
Charlie Loveless and Bill
Brosius, who drive the other

Bus drivers are usually
friendly, outgoing
types. Especially
school bus drivers,
and most of us have
worked for the schools
for years.
RHONDA NELSON
Transportation supervisor

two school buses. Loveless
is in his fourth year at Chautauqua, but has been driving
a school bus in nearby Panama — “forever,” he says with
a chuckle. He has gotten to
know many of Panama’s 480
residents during the years on
the bus, and he was recently
re-elected, unopposed, for
his third term as mayor. He
officiated his third wedding
the other day.
“This is not like the mayor
of Buffalo or Jamestown,”
Loveless says. His office is in
his home. The annual salary
is not the reason to seek the
job. “We deal with matters
like sidewalks, lighting, trees
— stuff like that.”
Brosius has been driving
at Chautauqua for 12 years.
Now living retired for half of
each year in Florida, he was
a bank branch manager in
Sherman for 35 years.

“Our branch got sold four
times,” he says. “They kept
me on every time.”
He has had a school bus
driver’s license for many
years and helps out part-time
as the Sherman district needs
him.
“I got home April 25 this
year,” he says. “I worked every single day until the end
of the school year, which was
three days before the Chautauqua season started. Some
retirement.”
Two of the newly hired
drivers were working trams
on a recent weekday. Randy
Woleen lives in Jamestown
and drove a city bus there
until, he said, the city tried to
break the drivers’ union and
wound up with no municipal
bus service.
“The union got me a metrobus job in Buffalo, and I
drive the West Seneca route
up there most days,” he said.
Woleen now works two
jobs, and finds the commute
to the Institution much easier
than his 90 minutes to Buffalo.
Woleen was at the end
of his shift early this week
when a lady boarded at the
Hall of Missions. It was hot
and muggy.
“I’ve been waiting for
nearly 45 minutes, and I need
to get to the Turner Center by
3:30,” she said shortly.
The time was 3:10 p.m.
“We’ll do our best to get
you there when you need to
be,” Woleen replied pleasantly.
“I’m from Manhattan, and
I could get from Morningside
Heights to Wall Street in less
time than this has taken me,”

the lady said. “I’m 86 years
old. What kind of service are
you running here?”
Back at the transportation hub near the Main Gate,
Woleen handed off to another rookie, 10-year veteran
Cassadaga Valley school bus
driver Vicky Horan.
From Sinclairville, Horan
agreed with Woleen’s suggestion to get his frustrated
passenger to Turner. When
the lady left the bus there, at
3:18 p.m., all the other riders
swore she was smiling.
Nelson nodded upon
hearing the story.
“Bus drivers are usually
friendly, outgoing types,” she
said. “Especially school bus
drivers, and most of us have
worked for the schools for
years. At Chautauqua we’re
no different. I guess we’re
just naturally talkers. You’ve
got to meet Peter Dawson.”
Now in his sixth year at
Chautauqua, Dawson is, by
his own estimation, a talker
among talkers.
“I guess I do like to talk,”
he says. “Maybe that’s a bit of
an understatement.”
Maybe.
Dawson is a longtime
firefighter in Lakewood, has
been a New York State fire
inspector and serves as chaplain for various fire departments and the county sheriff’s department.
“I’ve officiated at 76 funerals,” he says.
Dawson continues: “People
ask me if I’ve lived in Lakewood all my life. ‘Not yet,’ I
reply. A priest friend of mine
tells me I’m too busy ministering to my various flocks to
take the time to be ordained.”

Dawson’s
passengers,
many of whom have become
friends, laugh appreciatively.
“I guess the folks on my
bus are kind of a captive audience,” he says.
If so, no one seems to
mind.
Dawson says he has been
accepted to read a favorite
poem at the Chautauqua
Literary Arts Friends’ annual Favorite Poem Project,
has been published — in
brass — on the Chautauqua
fire department’s memorial

bell, and swears riders jump
on his bus just to read his
thought for the day posted
by the door. This day, the
thought reads: “Sometimes,
when I think of all you’ve
meant to me over all these
years, it’s all I can do to keep
from telling you so.”
Back in the office and break
room, Nelson opens a book of
pictures and testimonials.
“Our Chautauqua riders
do appreciate us,” she says.
“It’s why we’re back every
year.”
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Burns: U.S., Pakistan fated to be allies
Laurence Léveillé
Staff Writer

Though the relationship
between Pakistan and the
United States has become increasingly complex, the two
are destined to be allies.
Nicholas Burns, former
U.S. under secretary of state
for political affairs, discussed the importance of
U.S.-Pakistan relations from
the U.S. perspective at Friday’s morning lecture in the
Amphitheater. His lecture,
titled “Where U.S.-Pakistan
Relations Should Go from
Here,” concluded Week Five,
themed “Pakistan: Straddling the Boundary Between
Asia and the Middle East.”
Burns focused on three
questions: Is Pakistan important to the United States?;
Are the two countries loyal
friends to each other?; and
How can the next president
work with Pakistan to confront challenges?
Challenges include how
to end the Afghanistan War,
how to prevent confrontation
between Pakistan and India,
and how to stop Iran from
becoming a nuclear power
state.
“Pakistan will surely help
or hinder our country in pursuit of those challenges in the
years ahead,” Burns said.
In the past, Europe and
the Mediterranean were the
center of world power. But
there has been a power shift
from European countries to
those in the Indian Ocean region, Burns said.
There are several reasons,
both positive and negative,
why Pakistan is important
to the U.S., he said. One is
because of Pakistan’s location, which Burns said is the
most geopolitically vital in
the world.
As the shift occurs, there
will be a greater focus on
Asia. Burns said that the
Obama administration has
said the majority of U.S. strategic focus needs to be on
Asia. Pakistan is important
to the U.S. because it is in that
area.
Pakistan is also significant
to the U.S. because of its relations with India, and it is a
vital component of Afghanistan’s future. Burns argued
that success in Afghanistan
depends on whether the U.S.
and Pakistan can work together effectively.
And as a nuclear state,
Pakistan has become the
“most significant proliferator
of nuclear material and nuclear technology on the black
market of any country in the
world,” Burns said.
The relationship between
the U.S. and Pakistani governments has grown increasingly tense and complex, but
it is valuable, he said.
The U.S. may not have
opened to China in the 1970s
had Pakistan not helped,
Burns said. Pakistan also assisted the U.S. against the Soviet Union in Afghanistan in
the late ’70s.
But despite those moments,
there are people who believe
Pakistan is the most dangerous country in the world —
the country has a weak and
unstable government, ethnic
rivalries, terrorist groups
within its borders and has
nuclear weapons, he said.
“Given these problems,
given the fact that we have

vastly different cultures,
different histories, different
outlooks, we understandably
sometimes fail to communicate,” Burns said. “And we
find either distrust or mistrust.”
After Sept. 11, President
George W. Bush and former
Pakistani President Pervez
Musharraf made a deal to
fight terrorism, Burns said.
But the past 12 months have
been the worst in the U.S.Pakistan relationship since
1947, he said.
After U.S. forces found
and killed Osama bin Laden
in Abbottabad in May 2011,
people were infuriated and
wondered how the Pakistani
government was unaware of
bin Laden’s presence there,
he said.
“But, you know, there’s
two sides to any relationship,” Burns said, “and every relationship is a two-way
street.”
Six months later, the U.S.
accidentally bombed Pakistani military forces along its
shared border with Afghanistan. It resulted in Pakistan
shutting down its supply
routes to U.S. forces in Afghanistan.
Despite their deal to fight
against terrorism, the most
important issue that separates the two countries is Afghanistan, Burns said. Pakistan is angry because of U.S.
drone strikes, and Pakistan’s
lack of effort in the Afghanistan War frustrates the U.S.
“From my American —
admittedly — perspective,
Pakistan has undermined
the American war effort in
Afghanistan,” Burns said.
The U.S. needs Pakistani
influence to maintain a relationship with India, to negotiate with the Afghan Taliban, and to prevent China
from taking the U.S.’s place
as a powerful presence in
South Asia, Burns said.
Pakistan needs U.S. influence in the Kashmir conflict
with India, and for military
and economic aid, he said.
Burns compared the relationship to No Exit by JeanPaul Sartre. Though the couple in the book dislike each
other, they cannot leave each
other.
“I very much like the Pakistani people, and I think all
of us do, but the two governments?” Burns said. “They
don’t like each other very
much, but they’re fated to
live with each other forever.”
Toward the end of his lecture, Burns discussed the
lack of pursuit of peace today in the U.S. During presidential election campaigns,
Burns said he has noticed a
lack of confidence in leadership and the U.S.’s role in the
world.
When presidential candidates stood before the public
in the 1950s through the ‘70s,
they would make promises
of peace. Now, Burns said,
they promise security.
“It’s curious that peace has
literally — the word — disappeared from our national
lexicon,” he said.
Burns referred to a speech
President John F. Kennedy
gave at American University
in June 1963. Kennedy had
said too many people believe
peace is impossible and unreal.
“And that is a dangerous
defeatist belief, because it

leads to the conclusion that
war is inevitable, that mankind is doomed, that we are
gripped by forces we cannot
control,” Burns said.
The U.S. had to do three
things to be a global leader,
Burns said. It had to reject
isolation and unilateralism,
it had to return to diplomacy
and it had to express its deepest values — seeking peace
and justice in the world.
But the country has succumbed to both isolation and
unilateralism, he said. And
though the U.S. has a military, that should be a last line
of defense.
“It’s the last option,” Burns
said. “The diplomat should
be on the front negotiating,
hopefully, so that we don’t
have to fight.”
In his 1963 speech, Kennedy said there should be a
genuine peace that makes
life worth living.
“We may never attain that
measure of peace — it’s probably impossible — but it’s the
pursuit of it,” Burns said. “It’s
the national goal of it that
will make us a better country
and truer to our ideals.”

are still there. I’m for Option B. I
think if we withdraw everybody,
I think Afghanistan will fall apart
like a house of cards. And you
know, Colin Powell used to talk
about the Pottery Barn rule —
you break it, you own it. We
went in for legitimate reasons
after 9/11. To defeat the Taliban
and al-Qaeda. But we have
occupied the country for 11
years. And if we just leave
on one day, all of a sudden,
it doesn’t meet our national
interest and it doesn’t meet our
responsibility to the people of a
country. Should we leave 5,000
troops? Ten thousand? On
remote bases, not patrolling the
streets, to be able to deal with
the terrorist threat that does
continue. I think that’s where
our government’s headed. And
I think that’s probably the right
issue. But it’s a very difficult
issue, Tom, and Pakistan will
be our critical partner in getting that right. That’s why we
need to talk and work well with
Pakistan.

Q

Some in Congress want
to designate the Haqqani network as terrorists. How
could that affect U.S.-Pakistan relations?

A

Editor’s note: This Q&A has been
edited for clarity and length.

Q

You made a reference to
Afghanistan and to ending the war in Afghanistan.
Can you describe for us how
that can be done, please?

A

When we were meeting
earlier this week here, I
suggested that no matter who
we elect, the most important
foreign policy challenge will
be how do we end the war in
2013. And there’s two basic options. Option A: We leave lock,
stock and barrel. We just leave.
Because we’re tired. We’ve
lost a lot of men and women.
We spent a lot of money. It’s
an unwinnable conflict. Option
B: We draw down, as President Obama has suggested,
most of our forces. We’ve had
108,000 forces there for the
last two years; the president
is drawing us down to about
76,000 people by September
of this year. The plan is for all
the NATO countries — and
NATO’s there with us — and
the United States to withdraw
the bulk of our military forces
by 2014. Many people argue
we can’t just leave. We draw
down most of the forces, we
retain some special forces for
this counterterrorism mission
against the terrorist groups that

As many people know,
the Haqqani network is
a virulent terrorist network in
Afghanistan, former warlord,
or current warlord and former
warlord. It’s a vicious organization that has been targeting our
troops and the Afghan government. I don’t see any risk in
targeting the Haqqani network
with sanctions. We ought to
sanction every terrorist group,
and if the Pakistani government doesn’t like that, I think
that’s just the way it’s going to
have to be, but I would hope
that we could use our influence
with the Pakistani government
to convince them to be a more
effective and more energetic
foe of these terrorist groups to
help us out. Again, the fundamental problem, if you look at
the map, is most of the fighting
in the last 11 years has been on
the Afghan-Pakistan border, in
Urozgan Province, in Helmand
Province, in Paktia Province,
in Kandahar Province. And our
foes, the Taliban, can strike at
our soldiers, melt back across
the mountainous border with
Pakistan, and our soldiers cannot follow them on the ground
the way we would want in a
normal war. That’s why Pakistan is so important on its side
of the border — the Pakistani
government, to help us out.
That’s the big goal that President Obama and President
Bush had been pursuing.

Q

Women suffer terribly
from the brutality of the
Taliban. There was a brief
mention in a State Department newsletter about trying

LAUREN ROCK | Staff Photographer

Nicholas Burns, the final speaker of the Week Five lecture series on
Pakistan and professor of the practice of diplomacy and international
politics at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard
University, spoke on the issue of trust between the United States
and Pakistan Friday morning in the Amphitheater.
to find a way to include
women on the teams that negotiate with the Taliban. Are
Afghan and Pakistani women
included on negotiations
with the Taliban?

A

Well, first of all, that’s a
great question, Tom. I think
one of the reasons why it would
be ignoble of us, not worthy
of us, to just leave is because
the Taliban repressed women
and didn’t allow girls to go to
school, and the new Afghan
government of Hamid Karzai
has turned that policy around.
The U.S. government has built
more than 4,000 schools for
girls. And we wouldn’t want to
see a situation where the Taliban comes back and begins its
brutal, uncivilized mistreatment
of women and to see the lack
of opportunity for women, first
point. Second point — I don’t
know if the Afghan and Pakistani governments will bring
women on their side on the
negotiations, although in Pakistan there’s a long tradition of
women in the Pakistani foreign
service. There’s been a female
Pakistani foreign minister, so
I wouldn’t be surprised at all.
We Americans need to show up
in every capital that represses
women with female diplomats.
So the United States, for many
years now, President Clinton,
President Bush and President
Obama, have sent women to
be ambassadors in the Gulf.
And in Arab countries where
women can’t even drive, or
have rights, just to show them
that that’s not the way we do
things in the United States. And
I think it would be a good thing

for the Taliban to have to listen
and respect women across the
negotiating table.

Q

Funding for the Taliban
and al-Qaeda has not
been mentioned all week.
Where is it coming from, and
how do we stop it? Can we
stop it?

A

I think the real complexity of the war, for me, has
been to understand the fact
that we’re really fighting the
people of Afghanistan. Some of
the people of Afghanistan. Our
allies have been the Northern
Alliance, the Uzbeks and the
Hazara and the Tachi, but our
allies have certainly not been
the Pashtun, and the Pashtun
people are the most important
and numerous, largest ethnic
group in the country, and that’s
where the Taliban was created,
in the Pashtun community. And
that community lives on both
sides of the Afghan-Pakistan
border. So I don’t mean to
suggest in any way that this is
easy for the Pakistan government either. This is a complicated scenario when you’re
fighting a war, and if you’re
killing Taliban soldiers, they are
being replaced by young men
from villages in Kandahar. And
in Urozgan, and in Helmand.
That’s the complexity of the
war. It makes it unwinnable.
And it makes us reflect on the
fact that we’re probably going to have to shortly cut our
losses and call for those negotiations and try to exit through a
negotiated settlement.
—Transcribed by
Joanna Hamer & Jen Bentley
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Hashwani explains contentious issues plaguing US-Pakistan relations
Mary Desmond
Staff Writer

“They say about Pakistan that everything you
hear about Pakistan is true,
but then the opposite is also
true,” said Amin Hashwani
in the Hall of Philosophy.
During the 2 p.m. Thursday Interfaith Lecture, Hashwani touched on the Week
Five religion theme, “The
People of Pakistan,” with a
lecture titled “The Pakistan
We Don’t Read About.”
Hashwani is the founding president of the Charter
for Compassion Society in
Pakistan. He is also the cofounder of the Peace Action
Network, an association of
CEOs from around the world
who utilize business relations
to cross cultural boundaries
and build positive transnational relationships, and the
founder of Pakistan India
CEOs Business Forum. Hashwani is a businessman, and
he approaches his service
work with the tenacity he has
mastered in business, he said.
“I speak very bluntly if you
don’t mind, and that’s what I
intend to do,” Hashwani said
at the start of his lecture, before delving into his speech
on Pakistan. It focused on the
history and nature of the nation-state and several contentious issues Pakistan faces,
including drone strikes, the
raid to capture Osama bin
Laden, the Pakistan-U.S. relationship, the Salala Incident
and the Tehrik-i-Taliban.
Pakistan is not an ideological
state, Hashwani said. Muhammad Ali Jinnah founded Pakistan 65 years ago. Jinnah was a
notorious secularist; he drank
whiskey, ate ham and had no
desire to include religious symbolism in politics, Hashwani
said. Early in Pakistan’s history, it was the religious groups
that opposed Jinnah. The poor
masses propelled him into
power. Originally, Jinnah did
not want to form Pakistan as a
separate state, but he eventually realized the Muslim minorities would never achieve equal
rights without the creation of
the country.
“Things are not so black
and white,” Hashwani said.
“I got personally offended
to be quite honest, by Fareed
Zakaria’s talk about Pakistan being created because it
could not accommodate itself
in secular India and it was
created on Islam.”
Pakistan was not created
to highlight Islam, Hashwani
said, it was created because a
minority of people living in
India felt insecure, and nothing was being done to insure
their security.
In the last six elections in
Pakistan, approximately 90
percent of votes were cast for
secular parties. Even when
votes were cast for religious
parties, they were main-

stream religious parties, not
extreme groups such as alQaida, Hashwani said.
“So for me, it’s very difficult
to digest Pakistan being an ideological state or such,” he said.
Many of the rules and
laws associated with religion
entered Pakistani legislation
during the military dictatorship of Muhammad Zia-ulHaq, a friend and ally to the
United States.
“So all this Taliban insurgency and Islamic jihadi
ideology as a violent phenomenon came during his
time and — may I say — in
partnership with the CIA,”
Hashwani said.
Pakistan’s tense relations
with its Muslim-majority
neighbors counter the argument that the country is an
ideological state. The nationstate’s only non-Muslim
neighbor is China.
“China is the infidels, theoretically. They’re not even
people of the book; a lot of
them are the non-believers,
and guess what? We have the
best relationship with them,”
Hashwani said.
The reason the idea of
Pakistan as a Muslim state
predominates is because of
the media and because many
Pakistanis are Muslim. And
when people feel an aspect of
their identity is threatened,
they defend it, Haswani said.
In Pakistan, there is a
paranoia that Islam is under attack from the West, so
practitioners of the faith, like
Americans following Sept.
11, react vocally and actively
to defend it.
“In Pakistan, there is this
thing that we are under attack; there are constant 9/11s
happening. I mean, there are
35,000 to 37,000 people that
have died in Pakistan post
9/11. I do not know how many
of us can really comprehend
the scale of this thing by just
reading newspapers,” Hashwani said.
Hashwani tackled highprofile and contentious issues that plague PakistanU.S. relations. One of the
biggest issues during the
past four years has been the
use of drones. Initially, drone
attacks were perpetrated in
collusion with the Pakistani
government, Hashwani said.
The government sanctioned
the attacks, because, in Pakistan, the government is always forced to choose the
lesser of two evils, he said.
“In Pakistan, we do not
have the luxury to choose
between good and evil, trust
me on that,” Hashwani said.
During the past four years,
the nature of drone attacks
changed: The number of
drone attacks increased, and
the U.S. began to bypass the
Pakistani government in allowing or planning attacks.
The number of people dying
from drone attacks is becom-

Eric Shea | Staff Photographer

Pakistani businessman Amin Hashwani lectures about the perception
of the U.S. in Pakistan, citing cultural attitudes and innocents killed in
drone strikes, Thursday afternoon in the Hall of Philosophy.

ing very high, Hashwani said.
“And it is being done by
these trigger-happy people
sitting in Nevada,” Hashwani said.
The Pentagon, not the
State Department, runs the
relationship between Pakistan and the U.S., he said.
“A guy with a hammer
sees every problem as a nail,
and that is exactly what this
whole drone strike is about,”
Hashwani said.
In January 2001, Raymond
Davis, a CIA contractor, shot
and killed two men in Lahore,
Pakistan. He was arrested
in Pakistan, and a standoff
over where he would be tried
erupted between the U.S and
Pakistan. Eventually, Sen.
John Kerry arrived in Pakistan, a deal was made and
Davis was released to the U.S,
Hashwani said.
“Now, during that standoff for x months, so many
months, guess what? Not
a single drone strike took
place,” Hashwani said.
The day after Davis’ release, a drone strike targeted
a tribal meeting that had four
Taliban in attendance. Fortyfour people died, 50 were injured, Hashwani said.
It is often cited that drone
attacks are precise and only
kill those targeted, Hashwani
said. However, the definition
for guilt is broad, and guilt
by association is common.
“If there is suspicious movement happening — they are
legitimate targets. Within the
zone, if there is anyone in that
age limit — they are presumed
to be guilty, they are legitimate
targets,” Hashwani said.
Drone strikes are not gunshot wounds to the head;
they completely obliterate
and destroy their victims.
When families find their
relatives — who they believe
are innocent — dead, their
corpses destroyed, they often feel a desire for revenge,
Hashwani said.
“Guess what is really happening? It’s brewing. This Taliban insurgency is brewing
more and more,” Hashwani
said. “The more you intervene with these high-handed
things, it’s going to grow. It is

not going to diminish.”
Hashwani discussed the
raid to capture Osama bin
Laden and the theory that bin
Laden was working with the
Pakistani government. Hashwani said he believes the case
was an intelligence failure on
the part of the Inter-Services
Intelligence, or ISI, and not a
case of the Pakistan government protecting bin Laden.
First, the phone call that led
intelligence to the hideout
was intercepted by the ISI,
who gave the information to
the CIA. Second, when the
compound was raided, all
the correspondence technology was taken away and analyzed. No evidence was found
linking bin Laden to the ISI or
Pakistani government.
“From the ISI point of
view, what benefit do we
have housing Osama bin
Laden? I mean, if we have it
as a policy, then we should
have housed the entire alQaida leadership in Pakistan,” Hashwani said. “What
strategic advantage is it for
Pakistan to house him? If I
was ISI, I would rather catch
him hand him over to the
Americans — earn a lot of
brownie points.”
If you weigh the relationship
between the U.S. and Pakistan
as a businessman, and determine the assets and liabilities,
the relationship with the U.S.
has not been a profitable deal,
Hashwani said.
Much of the violent rhetoric related to jihad, was introduced to the Pakistani people
by the U.S. during the Cold
War, when the U.S. government used Pakistan to fight
in its proxy wars against the
Soviet Union, Hashwani said.
When Hashwani was in
school, he learned of jihad as
an internal struggle. In the
1980s, he began to hear of it
as something violent.
“The University of Nebraska was given the task of
how to come up with the madrassa curriculums, which
introduced jihad as a violent phenomenon, and that’s
what they did,” Hashwani
said. “All of these terminologies were developed over
here and sent to Pakistan.”

advertisement

During the ’80s, the U.S.
utilized Pakistan and its
fighters to fight against the
U.S.S.R, but when the Soviet
Union fell, the U.S. turned its
back on Pakistan. Not only
did the U.S. walk away from
Pakistan, it also imposed
sanctions on the country.
Then the U.S. began to strategically align itself with India.
“It was adding insult to
injury that here we were 50
years their friends, and not
only did they walk away, not
only did they kind of divorce
us, they put sanctions on
us, and they (went to) sleep
in bed with our enemies,”
Hashwani said.
That history is difficult to
forget, Hashwani said. For
many Americans, the U.S.Pakistan relationship began
following Sept. 11. But for
Pakistanis, there is a long
history and a lot of baggage.
“I’m giving you a sense as
to why these polls show U.S.
approval ratings as so low, approval rating are so low in Pakistan, because there is anger,
there is anger,” Hashwani said.
In Pakistan, the direct and
indirect costs for the current
war amount to $50 billion.
U.S. aid amounts to approximately $17 billion to $18 billion, Hashwani said.
“We see this as partial
compensation for the expenses we are incurring on
U.S war,” he said.
U.S. politicians discuss
forming a long, lasting and
fruitful relationship with
Pakistan, and Hashwani said
he would like to believe them
when they do, but history and
the nature of international politics make him apprehensive.
“They will move on in one
second; it has happened not
only in Pakistan, but so many
places. Countries operate on
the immediate strategic interests; they don’t operate
with wisdom or with friendships,” he said.
Lasting relationships require equity, partnership and
bilateral respect. Hashwani
said certain circumstances
and events like the Salala Incident demonstrate that those
qualities are missing in the
U.S.-Pakistan relationship.
The Salala Incident refers
to a 2011 NATO attack on a
Pakistani checkpoint that
killed 24 Pakistani soldiers
and wounded many others.
Some in the military believe
the attack was purposefully
done, because it was not a single strike, but an attack that
lasted for 2 and a half hours.
“I personally do not believe
that U.S. military would deliberately kill Pakistani soldiers,
but this is the view there,”
Hashwani said. “You can imagine at the officer level in Pakistan the anger that it generated,
and to add insult to injury, the
U.S refused to apologize.”
In February 2012, when
Qurans were burnt at a detention facility in Afghanistan, the U.S apologized. In

April 2012, when an Indian
actor was detained at a U.S.
airport, the government issued an apology. When
24 Pakistani soldiers were
killed while they were at a
post defending against the
TTP, an apology was not issued, Hashwani said.
There is a famous expression by Caliph Hazrat Ali
that says, “When you apologize to someone, it does not
mean that you were wrong; it
means that you respect that
person,” Hashwani said.
For Pakistanis, it is not an
issue of right or wrong, it is
an issue of respect.
The often-repeated notion
that Pakistan plays both sides
and conspires with the TTP
of North Waziristan is troubling for Pakistanis, Hashwani said. On a regular basis,
the TTP kidnaps and brutally
tortures or kills members of
the Pakistani military.
“TTP, Tehrik-i-Taliban, —
these are the people that cut
the heads off, are blowing up
the mosques. This is like a virus that has mutated, and it
has mutated to such an extent
that even al-Qaida has issued a decree against them,”
Hashwani said.
For Pakistan, the war is
expensive and has cost innocent lives and billions of
dollars. It has also catalyzed
the uprising of the ruthlessly
violent TTP. Despite this, the
civil society is resilient and
united to continue the war,
Hashwani said. In fact, the
TTP and al-Qaida have issued decrees saying that if
the Pakistani army were to
stop partnering with the U.S.,
they would stop attacking
the Pakistani people.
“This point is never acknowledged of Pakistan
civil society,” Hashwani
said. “Yes, we will grumble
about the drone strikes and
grumble about these things,
but just because you’re antidrones does not mean you’re
pro-Taliban,” Hashwani said.
In the concluding minutes
of his talk, Hashwani said the
solution for Pakistan’s turmoil lies within the Pakistani
people, the Pakistani government. The world is unfair,
and it has always been unfair, he said. Pakistan must
unite internally — learn the
rules of the game and play,
Hashwani said.
“We need to get our house
in order,” he said. “The moment you do that, everything
will fall into place.”
Hashwani
closed
his
speech with a quote from
Martin Luther King.
“I do not know the exact
quote, but it goes something
like this: ‘In history, evilness
prevailed not because there
were bad guys around, but
because the good remained silent,’” he said. “And I feel in our
world, the clash is not between
civilizations, it’s within civilizations. The problem between
civilizations is of ignorance.”
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The road to Americanization: Interpreting the US to the ‘other’

T

hough isolationist in principle through and to the
end of World War I, the United States was not immune to the war’s influence. There was an economic
influence, as the nations at war, once regular trading partners, invested more and more of their money in munitions.
By 1916, the Allies were running short of money and
depended on the U.S. for loans, a point that did not escape
the attention of British economist John Maynard Keynes. According to David Fromkin, Keynes, “speaking for the British
Treasury, warned the Cabinet that by the end of the year,
‘the American executive and the American public will be in
a position to dictate to this country.’ ”
As for the American executive, President Woodrow Wilson, from as early as 1916, had been asked to help mediate
the end of the war, a war that at the time was still uncertain
as to the reasons for its own beginning, let alone ready to
consider its end.
How does the youngest in the family react when the older
siblings are fighting? Throwing his or her own fit in an effort to further disrupt the chaos? Or, maybe, taking a deep
breath, searching her own identity, discovering his own
good beliefs, the youngster becomes herself, a self-reliant,
self-reflective individual, independent but receptive to his
place in the family.
Chautauqua Institution and its platform for 1916 showed
some such actualization, acting as a superego of these
United States. “Americanization Week” began on Monday,
July 17, and consisted of four lectures by Dr. E.A. Steiner,
one by Mr. W.W. Husband and one by the Rev. James J.
Coale. The week ended with a “Question Box,” in which
Chautauquans submitted questions for all three speakers
on the topic of the week.
The July 22 paper, which reported on the “Question Box,”
indicated there was “much interest in the event.” In that
article, the reporter wrote: “It is well to remember that Chautauqua considers itself, not an organ in the shaping of public
opinion, but a forum. The speakers have no right to commit
to Chautauqua responsibility for anything they say.”
“How do you regard the literacy test feature of the pending immigration bill?” someone asked.
Another person asked whether to best make true Americans of the aliens who live in crowded cities or would it be
best to bring them first into the agricultural districts?
And another: “Do you think it wise for the immigrant to
use his native tongue in church and schools in America?”
A last one to complete a sample: “Does the South European immigrant bring the drink habit to America or is
that a part of Americanization?”

The Daily Record
Column by George Cooper
The bulk of the questions reported in the July 22 paper
are, to this writer’s mind, similar to the ones excerpted
above: aimed by the composers to help define and understand immigrants and then, consequently, to “Americanize” them.
While such a title as “Americanization” would logically include perspectives on immigrants, the six speeches
that week dealt with the subject in fairly more complex
ways — and their attention was directed more singularly
at the American citizen than at the immigrant.
Dr. E.A. Steiner was “a leading lecturer and writer on
sociological and international questions.” He was born in
Vienna, Austria, and had been ordained a Congregational
minister in the U.S. in 1891. In the first of his talks, “Feeling
the Nation’s Pulse,” Steiner said that life in the U.S. had once
seemed “blessedly peaceful.”
He generated an extended metaphor: “The American
eagle, soaring alone, over so vast a territory, its supremacy
unchallenged for decades, so tamed and domesticated that
someone has called it the American hen, presented a striking
contrast to the double eagle emblazoned upon the banner
of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. Each half of that dual
eagle was hatched from a different egg, each egglet lived in a
separate nest, and although brought together by the fortunes
of the Hapsburg dynasty, they never lived in peace.”
Mr. W.W. Husband was editor of the Immigration Journal
and former secretary of the U.S. Immigration Commission.
In his address, titled “A Problem of the Future,” Husband
described a paradoxical situation.
“What is Americanization?” he asked.
And in response, he said: “Chautauqua and the whole
Chautauqua movement is splendidly American and liberally
imbued with the American spirit. I believe it has been called
‘the most American thing in America.’ But so was Sing-Sing
before the advent of Warden Osborne, and so it is today.”
Husband referred to “America the good” and “America
the bad” — the bucolic, blessed life that is Chautauqua, as

well as the torpid, eviscerating life that is prison, and the
circumstances of life that lead to a person’s incarceration.
The American paradox, Husband saw in building great
hospitals and in compelling men “to work 12 hours a day,
seven days a week, at the blast furnaces, thus making business for the hospitals.” Americanization is to send “splendid
missionaries to the dark continent to convert and elevate the
natives and on the same ship send vile whiskey to debase
these same natives.”
Regarding the immigrant and the question of immigration, the Rev. James J. Coale was possibly the most direct.
Coale was associated with the Christopher House in Chicago
and on the East Side in New York. According to the Christopher House website, it was founded in 1906 by the First
Presbyterian Church of Evanston as a settlement house for
Chicago’s growing immigrant population.
His title, however, “Interpreting America,” suggests a
somewhat oblique approach to the immigration question.
“We in America cannot feel ourselves wholly apart from
what is going on on the other side of the sea,” he said.
The war had brought out in some a kind of hyphenated
allegiance. He said, “there are people in this country who
do not have a whole souled love for this country,” and there
are people in America whose allegiance is elsewhere. Some
people would sacrifice America in support of their old country across the sea.
The issue is one of how the immigrant interprets America
and proper interpretation has to do with proper models,
Coale said.
“Americans will not do the work that foreigners will do,”
and, regarding that, there is a problem to be dealt with. “It is
really the aversion to associate with foreigners that prompts
our own citizens to invent some reason to shift the menial
labor, and so the status of unskilled labor is steadily deteriorating.”
In conclusion, Coale said, “if we are to interpret America
to these immigrant people and assimilate them, then they
must come into contact with the best in this country.”
In principle, Americans must share with the immigrant
the work that Americans do not want to do.
“In the cases where an immigrant moves into a respectable
community and others move out, the immigrant cannot be assimilated properly.”

Letter reveals Chautauqua family’s ties to first playing of ‘Taps’
Leah Harrison
Staff Writer

Twelve years before the
Chautauqua Institution was
founded, a member of what
would become one of Chautauqua’s most musically
invested families played
“Taps” for the first time.
Oliver Wilcox Norton,
whose nephew was Chautauqua opera patron Paul Norton, served Union General
Daniel Butterfield as brigade
bugler. When Butterfield
revised the “Scott Tattoo”
bugle call into what is now
known as “Taps,” Norton
was the first to play it in July
of 1862, replacing the end-ofday signal. Throughout the

years, “Taps” evolved into
the funeral honors sounded
at wreath-laying ceremonies
and memorial services for
the uniformed dead.
O.W. Norton was mustered
into Company G, Erie Regiment on April 21, 1861. After
three months of inaction, the
regiment disbanded in July. A
new regiment formed after the
first battle of Bull Run called
the Eighty-third Pennsylvania
Volunteers. Norton became
the bugler for Company K.
In a letter home dated May
24, 1862, Norton recounted his
duties as brigade bugler. The
letter was written less than
two months before Norton was
given the music for “Taps.”

“At sunrise buglers at brigade headquarters sound the
‘brigade call’ and the ‘reveille’ (rev-el-lee is the camp pronunciation). The buglers of
each regiment as quickly as
possible assemble on the color line, give their regimental
call and repeat the reveille.
The fifes and drums follow
and awake the men. This is
the signal to rise and fall in
for roll call. You may guess
that the buglers of an army of
30,000 men all within sound
of each other, make some
music. At sunset we have another call, ‘The Retreat.’ At
half past eight the ‘Tattoo,’ at
nine the ‘Extinguish Lights.’
Then there are calls ‘To Strike

Tents,’ ‘To Assemble,’ ‘To The
Color,’ ‘Sick Call,’ ‘Officers
Call,’ etc. It is our duty to
repeat all such calls that are
first sounded at headquarters. On the march, the order
to march, or half, or lie down
and rest, etc., in fact, all orders are given by the bugle.”
In an undated letter, Norton gave his account of the
birth of “Taps,” now 150
years old:
“One day, soon after the
seven days’ battles on the
Peninsular, when the Army
of the Potomac was lying in
camp at Harrison’s Landing,
General Daniel Butterfield
sent for me, and showing me
some notes on a staff writ-

ten in pencil on the back of
an envelope, asked me to
sound them on my bugle. I
did this several times, playing the music as written.
He changed it somewhat,
lengthening some notes and
shortening others, but retaining the melody as he first
gave it to me. After getting
it to his satisfaction, he directed me to sound that call
for ‘Taps’ thereafter in place
of the regulation call. The
music was beautiful on that
still summer night, and was
heard far beyond the limits of our Brigade. The next
day I was visited by several
buglers from neighboring
brigades, asking for copies

of the music which I gladly
furnished. I think no general order was issued from
any headquarters authorizing the substitution of this
for the regulation call, but
as each brigade commander
exercised his own discretion
in such minor matters, the
call was gradually taking up
through the Army of the Potomac.”
“There is something singularly beautiful and appropriate in the music of
this wonderful call,” Norton
wrote. “Its strains are melancholy, yet full of rest and
peace. Its echoes linger in the
heart long after its tones have
ceased to vibrate in the air.”

Land & Building
Building permits must be obtained from the Community
Services/Operations Office (716-357-6245) for all interior
and exterior work. To maintain Chautauqua’s contemplative
atmosphere, construction without Institution permission
is prohibited during the summer season. House trailers,
mobile homes or camper-type trailers or other similar types
of movable structures may not be used as living quarters on
the grounds or in Institution parking lots.

A Job
well done
Lauren Rock | Staff Photographer

Thomas Siriano and Sten
Homme, the Daily’s carrier and
seller of the week, respectively.
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Milestones
In memoriam
Roberta McKibbin
Roberta Gail Fruehauf Evans Johnson McKibbin was
born March 27, 1942, in Eastlake, Ohio, to Enne (Ravnikar) and Richard Fruehauf.
Roberta died Nov. 14, 2011,
at the Cleveland Clinic from
cancer. Her memorial service
will be held at 2 p.m. Sunday
in the Hall of Philosophy.
She grew up in a tiny
house on Rokeby Road built
after World War II, and she
started her first “business”
with the neighborhood children while taking in every
doll and animal possible. After her beloved elementary
school, she graduated from
Eastlake North High in 1960
where she played clarinet,
learned Spanish and was in
the Friendship Club — a club
she continued her entire life
starting with Linda, Winnie
and Joyce.
After one year of studying
education at Ohio State University, she returned home
and married Donald Evans
in 1963. They had a daughter, Renee, in 1964 and a son,
Brent, in 1966 in Euclid, Ohio.
After a divorce, Roberta
continued her sales career

mckibbin
that started in her father’s TV
and appliance store by selling successfully Avon products. She then sold dental
equipment and supplies, and
married Howard Johnson,
adding to his family.
She then moved on to
medical sales after their divorce, and was the top salesperson in each endeavor.
She started Quintex medical
supplies in the basement of
her home, borrowing Renee’s car from college and using Brent’s typewriter from
when he was in high school.
She grew her business out of
the house by moving to two

locations until 1998; she was
ever increasing her network
and relationships.
As life would have it, the
third time was the charm,
and she married the love of
her life, Jack McKibbin, in
1994. They lived the dream at
Chautauqua, where Roberta
was the welcoming ambassador and hostess, with never an occasion missed for a
spectacular party or a chance
squandered to bring new
friends into her vast circle.
The driving force of her
life was family, and she
poured her life into her’s,
including times with “good
as gold” grandsons Blake,
Declan and Ian, and Brent’s
wife, Korin. It was her constant thought to teach them
and to give to them. She valued the same for Jack’s children — the late Mary Jane,
John, Margaret, Stanton, Suzanne, the late Kate, Kelly
and Jamie, along with their
spouses and children.
Jack and Roberta shared
16 grandchildren, two greatgrandchildren and countless
“adopted children” throughout their lives by giving to so
many others, including students of all ages.
Through it all, Jack was
there with undying support.
Roberta was a woman of
conviction and complexity,
but one who cared for others.
She was creative, demanded
excellence and never gave up
— a friend to all, with hope
and faith.

Volunteers assist first-time visitors to Chautauqua
A group of Chautauquans has volunteered to help answer questions from first-time
visitors to the Institution and will be available at different locations around the grounds
on weekends and at the beginning of the week. Assistance is available at a help table
at the bottom of the Vincent brick walk and from roving volunteers across the plaza
between the Post Office and Amphitheater 12–4 p.m. Sundays and 8:30–10:30 a.m.
and 12–2 p.m. Mondays and Tuesdays. “Drive through” stations at the two Main Gate
entrances 2–5 p.m. Saturdays will be set up to assist those searching for their ongrounds accommodations.
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Stage manager Moore brings high standards to CTC
Jessie Cadle
Staff Writer

She has worked on Broadway and off. On musicals
and plays. Most recently, she
worked with Kevin Kline
and Meryl Streep — who
performed in Romeo and Juliet
— at a benefit for the Public
Theater in New York City.
And in the fall, she will work
on a Broadway remake of
Golden Boy.
Though not onstage, freelance stage manager Jenn
Rae Moore runs the show
from behind the scenes. And
despite Moore’s booming career in New York City, she
returns annually to Chautauqua to serve as Chautauqua Theater Company’s production stage manager.
Besides Artistic Director Vivienne Benesch and
Resident Director Ethan McSweeny, no one has been at
CTC longer than Moore, McSweeny said.
“Viv and I live in fear of the
day — and we know it will
come — when she is too busy
to come to Chautauqua,” he
said. “I doubt most audiences
realize just how much impact
your stage manager has.”
Returning for her eighth
summer at CTC, Moore is
stage managing Fifty Ways
and Muckrakers, and in the
meantime tackles a host of
other tasks ranging from
organizing the schedule to
helping hire the rest of the
stage management staff.

At the most basic level, the
stage manager serves as the
show’s communication hub.
Moore sits at every rehearsal
and production, taking and
sending notes from the rehearsal room to those not
present, such as designers.
She also trains understudies, maintains the director’s
vision when he or she is gone
and “calls” the show.
“I am like the conductor,”
Moore said. “I say when everything happens.”
When a light turns on,
when a set piece moves, when
a sound is emitted from the
speakers, it was Moore who
told the crew to do so. Such
calls are made as often as every 30 seconds, depending
on the show.
What makes Moore a
stand-out is not merely her
work ethic, but also her
standards for her work, McSweeny said.
“She has ferociously high
standards,” he said.
Moore is quick to add that
though she makes the calls, it
is her team that does the work
backstage. Bales Karlin and
Emily Glinick regularly act
as her assistant stage managers both at Chautauqua and
in New York City, though she
met both through CTC.
Her team at Chautauqua
also includes Jenny Kennedy,
Bonnie Brady, Katie Stevens
and Katie Chew.
“Everyone who is currently on my (professional)
team, I met in Chautauqua,”

Moore said. “What really
keeps me coming back to
Chautauqua are the people
… We are a family.”
As a CTC senior staff
member, she runs the company with six others. She chose
to stage manage Fifty Ways
and Muckrakers this summer,
because she has a penchant
for new work.
“I am also an artist, and I
thrive being in the room, being part of the creative process. I need to be in the thick
of it,” Moore said.
Though she enjoys the rigidity of her job’s organizational side, Moore loves the
balance new work presents
between the creative and the
organizational.
Most of Moore’s professional career revolves
around new work. She often
works with Martha Clarke,
an avant-garde dance and
theater creator. Most of
Clarke’s work Moore has
worked on, such as a 2004
piece based on the life of
Art Nouveau painter Henri
de Toulouse-Lautrec, starts
simply with an idea.
“I just love being in the
room really creating something,” Moore said.
This drive to new work led
her to work on director Kate
Fodor’s world premiere of Rx
in New York City in February
2012, and now to CTC’s first
world premiere of Fodor’s
Fifty Ways.
“Kate
is
incredible,”
Moore said. “Her words are

Three chances to see ‘Fifty WAYs’
Eric Shea | Staff Photographer

Kate Fodor’s “Fifty Ways” will end its Chautauqua Theater Company worldpremiere run with performances at 2:15 p.m. Saturday and 2 p.m. and 8
p.m. Sunday in Bratton Theater. Above: Nina Strauss (Vivienne Benesch)
sneaks a cigarette at home, while her husband and son are out for the day.
Right: Adam Margolin (Michael Gaston) receives an MRI scan after he falls
ill, and it is discovered he has kept his illness a secret for several months.

just amazing.”
Looking back on her career as a stage manager, she
cites a show from the fall
as one of her favorites. The
piece is called Blood and Gifts
and ran at the Lincoln Center Theater, where she does
much of her work.
The play is about the U.S.
involvement with Afghanistan and Pakistan at the end
of the Cold War. The story
is told through the eyes of a
CIA operative.
What Moore loved most
about the play was the intellectual complexity and the closeness of the cast and crew.
She discovered the camaraderie of the stage when
she was in high school. She
and a few friends started a
drama club for her theaterstarved school. A singer at
the time, she found she enjoyed putting the play together just as much.
She followed her passion
for theater to Kalamazoo
College in Michigan where
she decided to study theater
administration and discovered stage management.
“I thought, this is the perfect job. It’s very organized
— you keep all of the balls
rolling — but it’s also in the
midst of the creative process,” she said.
After her first quarter in
college, she began working
in stage management, and
she did an internship in New
York City her sophomore
year where she worked on

Michelle Kanaar | Staff Photographer

Jenn Rae Moore

the original production of Jeffrey, one of the first plays to
ever deal with AIDS.
There, Moore learned
what it meant to work professionally. She had to say goodbye to most nights, weekends

and holidays, but she works
best when busy.
“I do not do well idle,” she
said. “I like being in the room
and being immersed in the
creative process, and I also
like to organize it.”
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Annual Corporation Meeting
Property Owner Designation
In order to adhere to the Chautauqua Institution By-Laws
and the original Charter of the Chautauqua Institution, qualified members (property owners) of Chautauqua are eligible to
vote at the Annual Corporation meeting in August. If a property is owned by more than one member, then the members
who own the property must designate who shall have the voting rights to that property. The voter designation below must
be signed by a majority of the owners of a lot or house and
filed with the Secretary of the Corporation, Rindy Barmore. If
the home is owned by a trust or a corporation, officers of the
corporation or trust must designate a voter. If the property is
owned by one owner, no voter designation is required. If you
have completed a voter designation form in the past and the
ownership has not changed, you do not need to fill out a new
voter designation form.
The Corporation Meeting will be held at 10 a.m. Saturday
Aug. 11 in the Hall of Philosophy. At which time, the corporation will review the Institution’s financial statements and elect
class B members to the Board of Trustees.
Please file your voter designation by Thursday Aug. 9. Additional voter designations may be found at the information
desk in the Colonnade.

C h a u ta u q u a I n s t i t u t i o n

Property Owner Voter Designation
The undersigned, being the majority owners of

INSERT CHAUTAUQUA ADDRESS

in Chautauqua Institution, hereby designate

INSERT PROPERTY OWNER’S NAME

as the owner authorized to vote at the annual or
any special meeting of Chautauqua Institution
pursuant to Section 4 of the Chautauqua
Institution charter.

PRINT NAME HERE

(PROPERTY OWNER)

SIGN HERE		

PRINT NAME HERE

SIGN HERE			

(PROPERTY OWNER)

PRINT NAME HERE

(PROPERTY OWNER)

SIGN HERE		

PRINT NAME HERE

SIGN HERE			

(PROPERTY OWNER)

The designation must be filed with the secretary of
Chautauqua Institution:
Rindy Barmore
Secretary, Chautauqua Institution
P.O. Box 28
Chautauqua, NY 14722

Softball Schedule
All Games played at Sharpe Field

Women’s league
For playoff schedule, see
Monday’s issue of
The Chautauquan Daily

men’s league
MONDAY, JULY 30

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 1

SLUGS vs. GENTS
5 p.m.

ARTHRITICS vs. SLUGS
5 p.m.

SALADS vs. ARTHRITICS
6:30 p.m.

SALADS vs. GENTS
6:30 p.m.

MOnday, Aug. 6

WEDNESDAY, Aug. 8

PLAYOFFS
5 p.m.

SUNDAY, Aug. 12

PLAYOFFS
5 p.m.

CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
5 p.m.
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In School of Music
first, chamber music
enters second phase
Yemi Falodun
Staff Writer

Entering the 2012 chamber
music recital series’ second
phase, Oliver Dow, School
of Music managing director,
looks to do something that
has not been done during his
17 years at Chautauqua.
The experimental second
phase, which starts with a doubleheader from 2 to 3:30 p.m.
Sunday in Fletcher Music Hall,
and 4 to 5:30 p.m. in McKnight
Hall, lasts for eight days.
In previous years, the
School of Music’s seven-week
season was broken down
to four weeks of the Music
School Festival Orchestra, two
chamber music weeks, and
one orchestral week. Now,
MSFO goes for four weeks,
eight days for chamber music,
and two orchestral weeks.
In addition, for the past 21
years, the Audubon Quartet
performed and held visiting
residency at the Institution,
but the ensemble held its
farewell concert last year.
The quartet favored students who played the strings.,
leaving the other instrumentalists with little to nothing
to do.

By inviting notable guest
coaches, such as Michael
Burritt, Elsa and Walter Verdehrer, along with current
faculty, this year’s chamber
music series gives the other
instrumentalists more focus.
“The past winds and brass
were bored,” Dow said. “So,
we have to find ways to give
them a curriculum as meaningful as the strings.”
French hornist Jenny
Smoak, 22, embraces the taxing schedule, as she prepares
to perform in four different
ensembles.
“We didn’t want a week
off to be bored,” Smoak said.
Smoak graduated from Indiana University, where she
studied under Jeff Nelsen.
And she cites the chamber
music series as beneficial, as
she preps for her graduate
studies in Frankfurt, Germany in the fall.
“We’re here to be challenged and experience a lot
of different music,” she said.
That revamped chamber
music phase is not a fixture
for the future, so every bit of
reaction and insight is being
tallied.
“This is an experiment for
us,” said Arie Lipsky, cel-

Eric Shea | Staff Photographer

Arie Lipsky, chamber music chair, coaches his chamber music ensemble in preparation for its Sunday performance at McKnight Hall.

list and maestro. “We have
everyone who is interested
involved, including all bassists. So, we’ve covered all the
bassists.”
Flutist Sarah Tran, 21, is
thrilled to engage in the second phase, where she will play
in three different ensembles.
What she will play includes a
duet, quintet and nonet.

“You learn so much about
how to lead, follow and blend,”
Tran said. “All of which are
important for you when sitting within a full orchestra.”
Tran, who studies at the
University of North Texas
with Terri Sundberg, said
she enjoys Chautauqua’s
push to have its students
constantly doing something

for an entire summer.
“I’m playing as many concerts in a week as I would the
whole school year,” Tran said.
Joining the chamber music experience is David Effron Conducting Fellow
Roderick Cox.
“Chamber is always fun,
because it represents such a
close collaboration between

the musicians and the conductor,” Cox said. “The conductor is almost taking the
role of the coach.”
The new phase of chamber
music is a work in progress,
but there is a sense it may
find its way back next year.
“I’m going to like the new
formula, if my customers are
happy,” Dow said.

Delfin learns how to master the piano with 2 renowned experts
Yemi Falodun
Staff Writer

Young pianist Michael
Delfin has found the key to
hitting all the right notes
since working with two notable piano experts.
Alexander Gavrylyuk and
Marina Lomazov spent this
past week teaching and entertaining students and audiences alike.
“Honestly said, I don’t teach
one-on-one,” Gavrylyuk said.
“And Chautauqua is one of the
few places that I do that.”
Ukrainian-born
Gavrylyuk is internationally acclaimed at 28 years old. And
he has already amounted
many prize-winning performances and graced the stage
with prestigious orchestras
around the world.
He is also performing this

week with the Chautauqua
Symphony Orchestra, under
guest conductor Christopher
Seaman. But Gavrylyuk’s potential as a young teacher is
what makes his Chautauqua
appearances all the more
worthwhile.
“I, myself, learn lots from
those experiences,” he said. “I
must say that the atmosphere
is extremely friendly and
the students are very much
willing to learn about music.
And they are very passionate
about it, which helps a lot.”
One eager student is Delfin, who last week advanced
to Chautauqua’s piano competition semi-finals. They
will be held from 1:30 to 6:30
p.m. Wednesday in Elizabeth
S. Lenna Hall.
“I think he helped me really dig and look for various
characters within the music,”

Delfin said. “And to really
just make the music come
alive, through various means
of touch, sound, phrasing or
use of dynamics.”
Delfin studies at The Peabody Institute of The Johns
Hopkins University with
Boris Slutsky and Judah
Adashi. He was also privy
to the teachings of Steinway
Artist Lomazov, who is associate professor at University
of South Carolina School of
Music and the Southeastern
Piano Festival’s founder and
artistic director.
“I base my approach on
what I, myself, would have
liked to have worked on as
a student,” Lomazov said.
“I try to establish a rapport
with the performer, and I
always point out things I
like, as well as things to
work on.”

She pushed Delfin to be
more open with his emotions, allowing more spirited
and comfortable playing.
“She helped me break
through my shell of nervousness,” Delfin said. “And
I need to be willing to put
my life on the line and just
express what I feel needs to
be expressed in the music —
with good taste of course.”
Delfin’s wild side is controlled, because he fears being
unique and upsetting a classical world built on traditions
and standards. But Lomazov
said he should try to let out
more energy and emotion.

“I want to be able to sit
down with that sort of confidence,” Delfin said. “Like,
no matter what happens, I’m
going to keep making music, keep expressing who I
am through the music. That
kind of playing is what really draws attention. That’s
my ideal, as if I’m speaking
through the composer.”
Now, Delfin feels his
growth as a pianist is more
tangible than ever.
“We went over time, and
I didn’t get around to eating
lunch,” he said about his lesson with Lomazov. “But it
was well worth it.”
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CSO, with Seaman, Gavrylyuk, performs with ‘real orchestral unity’
TOM DI NARDO
Guest Reviewer

R E V I E W

Thursday evening’s Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra concert featured return
appearances by conductor
Christopher Seaman, who
made his debut last season,
and Ukranian-born pianist
Alexander Gavrylyuk, making his sixth season visit.
High humidity after a morning downpour isn’t helpful
to keeping instruments in
tune outdoors, but that didn’t
seem to affect these responsive players.
Seaman retired last year
after 13 seasons with the
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, and he has conducted widely in Britain, Europe
and with many American orchestras; like his fellow English-born conductor Simon
Rattle, he began his career
as a timpanist. He chose two
extended works considered
inadequate youthful works
by their composers, both to
be revised years later.
Dressed in a long-sleeved
blue shirt and black vest, he
began the concert with Jean
Sibelius’ powerful “Finlandia,” a virtual anthem of pride
with its fervent hymn at the
close. It was the last of seven
pieces Sibelius composed to
support writers, one of many
groups of Finns censored and
repressed by the occupying
Russians. At its many performances soon after its premiere, it was given fanciful
titles — pretending not to be
nationalistic — to escape the
wrath of the Russian censors.
The raging brass, then
menacing bassi and celli, began this powerhouse reading as an introduction to
the famous tune, stated first
in glowing flutes and oboe
passages and eventually in a
stirring declaration from the
whole orchestra. It’s no wonder the Finns immediately
embraced this work as their
musical signature and Sibelius as a national hero.
Gavrylyuk
has
triumphed in many major international piano competitions: the Horowitz in Kiev,
the Hamamatsu in Tokyo
and the Arthur Rubinstein
in Israel. He has performed
all over the world, has made
some stunning recordings
of the Russian repertoire
and has become a favorite
of Chautauqua audiences in
recent seasons.

Though he will play the
more familiar Rachmaninoff
Second Concerto on Saturday
evening, Gavrylyuk chose
the
much-less-performed
First Concerto. Moscow Conservatory students were expected to model their works
after an existing concerto
— in this case, Grieg’s Piano
Concerto. The 18-year-old
Rachmaninoff only played
his original version once —
and even refused to play it at
his London debut — though
his dedicatee and cousin Alexander Siloti continued to
schedule it.
Twenty-five years later, in
1917, Rachmaninoff had acquired the mastery to rework
the structure and orchestration into the version we hear
today. He would soon leave
Russia — never to return —
and finally hear the premiere
of his revised concerto in
New York.
Considered by many the
greatest pianist of the last
century, Rachmaninoff fortunately recorded all four of his
concertos with his favorite
Philadelphia Orchestra. (Regrettably, the longest Third
Concerto is heavily cut, since
it had to fit onto four 12-inch,
78 r.p.m. discs). All of his concertos require monumental
chops and the ability to play
with tenderness as well as
overwhelming power.
Gavrylyuk demonstrated
that he has that enormous
piano technique to burn in
the Russian style, with hands
and fingers horizontal to the
keyboard; he often leaned
his head over his hands as if
he were willing his fingers
to play, and he occasionally
sprang back from a big climax with gusto.
Yet, unlike some other
players with big pianistic
ability, he reveled in the
ruminative passages in between the cascades of 10-finger chords and scampering
arpeggios that accompanied
the strings. His solo just before the first-movement coda
was elegant and songful, like
one of his gorgeous Preludes.
The middle cantabile
movement brought out its
songfulness — and the
soulfulness — with gradations of softness, joined by
the bassoon, then the horn.
In passages Gavrylyuk
played as if improvised,

there was a dialogue with
solo winds that made Seaman’s left hand urge the
strings to play more pianissimo — a gesture he repeated several times during the
concert to allow the winds
to sing out.
In the finale, there are
several magnificent string
entries that sound almostpleading, with Gavrylyuk’s
poetic sections of repose
alternating with scurrying
runs as if child’s play. He
seemed to be playing with
some freedom, and Seaman
understood where he was
going right up until the final cadenza and galloping
coda. It showed that, in the
right hands, the First (and
also the Fourth) shouldn’t
be neglected.
Gavrylyuk left with his
shirt soaked and, acknowledging the standing ovation,
rewarded the audience with
a flowing reading of Debussy’s “Première arabesque”
— maybe to show that he’s
not just a Russian interpreter.
Disliking the original version of his work, just as Rachmaninoff did, Mendelssohn
considered the original version of his Second Symphony
to be “a piece of juvenalia” and
discarded it after several performances. It was published
as his Fifth 21 years after his
death and, like many works,
was given its title “Reformation” by its publisher. It was
not performed at the occasion for which it was written
— the 300th anniversary of
Martin Luther’s statement of
faith — and even after some
revisions was not considered
by Mendelssohn to be worthy
of his output.
In its introduction is the
six-note Amen sequence
originally sung in the German state of Saxony and
known as the Dresden Amen.
(Bruckner, Mahler, Wagner
— in “Parsifal” — and others used this motif as well,
but intended no reference to
the Reformation). Of course,
Martin Luther’s anthem “A
Mighty Fortress Is Our God”
is the cornerstone, with the
chorale played mightily at its
conclusion.
The potent brass opening led to the glowing statements of the Amen, and
Seaman didn’t let the slight
themes drag. Winds begin
the second movement as the
themes meander, but there

Adam Birkan | Staff Photographer

Guest conductor Christopher Seaman leads the Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra Thursday
evening in the Amphitheater.
were excellent statements of
the bouncy tune from all the
woodwinds. That movement
and the third sounded like
commission writing, but the
orchestra played it as if it was
a great work — which it isn’t.
Going without pause into
the finale, an urgent flute
solo herald’s Luther’s hymn
and soon the full chorale.
The winds and brass shone
in this movement, with the
brass declaring the theme,
some celebratory writing and
an emphatic finale, though
the last few pages could have
been beefed up with little

more thrust and excitement.
Though this “Reformation” was given a beautifully
played reading, these ears
agree with Mendelssohn,
one of the few composers in
history who didn’t have to
write music to put food on the
table. Though he was writing
music inspired by his faith,
the stress of a deadline while
ailing perhaps prevented
him from composing on the
level of the String Octet, the
brilliant Overture to A Midsummer Night’s Dream, or the
resplendent “Hebrides” Overture to come later that year.
But the performance, with
real orchestral unity, tried its
utmost to convince that this
work was on that level.
Gavrylyuk will perform
the more familiar Rachmaninoff Second Concerto
Saturday evening, with Seaman again on the podium
to lead Wagner’s now-iconic
“Ride of the Valkyries” from
Die Walküre and Antonin
Dvořák’s songful Eighth
Symphony.

Having heard three concerts by the CSO, with many
members of the top orchestras in the country returning
for many seasons, I’m highly
impressed by the remarkable
quality and unity of their
playing.
Art is costly — great art
is expensive. With so many
orchestras folding — and
many of the big ones in serious financial straits and even
bankruptcy — this writer
is encouraged to see the appreciation these audiences
demonstrated. They are enormously fortunate, and I hope
all Chautauquans realize,
through their support, the
high level of artistry they can
enjoy in a few blocks’ stroll.
Tom Di Nardo has written on
the arts since 1982 for the Philadelphia Daily News and has
published articles in Symphony, Attenzione, and Music
Makers magazines, Stagebill,
Playbill and the Grove Dictionary of Music.
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Come Sail

PHOTOS BY Greg Funka
Chautauqua’s Sailing
Department, under the
direction of Gary Snyder
and based at the stateof-the-art John R. Turney
Sailing Center, presents a
comprehensive curriculum
of courses to serve novice to
advanced sailors of all ages.
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PHOTOS BY Lauren Rock
Staff Photographer

TOP: The students of Children’s
School, under the direction
of Kelsey Didion, help the
carrot seed (Josh Tobin) grow
tall as a tree through song as
Wide Mama Bess (Stephen
Spencer) looks on. LEFT: Sweet
Little Isabel (Sarah Hartmann)
helps the carrot seed (Josh
Tobin) grow, with the help of
Strong Brother Abel (Leicester
Landon). RIGHT: Tall Papa Joe
(Sathya Sridharan), Wide Mama
Bess (Stephen Spencer),
Strong Brother Abel (Leicester
Landon) and Sweet Little Isabel
(Sarah Hartmann) try to pluck
the Giant Carrot (Josh Tobin)
from the ground with the help
of the kids in Children’s School.

Children’s School helps young
carrot reach his full potential
Jessie Cadle
Staff Writer

The anxious circle of
children— many of whom
dressed up for the theater
in princess dresses or superhero suits — leaps to its feet
on cue and loudly sings, “Just
like a carrot seed, that’s one
day small and then a tree.”
At the mention of the
word ‘seed,’ the children
curl up into tiny balls on the
floor, and when the lyrics hit
the word ‘tree,’ they jump
to their feet, arms stretched

high above them.
They are part of the cast of
The Giant Carrot, a collaborative event between Chautauqua Theater Company and
Children’s School, which had
two performances for two
different age groups at 9:30
and 10 a.m. on Thursday at
Children’s School.
The morning started with
CTC conservatory member
Kelsey Didion leading the
kids in a series of warm-ups.
They stretched their faces
wide like lions, then tight as
if biting a lemon, and stood
on their toes as trees before
scrunching up like seeds.
The children then learned
the words to the song, which
they had to perform five to seven times during the 15-minute

play. The Giant Carrot follows a
farmer and his family as they
try to grow a carrot on their
land, and it is only Sweet Little
Isabel who makes the carrot
grow with her song.
The story starred five conservatory members and one
member of the staff. The Giant
Carrot featured Max Roll as
narrator, Josh Tobin as Carrot, Sathya Sridharan as Tall
Papa Joe, Stephen Spencer as
Wide Mama Bess, Leicester
Landon as Strong Brother
Abel, and Sarah Hartmann
as Sweet Little Isabel.
But the children stole
the show as the excited
and endearing choir, who
helped the giant carrot grow
through a magical tune.
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‘Don’t let bigotry go unchallenged. Let your light shine.’

“I

n 1956, an African-American preacher named
Howard Thurman decided to leave his work in San
Francisco to be the dean of Marsh Chapel at Boston
University,” said the Rev. Marvin McMickle at the Friday
morning 9:15 a.m. Devotional Hour. “He had gone to San
Francisco with a vision to build an intentionally racially
integrated church from the ground up. He had a Pentecost
vision, of going back to that first church in Jerusalem where
people from all places came together.”
McMickle’s title was “Are You a Contagious Christian?,”
and his text was Matthew 13:13-16.
“In the midst of this work, he got the invitation to Boston,” McMickle said, “He said, ‘Should I stay with the work
that I started or move on to the opposite side of the country?’
He moved to Boston on this basis: ‘I want to put myself in a
place where I can have the maximum contagion. I want to be
where whatever there is of God and godliness in me has the
highest possibility of rubbing off, of being caught by someone else.’”
Thurman decided he could to that better in Boston.
“Maximum contagion — isn’t that the perfect metaphor
for a Christian — to take some gift of grace, fruit of the
spirit, and want to be in a place where what I have will have
the highest possibility of rubbing off. I would like to be
contagious, to walk in Thurman’s footsteps,” McMickle said.
“I cannot keep the joy of Jesus to myself. If I know peace in a
storm, have hope or a point of view on life’s ups and downs,
why not spread it around?”
We tend to think of contagion in a negative and destructive way. We think of diseases that take life.
“But we can infect people with something that will send
life to them,” McMickle said.
We can have the maximum contagion that will rub off
and benefit others, or we can have maximum benefit that

C H A U TA U Q U A
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Celebrating Leadership
William F. Hill, II

President, Chautauqua Foundation Board of Directors 1996–2002
Director, Chautauqua Foundation 1991–2005
• William F. Hill, II served as president of
the Chautauqua Foundation from 1996
to 2002. As a director from 1991–2005
he served on the Executive Committee
(1991–2003, Chair 2003), Investment
Committee (1996–2005), Nominating
Committee (1996–2003), Personnel
Committee (1993–2005), Finance/
Audit Committee (1999–2005), and
Development Council (1996–2003). Bill
also served the Foundation through his
service on the Planning Task Force (Chair
1990–1995), Restricted Fund Task Force
(1990–1992), Campaign Evaluation Task
Force (1996–1997), Campaign Planning
Task Force (1995–1996), and the Renewal
Campaign Recognition Task Force (2001).

Morning Worship
Column by MARY LEE TALBOT
enriches only ourselves.
“Which way do you bend?” he asked.
McMickle retold the story of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the
German theologian who came to study at Union Theological
Seminary in New York City. He decided he had to go back
to Germany, because he felt he had no right to share in the
rebirth of Germany after Hitler if he did not stand with the
German people during its death thralls. Reinhold Niebuhr
tried to convince him to stay in New York where he would
be safer and have a brilliant academic career. Bonhoeffer
was not persuaded and went back to Germany, was involved
with the plot to assassinate Hitler, and was hanged in Flossenburg Prison two days before the country was liberated.
“If Bonhoeffer did not go back, we would not have The
Cost of Discipleship. He believed that when God calls us, God
calls us to come and die. We need to choose the course of
maximum contagion to enrich the whole of society. God
sets before us an opportunity to do good for others, not for
ourselves,” McMickle said.
Cornel West, in his book Democracy Matters, said that
Christians should be prophetic beings who shout down deliberate ignorance and challenge willful blindness.
“Christians should force the people around them to know
and to see. What they do about it is their choice. A teacher
asked a little boy, ‘Which is worse — ignorance or apathy?’
The boy answered, ‘I don’t know, and I don’t care,’” McMickle said.
He continued, “Which is worse — racism, sexism, militarism, homophobia, narcissism, xenophobia? I don’t know,
and I don’t care. You have to let your light shine so all can
see and praise your Father in heaven and have good cause to
be glad that you came among them.”
He recalled the Andy Griffith spinoff TV show, “Gomer
Pyle, U.S.M.C.”
“In the opening sequence, Gomer could not get coordinated with the rest of the drill parade. He was physically and
psychologically incapable of falling in line; he was always
out of sync. That is bad for a Marine, but not for a Christian,” McMickle said. “When you encounter bigotry, don’t
let it go unchallenged. Let your light shine. When someone
is harassed for his or her sexual orientation, don’t let it go
unchallenged. Let your light shine. When someone is judged
on his or her exterior, don’t let it go unchallenged. Let your
light shine.”
McMickle talked about train crossings in Chicago. There
was not enough room to build overpasses, so most train
crossings are at street grade. Most had arms with lights and

a bell that went off long before the locomotive appeared and
traffic was stopped. But in the remote areas, there was just
a man in a booth who would go out with a lantern to warn
traffic.
One night, the guard fell asleep and woke up to a train whistle that sounded too close. He grabbed his lantern and went
out to warn the one car that was coming. He kept waving his
lantern, but the car kept coming, and the car and engine met on
the track, killing everyone in the car. During the investigation,
the guard was asked a number of questions: Were you in the
booth? Yes. Did you hear the train whistle? Yes. Did you come
out and wave the lantern? Yes. Did you light the lantern? No.
“With life and death in his hands, he was waving a lantern with no light,” McMickle said. “God bends over to ask
us: ‘Is there light in your lamp?’ If there is, wave it for maximum contagion so all can see God’s good works and give
glory to the Father in Heaven. May God’s name be praised,”
McMickle concluded.
The service ended with the congregation reading the
prayer that McMickle had been using all week. He revealed
that that prayer had been written by Sir Francis Drake in
1577 and was edited by Bishop Desmond Tutu in 1973. McMickle found it in a prayer book in a church in Pittsford, N.Y.
This is the prayer:
Disturb us, Lord, when we are too well pleased with ourselves, when our dreams have come true because we dreamed
too little, when we arrived safely because we sailed too close to
shore. Disturb us, Lord, when with the abundance of things we
possess, we have lost our thirst for the waters of life; when having fallen in love with life, we have ceased to dream of eternity;
and in our efforts to build the new earth, we have allowed our
vision of the new heaven to dim. Stir us, Lord, to dare more
boldly, to venture on wider seas, where storms will show your
mastery; where losing sight of land, we shall find the stars. We
ask you to push back the horizons of our hopes, and to push us
into the future in strength, courage, hope and love. All this we
pray through Jesus Christ. Amen.
The Rev. J. Paul Womack presided. Pat Brown read the
scripture. For the past 40 years, she has served as an elementary
school library media specialist in Tonawanda, N.Y. Before that
position, she served in various library-related capacities: music
librarian, law librarian in Boston and taught the school library
course at the State University of New York at Buffalo Graduate School of Library Science. The Browns have been coming
to Chautauqua for more than 40 years and have been serving
in the ministry of host and hostess at the Baptist House since
2007. Bud Brown is also a retired university librarian and enjoys
singing in the Chautauqua Choir. They have one daughter,
Christine, and two grandchildren, Lydia and Lewis, who live in
Atlanta and enjoy Chautauqua each summer.
The Motet Consort played Trio No. 3, Adagio and Presto”
by C.P.E. Bach. The consort includes Rebecca Scarnati, oboe;
Debbie Grohman, clarinet; and Willie La Favor, piano. Jared
Jacobsen, organist and coordinator of worship and sacred
music, led the Motet Choir in “I’m So glad Jesus Lifted Me,”
an African-American Spiritual arranged by John Helgen. The
Mr. and Mrs. William U. Follansbee Memorial Chaplaincy
provided funds for the services this week.

• Bill has served as a volunteer for the past
three major fundraising campaigns and
was Vice Chair of the idea Campaign
(2004–2008).
• Bill was the last Chautauquan to serve as
volunteer President of the Foundation.
In his time the role was transitioned
into board chairman while Tom Becker
became the first paid Chief Executive
Officer of the Foundation. He also led
the Foundation through a process to
engage the services of Hirtle, Callaghan
and Company—a Philadelphia-based
firm that serves as an outsourced
chief investment officer that primarily
oversees the Foundation portfolio.
This change resulted in the Foundation
diversifying its investment portfolio
among many numerous asset classes.

sunday
vespers
ADAM BIRKAN | Staff Photographer

The Rev. Marvin McMickle,
president of Colgate Rochester
Crozer Divinity School in
Rochester N.Y., shares his
faith journey at Vespers
Sunday evening in the Hall of
Philosophy. McMickle was the
chaplain for Week Five.

• Bill is married to Dorothy Sample Hill,
they have three children; David, Paul and
Catherine.
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‘Weber and Friends’ to
entertain before Vespers

a shared ritual

ADAM BIRKAN | Staff Photographer

Abrahamic Program for Young Adults 2012 coordinators Emily Perper (Christian), Nikhat Dharani (Muslim) and Safi Haider (Muslim) partake in
ritual cleansing at the annual Abrahamic Sacred Song Service July 22 in the Amphitheater. Not pictured is Jewish coordinator Michael Harvey.

“Paul
Weber
and
Friends” will present a musical program for the prevespers program at 4:30
p.m. Sunday in the Hall of
Philosophy.
Paul Weber is a founding
member and music director
of the Thursday Morning
Brass at Chautauqua. They
perform throughout the
season, and monies raised
provide scholarship support
for the brass instrumental
students of the Music School
Festival Orchestra. He is the
principal trumpet of the Pittsburgh Civic Orchestra and
the Washington Symphony
Orchestra in Pennsylvania.
He received his degrees in
performance and education
from Carnegie Mellon University and the New England
Conservatory in Boston.
Ann Weber holds a degree
in piano performance from
the Carnegie Mellon School
of Music. After graduation,
she further studied with re-

nowned pianist Eunice Norton. Weber is a frequent guest
soloist with the Pittsburgh
Civic Orchestra and currently teaches students ranging
from age 7 to 70. She is active in Symphony South, an
organization that supports
the Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra. Ann is the music
director for the Unitarian
Universalist Fellowship of
Chautauqua Institution.
Charlie Tea hails from Gibsonia, Pa., near Pittsburgh.
He is a graduate of the music
school at Carnegie Institute
of Technology and taught
music for five years before becoming a high school guidance counselor for 33 years.
He has been coming to
Chautauqua for more than
15 years and has been involved in musical groups
at the Institution for seven
years. He is a trumpet player
with the Thursday Morning
Brass, the Dixie Lakesiders
and the Fairpoint Quintet.

Khalsa to focus on finding,
maintaining identity in this
week’s Mystic Heart Program
mary desmond
Staff Writer

A few years ago, Juanita
Jackson, a year-round Chautauquan, was turning left at
a light when she was hit by
speeding car.
In the moments of panic
that ensued, she recalled a
meditation technique she had
learned a few weeks earlier
at a Mystic Heart Program
morning meditation session
facilitated by Subagh Singh
Khalsa. Though she is always
relatively calm, Jackson said
that what she learned in the
class allowed her to be more
focused and aware in the moment following her accident.
This week, Khalsa will
facilitate the Mystic Heart
Program’s daily morning
meditation sessions and

semi-weekly afternoon seminars for the third time in
the season. Khalsa, founder
and co-director of the Mystic Heart Program, has been
practicing the Kundalini
yoga tradition for more than
40 years. He also follows Sikh
Dharma.
The Mystic Heart Program, an initiative led by the
Department of Religion, is
entering its 12th season. The
program is devoted to sharing meditation techniques
from different wisdom and
religious traditions, including various religions, Buddha Dharma, Sikh Dharma
and Yoga, Khalsa said.
Khalsa meditates daily
and said that no matter what
challenge he faces in his daily life, meditation provides
clarity and focus.

A H
Dine at the Historic

Athenaeum Hotel
ALA CARTE OR BUFFET BREAKFAST
Everyday, 8 – 9:30 a.m. • $15*
Ala Carte Menu or Buffet

GRANDE BUFFET LUNCH
Monday – Saturday, 12 – 1:30 p.m. • $27*

SUNDAY BRUNCH
11:30 – 1:30 p.m. • $45*
Fresh Baked Breads and Pastries
Epicurean Green Salads, Chilled Composed Salads
Fruit Presentations
Egg Dishes, Hickory Smoked Bacon, Savory Sausage
Breakfast Casseroles, Pates and Terrine
Cheeses and Crudites, Chilled and Hot Seafood
Vegetarian Dishes, Ethnic Dishes, Pasta, Carved Meats,
Fresh Vegetables, Assorted Desserts
SUNDAY AFTERNOON TEA
3 - 4:30 p.m. $28*
Fine Loose Teas • Scones • Savories • Pastries
TRADITIONAL SUNDAY SUPPER
5 – 7:30 p.m. • $27*
Soup • Salad • Entreé
FOUR COURSE DINNER
Monday – Saturday, 5 – 7:30 p.m. • $69*
Soup • Appetizer or Salad • Entrée • Dessert
Heart healthy and vegetarian options available.
A full wine list and selection of beers are available to
compliment your lunch or dinner.
*All prices inclusive of tax and service charge

Walk-in guests are welcomed, but reservations are highly
recommended. Call 716-357-4444. Reservations from guests outside of the
Chautauqua Institution are available.

“When there is thinking
to be done, projects to work
on or creative things, all the
answers come to me in my
meditation,” Khalsa said.
The morning meditation
sessions held every weekday in the Main Gate Welcome Center from 7:15 to
8 a.m. provide a physical
space where meditation can
happen, Khalsa said. The
structure of each session
changes each class, depending on the atmosphere of
each particular day. Meditation techniques used may
be silent, chanted or involve
music.
The Week Six semiweekly
Mystic Heart seminars will
reflect the week’s morning
lecture theme, “Digital Identity,” and Interfaith Lecture
theme, “The Life of Faith and
the Digital Age.” They will
be titled “Maintaining Our
Identity in the Digital Age,”
parts 1 and 2.
“Humans have always had
to maintain our identity — in
every age,” Khalsa said. “The

LAUREN ROCK | Staff Photographer

Subagh Singh Khalsa, founder and co-director of Chautauqua’s Mystic Heart Program, leads a seminar
on meditation earlier this season.

challenges now are timeless
challenges: understanding
who and what we really are
and learning to act from that
knowledge.”
Meditation allows people
to focus internally and bypass the negative ego, which
the Sikh tradition says includes the five demons.
Those are lust, anger, greed,
pride and attachment or
avoidance. Regular meditation can help people achieve
a stronger understanding of

their true selves.
“Our fears and desires
stop dominating consciousness, and the underlying
identity of our highest self
can shine through,” Khalsa
said. “This is all just words,
but with practice, one can
see beyond the intellectual
concepts and experience
one’s own reality, one’s
soul.”
Mystic Heart’s morning
meditation is from 7:15 to 8
a.m. Monday through Friday

in the Main Gate Welcome
Center Conference Room.
The meditation seminar is
from 12:30 to 1:55 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays in the
Hall of Missions. Each week,
a centering prayer session
will be held Thursdays in the
Welcome Center from 7:15 to
7:45 p.m.
Gate passes are required
to attend the morning meditation session. All sessions
are welcome to people of any
spiritual or religious belief.

Cooperman, Hopper present for Lazarus series
The Hebrew Congregation features Ira Cooperman
and Bob Hopper, “The Spy
Guys,” at the Shirley Lazarus
Sunday Speaker Series event
at 8 p.m. Sunday in the sanc-

tuary of Hurlbut Church.
The topic of their talk is “Spy
Facts and Spy Fiction: Will
They Confirm or Deny?”
Both gentlemen have extensive experience in the world

of intelligence. Cooperman
was a U.S Air Force intelligence officer during the
Vietnam War and served as
liaison to the CIA and the
National Security Agency.
He also lectured at the U.S
Military Academy at West
Point. Hooper spent 32 years
with the State Department,
serving mostly as a foreign

service officer working on
East-West tensions and congressional relations. He took
a delegation to Vietnam in
1997 to dedicate a new post
in Ho Chi Minh City.

Police
The Chautauqua
Police Department,
located behind the
Colonnade, is open 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. during
the season (716-3576225). After 5 p.m.,
Main Gate security
may be contacted at
716-357-6279.
In case of emergency,
phone 911.
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Chautauquans ready, set for Old First Night race
Grant Engle
Staff Writer

IF YOU G ... 

Hundreds of athletes will
descend on the Sports Club
on Chautauqua’s waterfront
to compete in the Old First
Night Run/Walk/Swim at 9
a.m. Saturday, Aug. 4.
The OFN race gives athletes
of all ages the opportunity to
compete in a congenial atmosphere while raising money
for the Chautauqua Fund.
While many Chautauquans have participated in
the race for years, it has also
attracted accomplished athletes to visit the Institution
in hopes of returning home
with a victory.
“Seeing 500-plus runners
in this race is great,” said
Darrin Pocza, a marathon
runner. “It’s a wonderful experience to just be in Chautauqua. People come from
around the world to be here
for a few weeks.”
Pocza was a runner when
he attended Maple Grove
High School in nearby Bemus
Point, but he left the sport for
a 20-year stretch while he
served in the United States
Air Force and worked in the
restaurant business.
When he returned to the
sport in 2005, Pocza vigorously trained and eventually
competed in the Boston Marathon. He once managed to finish in the race’s top 3 percent.
Growing up in Bemus
Point, Pocza was always fa-

$20 to compete in the run/walk
or swim

Professional golfers say
you drive for show and putt
for dough.
Chautauquans will have
the opportunity to showcase
all aspects of their game at
the first-ever Chautauqua
Golf Club Skills Challenge
from 4 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Tuesday at the Chautauqua Golf
Learning Center.
The skills challenge will
pit Chautauquan golfers
against one another in four
events. Three of the contests
highlight important aspects
of every golfer’s game, while
the main event features the
most exciting shot in golf.
The competition consists of
a bunker shot challenge, a
putting competition, a long
drive contest and a hole-inone challenge.
Mark Doty, a member of
the golf club’s board of directors, said the skills challenge
was inspired by the Old First
Night
Run/Walk/Swim.
Doty said the board wanted
to raise money for Old First
Night while starting a tradition that could live on at the
learning center.
“Chautauqua is a place
that’s steeped with tradition,
but it’s hard to build a new

RECREATION
AT CHAUTAUQUA INSTITUTION
For more information, visit: www.ciweb.org/recreation/

$22 to compete in both the ground
race and the swim
• Run/walk is 2.7 miles
• Swim is 18 laps in the pool
(1/2 mile)
First 700 registered participants
get OFN T-shirt
OFN race is sponsored by Vacation
Properties
Daily file photo

miliar with Chautauqua, but
it wasn’t until family friends
told him about the OFN
race that he knew he could
quench his thirst for competition on the grounds.
Pocza said he was immediately charmed by the history
of the race and traditions of
the Institution. The 44-yearold runner was amazed with
the diverse age demographics in the race.
“The older runners are just
amazing,” Pocza said. “I just
want to be able to walk when
I’m that age, and they’re out
there actually competing.”
One of the competitors that
would surely impress Pocza
is 84-year-old Frances Jaques.
Jaques, who has been coming to Chautauqua as often as
she can since the 1970s, was
tied for the oldest female finisher in last year’s race.
The avid walker and retired journalist said she has
always looked forward to the

Runners begin last season’s Old First Night Run.

race, but her work schedule
kept her from competing as
often as she would have liked.
“Whenever I was in Chautauqua during the race, it was
automatic for me to enter it,”
Jaques said. “Now that I’m
retired, I have more time to
come up and walk in it.”
Jaques said she has been
taking daily walks with her
Labrador retriever to train for
the race and taking yoga to
stay limber. She credits her active lifestyle to her love of life
and passion for exercise. The
former staff writer for the The
Capital in Annapolis, Md., even
ran a few 10k races years ago.
One of the highlights of
the OFN race for Jaques came
last year when she participated in the event with two
of her daughters, her granddaughter and her sister.
Jaques’ main goal is finishing the race. Pocza, on the

other hand, said he revels in
the competition, and he employs a simple strategy when
attacking the 2.7-mile race.
“The strategy is to take it
easy going into the hill and
then rock and roll after that,”
Pocza said. “That hill is a killer. It isn’t a race until you get
past it.”
Pocza’s strategy worked
last year, as he finished in
first place in the 40–49 age
group with a time of 16:47.
While runners aim to finish the race as quickly as
possible, the walking participants predict their time before the race, and the walker
who finishes closest to their
predicted time will be declared the winner.
Chautauquans can register
for the OFN race by picking
up a form at the Sports Club or
downloading the form at www.
ciweb.org/recreation-sports-club.

Golf Club creates new tradition with skills challenge
Grant Engle
Staff Writer
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one,” Doty said. “We’re looking for our golfers to create
long-standing records like
they have at Club.”
Doty said the way the
events are set up and the volatility of golf will give players of all ages and skill sets a
chance to win.
For the bunker shot challenge, golfers will take three
shots each. The golfer whose
shot is closest to the pin, or
whose shot goes in, will win
the challenge.
The putting competition
sets the golfers up with four
putts around the green: a short
putt, a medium-length putt, a
long putt and an 85-foot putt
from across the green. The
85-footer will be shot at an
8-inch hole, almost double the
size of a regulation hole.
Doty said the extra wide
hole creates a more level playing field among advanced
and beginner golfers.
“The fun part is that these
contests lend themselves to
golfers at any skill level,”
Doty said. “Anybody can get
lucky and make an 85-foot
putt in an extra large hole
and win the event.”
The long drive competition will be separated by
gender and will consist of
a qualifying round and a
championship round. Wom-

Let’s Visit!

en will have to drive the ball
at least 180 yards to qualify
for the finals, and men will
have to drive the ball at least
250 yards to enter the championship round.
Troy Moss, head pro at the
golf club, said the conditions
for the long drive competition
should be favorable, and he offered some expert advice to the
competitors.
“It will be a little downhill,
and the ground should be
pretty hard,” Moss said. “Hit
a nice, medium-flighted draw
and hope it runs out for you.”
The winners of the bunker
shot, putting and long drive
events will each win 2013
cart cards to the learning
center. The card gives golfers
access to the entire learning
center, including its three
practice holes.
The main event will revolve around the most exciting and rare occurrence in
golf: the hole-in-one.
Contestants will first play
a qualifying round. The golfers who sink a hole-in-one or
who have the closest shots to
the pin will advance to the
championship round, where
they could win the grand
prize of a 2013 pass to the golf
club, which has a $1,000 value.
Doty and Moss said that
though the event is designed

to raise money for Old First
Night, its other goal is to
give the community of golfers at Chautauqua an opportunity to play together while
bringing attention to the
learning center.
Moss described the center
as a place for people to work
on their golf game while not
spending an entire morning
on an 18-hole course.
“We’re trying to make golf
at Chautauqua family-oriented,” Moss said. “That’s the
way golf is going. The learning center is one way to get
families to play together.”
Each event costs $5 to enter, or golfers can compete
in all four challenges for $15.
The club will have hot dogs,
chips and soda for spectators
and golfers.
Admission is free for nongolfers who plan to watch
the events.
Doty said he will watch,
because he is anxious to see
the very first golf records set
at what he hopes will be a
long tradition.
“It’s going to be very exciting,” Doty said. “I’m looking
forward to seeing who is going to be the longest driver
and see if someone can actually sink an 85-foot putt or a
hole-in-one.”

Beaches
Get some sun or take a dip in Chautauqua Lake.
Chautauqua Institution maintains four public beaches,
open daily and supervised by certified lifeguards during the
summer season. Swimming is only allowed at swim areas
when lifeguards are on duty.
716-357-6350

Golf
Chautauqua Golf Club features two scenic 18-hole courses
overlooking Chautauqua Lake, a well-equipped pro shop,
locker rooms, equipment and cart rental and professional
instruction. Single, family and junior season memberships
are available. The Learning Center, a new 25-acre
practice and teaching facility, offers a series of clinics
and junior golf camps.
716-357-6211

Tennis
Enjoy the million-dollar facility with clay courts and free
loaner rackets.
Eight state-of-the-art fast dry courts (two illuminated for night
play) are available at the Chautauqua Tennis Center, located
adjacent to the Turner Community Center. Private lessons are
available from teaching professionals. Clinics, round-robins and
tournaments are scheduled throughout
the season. In addition to short- and long-term memberships,
daily court fees are available. The Coyle Courts, four hard courts
located at the Boys’ and Girls’ Club on the south end of the
grounds, are available to the public during non-Club hours.
716-357-6276

Sailing
Rent a sailboat or take a private lesson with a certified sailing
instructor.
Instructional classes are offered by the Sailing Department,
located at the John R. Turney Sailing Center, at beginner,
intermediate and advanced levels. Private lessons and
rentals are also available.
716-357-6392

Sports Club
Play horseshoes, shuffleboard, lawn bowling or rent fishing
gear for a fun family activity.
The Sports Club, located on the lakefront near the
Athenaeum Hotel, provides facilities for shuffleboard,
horseshoes, lawn bowling, bridge and other games and
activities. Paddleboat, kayak and canoe rental, softball
leagues and the annual Old First Night Run/Walk/Swim are
all part of the Sports Club program.
716-357-6281

Exercise/Fitness
Break a sweat at one of the two fitness centers on the
grounds.
Chautauqua Health & Fitness is a full-service exercise and
strength-training facility with two sites: Turner Community
Center, with indoor pool and Heinz Beach. Short- and longterm memberships and daily passes are available.
716-357-6430
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Abrahamic Program
for Young Adults
APYA Jewish coordinator
Mike Harvey leads the Tish’a
B’av service at 10 a.m. Sunday
in Hurlbut Church. The service is open to all.
Young adults ages 16–22
gather at 7 p.m. Monday for
Frisbee in Miller Park.
Baptist House
The Rev. Ramonia Lee,
minister of Congregational
Life at the Inter-Faith Chapel, an ecumenical Protestant
congregation located in a retirement community in Silver
Spring, Md., gives a sermon
“Enough for All,” at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday in Baptist House, 35
Clark. Flutist Vada Snider
presents special music.
Lee, who holds M. Div.
and DM degrees from Wesley Theological Seminary,
has served on the boards of
regional and national organizations that deal with issues
concerning older adults.
Catholic Community
Mass is 5 p.m. Saturday in
the Hall of Philosophy. Sunday Masses are 9:15 a.m. in
the Hall of Christ and 12:15
p.m. in the Hall of Philosophy.
Daily Mass is celebrated
8:45 a.m. Monday through
Saturday in the Episcopal
Chapel of the Good Shepherd.
The Rev. James Daprile,
pastor of Our Lady of Perpetual Help in Aurora, Ohio,
and the Rev. Joseph Scardella,
pastor of St. Stephen Parish,
East Grand Rapids, Mich.,
are priests-in-residence this
week.
The Rev. Todd Remick is
spiritual adviser of the Chautauqua Catholic Community
and pastor of St. Mary of
Lourdes in Mayville and Bemus Point, N.Y.
Deacon Ray and Pat Defendorf of All Saints Parish
of Corning, N.Y., are host and
hostess at the Catholic House
on the corner of Palestine and
the brick walk. Deanna Bliss
of Mayville is weekend Sacristan.
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Religion
Chabad Lubavitch

Lutheran House

Rabbi Zalman Vilenkin
presides at Shabbat services
9:30 a.m. Saturday in the Everett Jewish Life Center at
Chautauqua library. The Torah reading is Devarim-Chazon, Deuteronomy 1:1.
Penny and Charlie Shuman sponsor this week’s Kiddush in memory of his grandparents and uncles who were
murdered in a pogrom on 7
Av.
Shabbat ends at 9:29 p.m.
The Book of Lamentations
is the Torah reading for the
Tisha B’Av service 9–11 a.m.
Sunday in the EJLCC library
room.
Rabbi Vilenkin presents a
class on the Kabalah at 9:15
a.m. Monday in the Alumni
Hall Library Room.

The Rev. David W. Markowich, retired from Holy Trinity Lutheran Church, Upper
Arlington, Ohio, presides at
the service of Holy Communion at 9:30 a.m. Sunday in
the Lutheran House at the
corner of Peck and Clark.
Markowich received a
bachelor’s degree from Wittenberg University, Springfield, Ohio, a M. Div. at Lutheran School of Theology,
Chicago, and a D. Min. at
Presbyterian
Theological
Seminary, Chicago.

Christian Science House
“Love,” a lesson composed
of readings from the Bible
and Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures, by Mary
Baker Eddy, are the subjects
of the 9:30 a.m. Sunday service in the Christian Science
Chapel at 10 Center.
Disciples of Christ
The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) celebrates its
work and presence as part of
the Chautauqua community
with Disciples Day on Sunday. The Rev. Margot Conner,
senior pastor at Karl Road
Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) in Columbus, Ohio,
leads a 9:30 a.m. communion
service. Her sermon, “Soul
Restoration,” uses Psalm 23
as the text to examine ways
in which our souls can be restored. Connor holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of Cincinnati and an M.Div.
from the Methodist Theological School in Ohio. She has
also served as senior pastor at
First Christian Church (DOC)
in Zanesville, Ohio.
The Disciples Day lunch
follows the 10:45 a.m. Sunday
service in the Amphitheater
in the Hurlbut Church dining room. No reservations are
required. Guests and friends

Fishing
The waters of Chautauqua Lake provide an abundance
of game and food fish. Muskellunge create the greatest
excitement, and the muskie season, from late June to
October, draws fishermen from all over the United States
and Canada. Large and smallmouth bass, calico and rock
bass, walleyes and perch are among other fish in good
supply. Bait is available at the Sports Club.
A fishing license may be purchased at Hogan’s Hut on
Route 394 near the entrance to Route 17/I-86 in Stow or at
the town clerk’s office in Mayville.

Interfaith News
Compiled by Meg Viehe
may bring a lunch or buy
one at the Hurlbut Lemonade
Stand. A brief program includes updated information
about the Chautauqua Association Disciples of Christ and
future plans.
Ecumenical Community
of Chautauqua
Both expert sailors or
those who wonder about sailing on Chautauqua Lake can
join the ECOC’s 12:15 p.m.
Brown Bag discussion Monday at the United Church of
Christ Randell Chapel. Gary
Snyder, director of the Sailing Department at Chautauqua, will lead the discussion.
Episcopal Chapel of
the Good Shepherd
The Rev. William Hockin,
retired bishop and dean of
the of the Cathedral in Fredericton, New Brunswick,
presides at services of Holy
Communion at 7:45 and 9
a.m. Sunday in the Chapel
of the Good Shepherd at the
corner of Clark and Park.
He also presides at 7:45 a.m.
Holy Communion weekdays
in the chapel. The Rev. Virginia Carr of St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, Westfield, presides at the Compline service
at 9:30 p.m. Sunday. The chapel is handicap-accessible via
an elevator on the Park side
of the church.
Hockin, who began his
ministry in the Diocese of
Huron, Ontario, and continued in the Diocese of Toronto
is the author of five books,
the latest to be published in
September.
Food Bank Donations
Hurlbut Church is accepting non-perishable food
items for the Ashville Food
Pantry. Donations may be
dropped off at any time at
the Scott entrance of Hurlbut
Church.
Hebrew Congregation
The Hebrew Congregation
holds a study session focusing on “Mussar: Beginning
with the Book of Proverbs
and Learning the Path of
Jewish Ethical Living from
Our More Recent Mussar
Masters” at 8:30 a.m. Saturday in the sanctuary of Hurlbut Church. Shabbat services
follow at 9:30 a.m. Rabbi John

Bush, Temple Anshe Hesed,
Erie, Pa., conducts both the
study session and service. Joanna Bush is the song leader.
Judy and Len Katz sponsor
a Kiddush lunch in honor of
their triple chai, or 54-year,
anniversary.
Ira Cooperman and Bob
Hopper, “The Spy Guys,”
present “Spy Facts and Spy
Fiction: Will They Confirm
or Deny?” at the Shirley
Lazarus Sunday Speaker
Series at 8 p.m. Sunday in
the sanctuary of Hurlbut
Church. A bus is provided
at the conclusion of the evening for anyone living on
the grounds.
Hurlbut Memorial
Community Church
A service of meditation,
scriptures, songs, prayers
and communion is 8:30 to
9:15 a.m. Sundays in Hurlbut
Church. The church is located on the corner of Scott and
Pratt.
Hurlbut Church
Lemonade Stand
The stand serves coffee,
lemonade, iced tea, a variety of sweet rolls, grilled
hot dogs, hamburgers and
Italian sausages 9:30 a.m. to
2 p.m. Sundays on the sidewalk in front of Hurlbut
Church.
Hurlbut Church Meal Ministry
Hurlbut Church serves
lunch from 11:45 a.m. to 1
p.m. weekdays, and dinner
from 5 to 7 p.m. Thursdays
during the season. Lunches
cost $7 and are served with
a beverage and a freshly
baked cookie. All proceeds
from the meals benefit the
mission and ministries of
the Hurlbut Church.
Labyrinth
An orientation, sponsored
by the Department of Religion, is presented at 7 p.m.
every Monday during the
season and includes a brief
history of the Chautauqua
labyrinth. It is located next
to Turner Community Center and is accessible through
the Turner building or the
parking lot, if arriving via
state Route 394.
There is bus and tram service to Turner. A gate pass is
required.

Metropolitan
Community Church
MCC
was
originally
founded about 40 years ago
for gays and lesbians who
felt unwelcome at some
mainstream churches. The
church, now an international
denomination, welcomes all.
Vespers is held Wednesday
evenings under Pat Collins,
a recognized United Church
of Christ minister who has
served two churches in Central New York.
Presbyterian House
The Rev. Dr. David Gilbert,
pastor of the Poland Presbyterian Church of Poland,
Ohio, preaches on “Holy Discontent” at 9:30 a.m. Sunday
in the Presbyterian House
chapel. His sermon is taken
from Mathew 5:1-12.
Gilbert received a bachelor’s degree in philosophy from the University of
California San Diego, a J.D.
from UC Hastings College
of the Law in San Francisco,
a M.Div. from Princeton
Theological Seminary, and a
D.Min. from Western Theological Seminary in Holland,
Mich.
Following the weekday
morning worship and preceding the morning lecture,
the Presbyterian House provides coffee, hot chocolate
and lemonade on its porch.
Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers)
The Religious Society of
Friends meets for worship at
9:30 a.m. Sundays in the Octagon Building on the corner
of Cookman and Wythe.
Service of Blessing and Healing
The Service of Blessing and
Healing, sponsored by the Department of Religion, is at 10:15
a.m. weekdays in the Randell
Chapel of the United Church
of Christ headquarters.
Unitarian Universalist
The Rev. David Weissbard,
retired minister of the Uni-

tarian Universalist Church in
Rockford, Ill., and resident of
Canton, N.Y., addresses the
fellowship at 9:30 a.m. Sunday
in the Hall of Philosophy. His
topic is “The Virtue$ and Vice$
Of Selfishne$$.” Victor Huls, a
member of the Music School
Festival Orchestra, provides
cello music. Ann Weber plays
the piano. Child care is available for children ages 4–10 in
the UU House, 6 Bliss.
United Church of Christ
The Rev. Luke Lindon,
associate pastor of Sylvania United Church of Christ
near Toledo, Ohio, leads the
8:45 a.m. Sunday worship at
the United Church of Christ
Randell Chapel. Based on the
Week Six theme of “Digital
Identity,” his sermon, “Building Up in Love,” draws from
Ephesians 4:1-16.
Lindon combines training in journalism with his
current ministry by using
new media and alternative
forms of worship. He also
helped his congregation secure a “Scientists in Congregations” grant from the John
Templeton Foundation.
United Methodist
The Rev. David L. Morse,
recently retired pastor from
the Pittsburgh area, leads the
9:30 a.m. Sunday worship in
the United Methodist Chapel. Morse is a graduate of
Houghton College, Harvard
University Divinity School
and United Theological Seminary. He served western
Pennsylvania congregations
for 40 years and is the coordinator of United Methodist Studies at the Pittsburgh
Theological Seminary where
he also teaches United Methodist Church history, doctrine and polity.
The United Methodist
lunch for the chaplain’s chat
is Tuesday. Visit the House,
or call 716-357-2055 by Monday to order a lunch.
Coffee is served between
morning worship and the
10:45 a.m. lecture weekdays
on the porch.
Unity of Chautauqua
Unity of Chautauqua welcomes the Rev. William Gill,
senior minister of Stuart
Center of Practical Spirituality in Florida, to lead the 9:30
a.m. Sunday service in the
Hall of Missions. His message is titled “Let the Dry
Land Appear.” Since January
2011, he has been the president of Gold Coast Ministers,
the sub-regional association
of ministry.
Unity holds a weekday
morning meditation from
8–8:30 a.m. weekdays in the
Hall of Missions.

The

Chautauqua
Bookstore
The CHQ Mighty Wallet
Flash your green with your green eco-friendly
100% RECYCLABLE 25% post consumer tear-resistant,
water-resistant innovative expandable design

$12.95
Available at the Chautauqua Bookstore
716-357-2151• bookstore@ciweb.org • bookstore.ciweb.org
Enroll in the Chautauqua Opoly tournament with a chance
to win a free game...sign up at the Bookstore.
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Chautauqua Institution—Special Studies
Class Listings For Week Six, July 29 - August 4

Register at any Ticket Window or by calling 716-357-6250
FULLY ENROLLED:
100 Adult ceramics; 101 High School and Adult Ceramics; 1301 Gentle yoga; 1923 Smoothies, Soups & Sorbets; 1966 The Supremes– Cases, Controversies; 1967 There’s An App For
That; 2007 Improvisation Fir Non-Actors; 2104 Optimist Sailing Beginning/Intermediate; 2109 Adult Sailing: Beginner/Intermediate; 2218 Bringing Characters To Life
CANCELLATIONS:
104 Jewelry Making; 1968 How Congress Works
CHANGES:
318 PSAT/SAT Preparation will be M-W from 2:30-5:00 p.m. (not M-Th from 3:00-5:00 p.m. as listed in the catalogue)

CONSULT CATALOG FOR COMPLETE
COURSE
DESCRIPTIONS AND FEE.
CATALOGS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE MAIN
GATE, COLONNADE, AND OTHER
LOCATIONS.
If you attend a class in Turner Community
Center, bring your gate pass.
ART
102 Life Drawing (18 & up): M-F, 9:00-10:30 a.m., Art
School Annex. 106 Young Artists (ages 6-8): M-F,
8:30-10 a.m., Turner, Rm. 204. 107 Young Artists
(ages 9-11): M-F, 10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m., Turner, Rm.
204. 108 Young Artists (ages 12-14): M-F, 9:00 a.m.12:00a.m., Turner, Rm. 202. 207 Impressionism: A
Fresh Vision (15 & up): M-F, 9:00-10:30 a.m., Turner,
Rm. 102. 215 Perspective: A Practical Approach
(ages 16 & up): M-F, 3:00-5:00 p.m., Turner, Rm. 106.
230 Color And Design: A Creative Approach (ages
15 & up): M-W, 12:30-3:30 p.m., Pier Bldg. Classroom.
231 Watercolor– Open Studio (ages 14 & up): Th, F,
11:00-4:00 p.m., Pier Bldg. Classroom.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT & YOUTH SKILLS
300 Music Toddlers (ages 18 mos.-3 yrs. w/ caregiver
present): M, W, F, 9:15-9:45 a.m., Hall of Education
(Sheldon), Rm. 201. 301 Music Babies (ages 3-18 mos.
w/ caregiver present): M, W, F, 10:15-10:45 a.m., Hall
of Education (Sheldon), Rm. 201. 317 Creative Composers: A Workshop For Young Writers (ages 7-12):
M-Th, 12:30-1:45 p.m., Hall of Education (Sheldon)
Rm. 202. 318 PSAT/SAT Preparation (ages 13 & up):
M-W, 2:30-5:00 p.m., Hultquist 201B.
COMPUTER
500 Getting Started With Your IPad (ages 17 & up):
M-F, 8:55-10:10 a.m., Turner, Rm. 101. 501 Getting
Started With Your IPad (ages 17 & up): M-F, 2:003:15 p.m., Turner, Rm. 101. 502 Organizing, Securing, and Backing Up Your Computer With Windows
7 (ages 17 & up): M-F, 9:10-10:25 a.m., Hurlbut
Church, Rm. 3. 503 Editing Digital Photographs with
Photoshop Elements 9 (ages 17 & up): M-F, 12:301:45 p.m., Turner, Rm. 101. 504 Creating Multimedia
Presentations Using Microsoft PowerPoint 2010 (ages
17 & up): M-F, 12:30-1:45 p.m., Hurlbut Church, Rm.
3. 505 Doing More With Your IPad Level II (ages 17
& up): M-F, 3:30-4:45 p.m., Turner, Rm. 101. 506 The
Games Factory 2 (ages 10-16): M-F 10:25-11:40 a.m.,
Turner, Rm.101. 507 Introduction to Robotics for
Young Inventors (ages 7-10): M-F, 10:45 a.m.-12:00
p.m., Hurlbut Church, Rm. 1. 508 Discover 3D Animation with Carnegie Mellon University’s Alice (ages 10
-16): M-F, 10:45 a.m.-12:00 p.m., Hurlbut Church, Rm.
3. 509 Robotics I & II (ages 10-16): M-F, 12:30-1:45
p.m., Hurlbut Church, Rm. 1. 510 NEW! The Cartoon
and Animation Factory (ages 7-10): M-F, 2:00-3:15
p.m., Hurlbut Church, Rm. 1.
SCHOOL OF DANCE
600 Creative Movement (ages 3-4): M,W,F, 4:00-4:30
p.m., Carnahan-Jackson Dance Studios. 601 Creative
Movement (ages 5-6): M,W,F, 4:30-5:00 p.m.,
Carnahan-Jackson Dance Studios. 602 Introduction to
Ballet (ages 7-12): Tu & Th, 4:00-5:00 p.m., CarnahanJackson Dance Studios. 603 Ballet (ages 13 & up):
M,W,F, 5:00-6:30 p.m., Carnahan-Jackson Dance Studios.
DANCE OTHER
703 Mom/Dad and Tot Dance (ages 18 mos.-3 years):
M,W,F, 12:45-1:45 p.m., Heinz Fitness, Rm. 2.
LANGUAGE
1005 It’s All Greek to Me: Ancient Greek 101 (ages
11 & up): M-F, 9:15-10:15 a.m., Library Classroom.
1006 French Film and Conversation (ages 14 & up):
M-F, 9:00-10:30 a.m., Hall of Ed. (Sheldon) Rm. 204.
GAMES & RECREATION
2100-2103 Saturday Races: Sat., 9:30 a.m.- noon, Turney Sailing Center. 2105 Guided Sailing Experience
(all ages, 12 & under must be accompanied by registered adult): Tu, 1:00-2:00 p.m., Turney Sailing Center.
2106 Guided Sailing Experience (all ages, 12 & under
must be accompanied by registered adult): Th, 1:00-2:00
p.m., Turney Sailing Center. 2107 Advanced Youth
Sailing (ages 8-21): M-F, 1:00-4:00 p.m., Turney Sailing Center.

2108 Teen Sailing: Beginner/Intermediate (ages 1317): M-F, 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m., Turney Sailing Center.
1100 N.Y.S. Safe Boating Course for Youth (Free, Pre
-registered students only, ages 10-17) M-F, 12:15-2:00
p.m., Beeson Youth Center, Rm. 1. 1104 Bridge For
Absolute Beginners (ages 14 & up): M-Th, 3:30-5:00
p.m., Hall of Education (Sheldon), Rm. 201. 1111
Chess: Beginner (ages 6 & up): M-F, 12:45-1:45 p.m.,
Hall of Christ, Campbell Rm. 1112 Chess: Supervised
Play (ages 6 & up): M-F, 2:00-3:00 p.m., Hall of Christ,
Campbell Rm. 1113 Chess: Intermediate (ages 6 &
up): M-F, 3:15-4:15 p.m., Hall of Christ, Campbell Rm.
HANDCRAFTS & HOBBIES
1209 Glass Fusing: Make Your Own Jewelry (ages 16
& up): M, W, 12:30-2:30 p.m., Turner, Rm. 102.
1233 Card-Making (ages 10 & up): M-F, 12:30-1:45
p.m., Beeson Youth Center, Rm. 1. 1236 Lollipop ISpy Quilt (ages 14 & up): M-W, 12:30-3:30 p.m.,
Turner, Rm. 107. 1237 Handweaving (ages 12 & up):
M-F, 1:00-3:00 p.m., Turner, Rm. 206. 1238 Digital
Photography– Level 2 (ages 14 & up): M-F, 1:00-3:00
p.m., Hultquist 201A. 1239 Knitting and Crocheting
101– The Basics (ages 13 & up): M-Th, 4:00-5:15 p.m.,
Turner, Rm. 102.
HEALTH & FITNESS
1303 Yoga and You-Advanced Beginning (ages 15 &
up): M-F, 9:15-10:15 a.m., Hurlbut Church, M. Lawrence Rm. 1305 Zumba (ages 18 & up): M,W,F, 9:1510:15 a.m. Turner Gym. 1307 Intro to Zumba (ages 18
& up): Tu, Th, 9:15-10:15 a.m., Turner Gym. 1309 Water Exercise For Your Good Health (ages 10 & up):
M,W,F, 3:00-4:30 p.m., Turner Pool. 1311 Feeling Better Exercises (all ages): M-F, 4:00-5:00 p.m., Hurlbut
Church, Marion Lawrance Rm. 1313 Bootcamp at the
Beach! (ages 16 & up): M,W,F, 9:15-10:15 a.m., Heinz
Beach Fitness, Rm. 1. 1314 Step Plus Strength (ages
16 & up): Tu, Th, 9:15-10:15 a.m., Heinz Beach Fitness,
Rm. 1. 1315 Learning Better Balance (ages 12 & up):
M-F, 12:30-1:45 p.m., Hurlbut Church, Marion
Lawrance Rm. 1319 Awareness Through Movement:
The Feldenkrais Method (ages 16 & up): M-F, 12:302:30 p.m., Heinz Beach Fitness, Rm. 1. 1320 Eight Precious Sets Chi Kung (ages 15 & up): M-F, 3:00-4:30
p.m., Heinz Beach Fitness, Rm. 1. 1323 Beach Yoga
(ages 14 & up): M-F, 7:15-8:30 a.m., Heinz Beach Fitness, Rm. 2. 1324 Pilates For Your Health (ages 18 &
up): M, W, F, 8:30-10:00 a.m., Turner, Rm. 203. 1325
The Alexander Technique: Movement With Grace
(ages 12 & up): M-F, 12:30-2:00 p.m., Turner, Rm. 203.
1337 Energy Anatomy (ages 16 & up): W-F, 9:0010:15 a.m., Turner, Rm. 106. 1341 Greening Your
Life: Avoiding Unnecessary Chemicals (ages 15 &
up): M-W, 9:00-10:15 a.m., Turner, Rm. 107.
THE WRITERS’ CENTER
2206 Is It Memory Or Just My Imagination? (ages 18
& up): M-F, 8:30-10:30 a.m. Literary Arts Poetry Rm.
2219 Have Something To Say? Post It Online. (ages
16 & up): M, 3:30-5:30 p.m., Alumni Hall Ballroom.
WRITING COURSES
1409 Introduction To Playwriting (ages 16 & up): MTh, 9:00-10:30 a.m., Alumni Hall Ballroom. 1410 How
To Profit At Writing And Marketing Your Nonfiction Books And Magazine Articles (ages 18 & up): WF, 3:30-5:00 p.m., Octagon.
LITERATURE COURSES
1413 The Saturday Morning Short Story Discussion
Group: Gordimer, Homage (ages 16 & up): Sat., 9:1510:30 a.m., Library Classroom. 1424 Cuneiform: The
Clay Tablets Speak (ages 18 & up): Tu-F, 8:30-10:30
a.m., Hall of Ed. ( Sheldon), Rm. 202. 1425 Emily
Dickinson On Faith, God, Jesus, and Immortality
(ages 18 & up): M-F, 12:30-1:30 p.m., Hultquist 101.
MUSIC/OTHER
1600 Play Guitar For Beginners (ages 10 & up): M-F,
8:45-9:45 a.m., Turner, Rm. 208. 1606 Hand Drumming For Fun and Relaxation (ages 8 & up): W-F,
4:00-5:15 p.m., Turner Conference Rm. 1614 Sight
Singing (ages 10 & up): M-F, 9:45-10:30 a.m., Turner,
Rm. 208. 1617 The Yiddish (Jewish) Musicals Of
Lower Second Ave. (ages 18 & up): M, W, F, 9:0010:30 a.m., Hurlbut Sanctuary. 1618 Women In Jazz
(ages 12 & up): M-F, 9:00-10:30 a.m., Turner Conference Rm. 1619 Mountain Dulcimer– Beginner (ages
10 & up): M-F, 12:45-2:00 p.m., Turner, Rm. 208. 1620
Mountain Dulcimer 201– Novice (ages 10 & up): M-F,
3:30-4:45 p.m., Turner, Rm. 208.

PERSONAL & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
1713 Growing Through Loss And Grief (ages 17 & up):
M-F, 9:00-10:30 a.m., Turner, Rm. 103. 1714 Understanding Your Memory (ages 16 & up): M-F, 12:30-2:00
p.m., Library Classroom. 1715 Get The Lead Out! (ages
16 & up): M-F, 3:00-5:30 p.m., Turner, Rm. 103.
RELIGION
1808 Children Of Abraham: Jews, Christians, Muslims
(ages 13 & up): M-F, 4:00-5:00 p.m., Turner, Rm. 105.
SPECIAL INTEREST
1924 Whole Foods– Cook To Restore, Nourish, And
Delight (ages 14 & up): Th, F, 3:00-5:00 p.m., Turner, Rm.
205. 1941 Remembering World War II: The World In
Crisis- “Hollywood & The War: The Propaganda
War” (ages 15 & up): Sat, 1:00-2:15 p.m., Turner Conference Rm. 1964 The Holocaust: Politically Incorrect
Questions (ages 15 & up): M-F, 9:00-10:15 a.m., Hultquist
101. 1965 How To Be A Gold Star Nonprofit Board
Member (ages 18 & up): M-F, 9:00-10:15 a.m., Turner,
Rm. 105. 1969 Science For The Modern World (ages 15
& up): M-F, 4:00-5:15 p.m., Hultquist 101.
THEATRE ARTS
2006 The History of American Musical Theatre (ages 14
& up): M-Th, 12:30-1:30 p.m., Turner, Rm. 105.

Register at the
Following Locations
COLONADE TICKET WINDOWS
1 Ames Ave

8:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m. Monday-Friday
11:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m. Saturday-Sunday

MAIN GATE TICKET WINDOWS
Main Gate Welcome Center

7:00 a.m.- 11:00p.m. Monday-Sunday

SPECIAL STUDIES OFFICE
(2nd Floor Hultquist)
716-357-6348
Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Saturday Closed
Sunday 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Note: Registration is no longer available at
Turner Community Center

Special Studies
Meet and Greet
Every Sunday from 12-3 p.m.
Off the brick walk in front of
Hultquist
Come and meet Week 6 Faculty, who
are all eager to discuss their courses
with you!
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2013 SEASON

2012 SEASON

A Luxury condo near plaza. 3 bdr.,
3 baths, Central Air, beautiful porch,
wifi, great for multiple couples or
multigenerational family. Available
weeks 1,5,6,7,9. 716-510-8993

OPEN HOUSE, every Sat., 1-3.
Renting for 2013. Modern apartments, all amenities, pet friendly, 1 studio, 2 1-Bdrm., 1 4-Bdrm.
Judson House, 4 Judson, 716357-4736

FLORIDA BEACH House,
Jensen Beach, 2BD/1BA, private yard, quiet neighborhood,
$890/month, 716-789-9132.

ST ELMO STUDIO A/C, wifi,
full kitchen, W/D, porch.
Available weeks 6,7,8,9
Call203-246-6011.

CONVERTED BARN in nearby
M a y v i l l e . L o w Ta x e s . L o w
Village Electric. 5 bdrms, 3
baths. Cathedral Ceilings.
Stunning Views. Private Deck.
$107,340. Call 716-969-9081

BEAUTIFUL 3rd Floor newly
renovated condo, 2bdr, 1ba. All
amenities, central air, W/D, new
furnishings, large private porch.
1block to Amp. Discount for
multiple weeks. 412-877-1998
FIRST FLOOR Condo w/ covered
porch, 1 block from Bestor, 2
blocks from Amp. and Farmer’s
Market. Modern, A/C, W/D, D/W,
WiFi, cable TV, Jacuzzi, grill.
Fully furnished and secure,
sleeps six, on tram route. Weeks
1,3,5. 814-833-7490
GARDEN DISTRICT Tour House
Apartment. Two bedrooms with en
suite baths. Beautifully furnished,
laundury, AC and Wifi. Patio with
fountain. (202) 251-2526
MILLER PARK Porch- Arcade, 1
bedroom, full amenities, beautifully furnished. Available weeks
7,8,9. Call (513)708-1854,
(513)247-9033.
ROOMY APARTMENT 1 BR, third
floor. Great room, large porch, W/D,
D/W, A/C, cable, Wifi, all amenities.
Private entrance. Central location.
Season/Half 357-2921, Beablum@
ME.com
ST. ELMO: Weeks 1 to 3 and 9.
Beautifully appointed first floor a/c
studio apartment with queen bed,
street access, and all amenities.
$1,450 per week. 716-357-3890
WEEKS 1-9, 3B Oak. 2B-1B.
Parking, patio, between Pratt and
North Lake. Call 440-759-0069
WEEKS 2-8, Chautauqua style
apartment, Agape 3A, 23 Waugh,
sleeps 4, 2 twin bedded rooms,
bathroom with shower, kitchen,
living/dining room, deck, TV, A/C,
3rd floor, prefer children above
age 7, wifi on request, no pets.
Rate:$7,000. Call 607-761-5388
WEEKS 2,5,8. Albion A, 5 South
Terrace. Charming modern 2
bdrm, 2 ba, porch on Miller
Park, Central A/C, W/D, WiFi.
$2,200 week. 716-357-5813
16 WILEY week 1, spacious
3-story house near lake and
children’s school, 6+ bedrooms,
5 bathrooms, W/D, cable, wireless internet, no pets, no smoking 212-369-1220 lhunnewell@
willowridge.com
18 CENTER. 2nd floor studio w/
porch. Pet-friendly. Sleeps one.
Near Bestor Plaza & Amp. On
tram route. Living/dining/kitchen
areas. Full bath. AC, ceiling fan,
wifi, cable TV. Washer/drier
access. No smoking. Available
weeks 1,5,6,7,8,9. $750/wk. 303915-4156 or red1184@aol.com
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, modern, well
furnished, fully equipped, huge
sleeping and dining porch, A/C,
heat, DW, W&D, cable, wifi, parking, weeks 8,& 9. 42 Foster. jimorris@morristrust.net, (716)490-1659
33 SCOTT- Sculpture graden
area. 1 bedroom apartment, kitchenette, 2 twin beds, private bath,
entrance, porch. Cable tv, AC,
ceiling fans. Season rental- $9500.
Please phone 504-913-6729
5 BEDROOM updated home
near Amp. No pets, no smoking.
357-2716. Weeks 5-7.

2012 SEASON
AUGUST SPECIAL weeks 7&8,
Chautauqua style apartment,
Agape 3A, 23 Waugh, sleeps 4, 2
twin bedded rooms, bathroom
with shower, kitchen, living/dining
room, deck, TV, A/C, 3rd floor,
prefer children above age 7, no
pets. Rate: Weeks 7&8 together
$800/week. Weeks 7 or 8 single
$900/week. Call 607-761-5388.
BEAUTIFUL NEW CONDO ,
weeks 8&9 2012 and 2013 season, steps to the lake, amp, &
plaza. Beautiful lake view, 2 full
porches, 3 bedrooms plus
sleeping loft, 2 baths; central
a/c, W/D, D/W, elevator, bus
route by front door. Contact
Joyce at 917-855-6345.
HUNT LEA 2 bedroom condo for
rent. Everything new! King-size
bed, flat screen TV, free parking.
C e n t r a l A / C . F r e e l a u n d r y.
Spacious porch. Great location
directly across from Turner Gate.
Contact Marc at 954-520-8264
JUDSON HOUSE 4 Judson,
Large modern apt., sleeps 8, all
amenities, porch, Wks 8,9. Onebedroom apt. sleeps 4, Reduced
rates, pet-friendly. 716-357-4736.
LAKEVIEW 3 bedroom 2 bath
condo, ground floor, A/C, W/D,
wi-fi, available weeks 7 & 8.
201-314-7931.

HOUSES FOR RENT

HOUSES FOR SALE

WEEK 9 STUDIO at St. Elmo.
Make offer. Larry 972-5711885.

LAKEFRONT PROPERTY 100
feet, 4 bedroom, 2 1/2 baths, air
conditioned, aluminum dock.
Just two miles from gate. Call
716-753-2608

WEEK 9 40 Hurst, sleeps 5,
r e n o v a t e d , f i r s t f l o o r,
3-bedroom/2-bath apartment.
Private deck, fireplace, granite
kitchen. Parking; tram route;
W/D, WiFi. Lauren 917-8816064, laurenlovesesms@gmail.
com

LOVELY UPDATED 3 Bedrooms,
2 full bath, Ranch, with possible 4th
bedroom in dry, finished basement
with first floor laundry room and
attached garage in private, wooded
setting. Four miles from Chautauqua
Institution. At 35 Maple Drive left in
Mayville. For Sale by owner.
$159,900 716-224-1016

WEEKS 8 & 9 available at
Heather’s Inn Condos. 1 block
from Amp and Bestor. Luxury 1
bedroom condo with large private wrap-around porch.
Central A/C, Free WiFi, Sleeps
4. See pictures of Belfry at
www.heathersinn.com or call
357-4804.

3 ROOT CONDO 3 Modern, Top
Condition, 2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths,
L a r g e Tr e e h o u s e D e c k , A l l
Amenities, $300K. Good rental
income. 716-357-2111

LAND FOR SALE

103 MINA EDISON (House for
rent wks 5,6,9)4 bedroom, 2
bath, 2 living rooms, dining
room, kitchen, AC, W/D, cable,
wireless internet, wrap around
porch and deck. On site parking
for 3 cars. 609-412-0956

MAYVILLE THREE one acre
adjacent lots in town. 240-6751220 ldonovan@msmary.edu
Pictures on Craigslist.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
HAMMOND ORGAN with Leslie
Speaker, Serial Number: 81113,
full console with percussion, cherry, excellent condition, recently
serviced, single family ownership,
$6,000, 716-769-7447

17 CENTER. Near Bestor
Plaza, Amp. On tram route.
Parking, int, cable, D/W, micro,
laundry, grill, porch. No A/C.
216-978-4441. Avail. Week 6.
2,200.

OPEN HOUSE

3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, Modern,
Well furnished, fully equipped,
huge sleeping and dining porch,
A/C, heat, DW, W&D, cable,
wifi, parking, week 9. 42 Foster.
jimorris@morristrust.net
(716)490-1659

OPEN HOUSE Carey Cottage
Inn. Today 11:00-2:00, 9 Bowman
Ave. Corner of Wythe. 357-2245

SERVICES
C A L L I G R A P H Y: J A C K Y
BRIGGS. 352-552-6526.

44 SCOTT 5-bedroom, 3 bath
w/ large yard. A/C, W/D, WiFi,
Available Week 8. Reduced
Rate. 415-440-4040.

HOUSEKEEPING SERVICE- I will
clean your home while you enjoy
your time in Chautauqua. Kate
753-2408, Tammie 499-1261

ANNOUNCEMENTS
GYPSY MOON, Women’s
Whimsical Consignment, celebrates 17th season in Bemus
Point. 20% off one item with ad.
Open 12-5, 72 Lakeside, 3865051.
O pen 1 2 step meeting
Hurlbut Church Parlor Sundays
and Wednesday 12:30 p.m.
716-581-3202

APARTMENTS FOR
RENT
Brand New Upscale, One
Bedroom Apartment 2012/2013,
Mile From Gate, Handicap
Access, Central Air/Heat,
Beautiful Kitchen, Bath/Walk in
Shower, Individual patio facing
Golf Course, 800/WK
845.216.7899
PA U L M A N O R N e w l y
Remodeled Apt. Sleeps 2, 1
block to Amp, Wks 6 & 8 $750
941-504-3884

EDUCATION
PAINFUL KNEES? You can’t
g e t o u t o f a ch a i r? Th i s i s
caused by the same injured
muscles. Spanos, in his Feeling
Better Exercise class, shows
you how to identify and correct
this problem. Hurlbut Church.
4pm M-F All Season 357-3713

FOR SALE
ANTIQUE HOOSIER Kitchen
Cabinet, Royal Worcester
Evesham pattern, Bluebird
china collection, various pieces
and brands, Maple bed 1870
716-762-0513 862-205-9840

BELLTOWER WATERCOLOR
Jerome Chesley original. 12x16
will email photo. $125 carolsab2@gmail.com/570-696-1410
CARDS & NEEDLEPOINTS of
Old First Night T-shirts available at Gretchen’s Gallery and
34 Miller. 412-425-9658.

EVENTS
CHAUTAUQUALAKE
BIGFOOT.COM BIGFOOTS
are Living in Chautauqua
County in Peace & Harmony
with our County Neighbors...
Watch the World’s First and
only Bigfoot Convention available on Streaming Video, The
Chautauqua Lake Bigfoot Expo
recorded on May 6th, 2012 from
Chautauqua Suites in Mayville,
NY.

FOR RENT
BALDWIN SPINET Piano $600
or best offer 716-763-9365,
excellent condition!
34 MILLER: 1,2,& 3BR Apts,
near amp, well-equipped kitchen, private porch, D/W, A/C, TV/
Wifi, weeks 6,8,9 and 2013 season. $795-$1495. 412-4259658.

9
5

BABY GRAND PIANO, Samick,
Ebony 5’7 Grand; Cabinetgood-excellent condition;
Mechanically-good-to excellent
condition(soundboard, pin
block, action). Needs tuning
and cleaning. 15-20 years old.
$5,000. 859-582-0028.

INDIE BOOKSTORE seeking
new owners. Be the heart of the
community in small-town northern New Mexico. Owner wants to
retire to spend more time at CHQ!
Great opportunity for energetic
couple. You’ll make a difference,
and maybe even a buck! 505426-9033 M-F 10am-6pm mdt
SPORTY ELECTRIC stand up
scooter (beamer). Electric lights,
turn signals and horn. Looks like
a Segway. $550 716-357-3201
STEINWAY TIGER Mahogony
Parlor Grand Piano- MFG,
1907-- Appraised by Froess
Piano of Erie 8/4/11- sound
board- excellent, pin blockexcellent, ivory keys, regularly
maintained, Asking Price$20,000.00 Terms- cashiers
check- call 814-449-5400 in
Edinboro, PA for appointment

THE CAMBRIDGE: central location behind bookstore, fronts on
Roberts and South Terrace
Streets. On all free transportation
routes, sixteen rental units, three
buildings, three and one-half lots.
Owner operated for thirty-five
years. Competitively priced, brokers protected. 716-357-3292

STORAGE
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S TA M P C O L L E C T I O N S /
Accumulations. U.S./Foreign. Will
travel to appraise. Chautauqua’s
Stamp Professor. 904-315-5482

WANTED TO RENT
A C C O M M O D AT I O N S 2 0 1 3
Weeks 4-5 2-bedroom, 1.5-bath,
A/C, Wifi, W/D, porch (optional)
Susan 201-819-0242
ROOM WANTED in Pittsburgh:
Actress with job looking for Sept
& Oct housing. Quiet, non-smoker. 716-365-9190

Transportation
AIRPORT TRANSFERS. Pick up
and return. Will service the following airports: Buf. Erie, Jamestown,
Pitt, and Cleve. Our car or yours.
Call for pricing. Lowest pricing on
Lake. Greg 814-598-6071
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2012 Conceptis Puzzles, Dist. by King Features Syndicate, Inc.

APARTMENT-COZY NEW Onebedroom gem! Ground floor, A/C,
cable, WiFi, W/D, new furnishings
and beds. On the plaza and tram
route. 7 Roberts. Discount for season/half-season. 716-357-5557

FOR RENT

7/28
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2012 Conceptis Puzzles, Dist. by King Features Syndicate, Inc.

AMES AVE townhouse (29).
Luxury, all amenities, central location on busline. Two porches, granite kitchen, central air conditioning,
W/D, HDTV-DVD, 5 bedroom- 3
kings, 2 twins, 3.5 baths, Wi-Fi,
patio, grill, 2 parking passes, available weeks 1,2,7,8,9. $4000/wk.
727-512-3890 Also discounted
Week 9, 2012- $3000/week.
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COMMUNITY

NIGHT
SCENES
GREG FUNKA | Staff Photographer

TOP: Stars trail through
the sky over trees near
Chautauqua Lake. LEFT:
The Miller Bell Tower and
Central Dock just after
sunset. RIGHT: Mary Procter
puts the finishing touches on
her night painting.
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Sa
SATURDAY
JULY 28

PUBLIC RADIO DAY
7:00 (7 – 11) Farmers Market
8:30 Hebrew Congregation. Study
session. “Mussar- Beginning the
Book of Proverbs and Learning the
Path of Jewish Ethical Living from our
more recent Mussars.” Rabbi John
Bush. Hurlbut Church Sanctuary
8:45 Catholic Mass. Chapel of the
Good Shepherd
9:30 Hebrew Congregation Sabbath
Services. Service led by Rabbi John
Bush; Joanna Bush, soloist. Hurlbut
Church Sanctuary
9:30 Chabad Lubavitch Community
Shabbat Service. Rabbi Zalman
Vilenkin. Kiddush will follow. Everett
Jewish Life Center Library
11:00 (11-2) 2012 SAI Competition in
Voice: Semi-finals. (School of
Music.) Fee. Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall
12:30 (12:30–2:30) Social Bridge
(Programmed by the Chautauqua
Women’s Club.) For men and
women. Women’s Clubhouse

Greg Funka | Staff Photographer

Following several letters and photographs from our readers, The
Chautauquan Daily went on a search for Miller Park’s famous albino
“ghost” squirrel.

1:00 Public Radio Day Special Lecture:
“The End of Top 40.” Stratton
Rawson, Classical 94.5 WNED,
Buffalo. Hall of Philosophy
2:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center. Fee. (Purchase tickets at
Main Gate Welcome Center.)
3:00 LECTURE. (Programmed by
Chautauqua Women’s Club.) Cultural
Issues Forum: “Facebook’s Global
Strategy.” Marne Levine, vice pres.,
Global Public Policy, Facebook. Hall
of Philosophy
3:00 (3-5) 2012 SAI Competition in
Voice: Finals. (School of Music.)
Fee. Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall
4:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center. Fee. (Purchase tickets at
Main Gate Welcome Center.)
5:00 Catholic Mass. Hall of Philosophy
6:00 (6–7:45) Chautauqua Choir
Rehearsal. All singers welcome.
(Two rehearsals required to sing at
Sunday worship services.) Elizabeth
S. Lenna Hall
6:45 Pre-Chautauqua Symphony
Orchestra Concert Lecture. Lee
Spear. Hurlbut Church Sanctuary
7:00 Public Radio Day. Special Concert
Preview with WQED-FM Pittsburgh.
Smith Wilkes Hall

10:45 SERVICE OF WORSHIP AND
SERMON. The Rev. Kenneth W.
Chalker, sr. pastor, University Circle
United Methodist Church, Cleveland.
Amphitheater

8:15 CHAUTAUQUA SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA. (Public Radio Day.
Live broadcast of CSO by WNED-FM
to Buffalo and by WQED-FM to
Pittsburgh.) Christopher Seaman,
guest conductor; Alexander

10:30 (or 20 minutes after end of CSO
concert) Musical Theater Revue
#2. “The Dreamland Radio Hour.”
Cabaret/Musical Theater Revue.
Ms. Teddy Kern, director; Sterling
Price-McKinney, music director/
arranger. Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall

Gavrylyuk, piano. Amphitheater
•“Ride of the Valkyries” from
Die Walküre
Richard Wagner
•Symphony No. 8, Op. 88 in G Major
Antonín Dvořak
•Piano Concerto No. 2,
Op. 18 in C Minor
Sergei Rachmaninoff

Su
SUNDAY
JULY 29

7:45 Episcopal Holy Eucharist. Chapel of
the Good Shepherd
8:30 Songs, Prayers, Communion &
Meditation. Hurlbut Church

8:45 United Church of Christ Worship
Service. UCC Randell Chapel

11:30 (11:30 until sold out.) Chicken
Barbecue Dinner. (Programmed by
the Chautauqua Firemen Women’s
Auxiliary.) Fee. Chautauqua Fire Hall
12:00 (12–3) Special Studies Meet and
Greet. Hultquist Porch

9:00 Tisha B’Av Service. (Programmed
by Chabad Lubavitch of Chautauqua.)
Rabbi Zalman Vilenkin. Everett
Jewish Life Center Library

12:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center. Fee. (Purchase tickets at
Main Gate Welcome Center.)

9:00 Episcopal Holy Eucharist. Chapel
of the Good Shepherd

12:00 (12-4) CWC Artists at the Market.
Farmers Market

9:15 Catholic Mass. Hall of Christ
9:30

Services in Denominational Houses

9:30 Unitarian Universalist Service.
Hall of Philosophy
9:30 Unity Service. Hall of Missions
9:30 Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers) Service. Octagon Building

12:00 (12–2) Flea Boutique. (Sponsored
by Chautauqua Women’s Club.)
Behind Colonnade
12:15 Catholic Mass. Hall of Philosophy
1:00 Friends of Theater Play
Discussion. Membership available
at the door. Hultquist Center
1:30

Chautauqua Opera Surprise Box:
An Opera Educational Afternoon.
Chautauqua Opera Guild. For
information, call 789-2120. Bestor Plaza

2:00

(2-3:30) Student Ensemble Recital.
School of Music. (Benefits the
Chautauqua Women’s Club Scholarship
Program.) Fletcher Music Hall

9:30 Christian Science Service.
Christian Science Chapel
10:00 Hebrew Congregation. Tisha B’Av
service. Led by Michael Harvey,
Rabbinic student at Hebrew Union
College. Hurlbut Church Sanctuary
10:15 Sunday School. Through Grade 6.
Child care for infants. Children’s School

2:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center. Fee. (Purchase tickets at
Main Gate Welcome Center.)
2:15 THEATER. Fifty Ways. Bratton
Theater. (Reserved seating; purchase
tickets at Main Gate Welcome Center
or Colonnade lobby ticket offices,
and 45 minutes before curtain at the
Bratton kiosk.)
2:30 CONCERT. East Winds Symphonic
Band. Amphitheater
3:30 Poetry and Prose Reading.
(Programmed by the Chautauqua
Writers’ Center.) Gregory Donovan,
poetry; Jonathan Eig, prose. Literary
Arts Center at Alumni Hall
4:00 (4–4:30) Blessing of the Animals.
Miller Park
4:00 (4-5:30) Student Quartet Recital.
School of Music. (Benefits the
Chautauqua Women’s Club
Scholarship Program.) McKnight Hall

4:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center. Fee. (Purchase tickets at
Main Gate Welcome Center.)
4:00 Walking Tour of Grounds. Fee.
(Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from south
end of Main Gate Welcome Center
4:30

(4:30-5) Lemonade Social.
(Sponsored by the Chautauqua Literary
Arts Friends.) Alumni Hall porch

5:00 VESPERS. (Chaplain’s Journey
of Faith.) The Rev. Kenneth W.
Chalker. Hall of Philosophy
5:00 Orientation Session for first-time
Chautauquans. Hultquist Center
5:00 Massey Memorial Organ Tour.
Amphitheater choir loft
5:00 Open Mic. (Programmed by
Chautauqua Literary Arts Friends.)
Literary Arts Center at Alumni Hall
Ballroom
5:00 (5-8) Mah Jongg. (programmed
by the Chautauqua Women’s Club.)
Memberships available at the door.
Women’s Clubhouse
7:00 Duplicate Bridge. Fee. Sports Club
7:00

Palestine Park Program. “A Journey
Through Biblical Times.” Palestine Park

8:00 SACRED SONG SERVICE. In
Remembrance: A Community Sing of
Fauré’s Requiem. Amphitheater
8:00 THEATER. Fifty Ways. Bratton
Theater. (Reserved seating; purchase
tickets at Main Gate Welcome Center
or Colonnade lobby ticket offices,
and 45 minutes before curtain at the
Bratton kiosk.)
8:00 Hebrew Congregation Shirley
Lazarus Sunday Speaker Series.
“Spy Facts and Spy Fiction: Will
They Confirm or Deny?” Ira
Cooperman and Bob Hopper.
Hurlbut Church Sanctuary.
9:30 Service of Compline. Chapel of the
Good Shepherd
9:30 Street Lighting Walk-About.
(Chautauqua Property Owners
Association.) Colonnade Building

